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PREFACE
This publication exhibits the work created by undergrad-
uate students in their 2nd year during the core course 
„Building Technology 1“  at the Department of Architec-
ture, HKU, spring 2021. 

The course covers the fundamentals of structural prin-
ciples and materials for architects looking into external 
and internal forces, loads and resistance of materials, 
and their creative use in section-active, vector-active and 
form-active structures. The course aims to create an in-
tuitive understanding of the functionality of linear struc-
tures, the ability to simplify them into structural diagrams, 
analytically and graphically understand their forces and 
stress, and use this information to design new creative ar-
chitectural applications.

Students were asked to submit their hand-written notes 
after every lecture, creating an archive of individual 
sketches and notations, which is used in this publication as 
the documentation of knowledge. Furthermore, students 
encountered three short homeworks during the semes-
ter: ”Structural Diagram”, “Destructive Experiment” and 

“Structural Analysis”, in which they reiterated in their own 
time the technical skills learned in class.

This particular semester was built around two assign-
ments: “Structural Principles” and “Material construc-
tion”.

For “Structural Principles”, students were asked to build 
an interactive board and create a short video explaining the 
specific behaviour of structures. These fundamental prin-
ciples like buckling, stress and strain, bracing or trussed 
beams, had to be researched, understood, replicated and 
investigated. The interactive board shows a measurable 
experiment that can be replicated by anyone using this ex-
hibit.

The second assignment “Material construction” was look-
ing at the art of combining material and structure to create 
space. For this purpose, 31 reference projects were inves-
tigated and precise construction details were collected. 
Students first sketched their reference projects at 1:100 
and 1:20 and finally picked a specific partition that incorpo-

rated structure and facade to build a 1:20 model of approx-
imately 40x60cm size. The models are true in materiality, 
joints and space. This task not only familiarized students 
with the layers of construction, structure and façade but 
enabled them to compare similar structural spans and 
their impact on space and light in various materials.

Despite the short time and the highly technical tasks, stu-
dents managed to create architecturally and structurally 
sophisticated work investigating and designing complex 
structural displays and building models. In this publica-
tion, we will first introduce the lecture series, and home-
work and then show the 31 structural principles and 31 
building models created.

Eike Schling
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FORM FINDING
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ARCH 2056: Building Technology 

Homework 
H1: Structural Diagram 

Pick a simple structural situation at any scale that is statically determined, can be understood in 2D, and 
consists of a structural element, a support condition and a load.  

- Make a technical, architectural hand sketch of this situation, implying scale, material and 
dimensions. If possible include the center axis of the structural element, as well as the direction 
of the load. Use pencil and a thin and a thick black pen. 
 

- Draw a simple abstract structural diagram of this situation, using the correct symbols for structural 
elements, supports, hinged or clamped connections and loads. 
 

- Draw the appropriate reaction forces to the load. Systematically deduce the horizontal loads, 
vertical loads and moments. If you can, separately draw the internal forces (Normal, shear and 
moment)  

(You can use the back-side of this piece of paper!) 

 

 

ARCH 2056: Building Technology 

Homework 
H6: Structural Analysis 

This homework is an iteration of Homework1 (Structural Diagram).  
For you it is an opportunity to apply your newly gained knowledge. For me it is a test to see if students 
improved their understanding of structural systems, supports, connection, and the flow of forces.  

Pick an architectural structure in Hong Kong (prefereably of good quality, but not HSBC), and choose a 
structural situation, that can be simplified into a clear system of element, supports, and loads.   

 

 
- Draw a technical, 

architectural hand sketch of this 
situation, showing your personal 
perception from the ground. 
Use pencil and a thin and a thick 
black pen. 

 
- Draw a technical, 

elevation implying scale, material 
and dimensions. If possible 
include the center axis of the 
structural element, as well as the 
direction of the load. Use pencil 
and a thin and a thick black pen.  

 
 - Draw an abstract 

structural diagram, using the 
correct symbols for structural 
elements, supports, hinged or 
clamped connections and loads.  

 
 - Draw the appropriate 

reaction forces to the load. 
Systematically deduce the 
horizontal loads, vertical loads 
and moments. If you can, 
separately draw the internal 
forces (Normal, shear and 
moment). You can use red and 
blue color to symbolize tension 
and compression. 

1. Structural Diagram 2. Destructive Experiment 3. Structural Analysis



ARCH 2056: Building Technology 

Homework 
H1: Structural Diagram 

Pick a simple structural situation at any scale that is statically determined, can be understood in 2D, and 
consists of a structural element, a support condition and a load.  

- Make a technical, architectural hand sketch of this situation, implying scale, material and 
dimensions. If possible include the center axis of the structural element, as well as the direction 
of the load. Use pencil and a thin and a thick black pen. 
 

- Draw a simple abstract structural diagram of this situation, using the correct symbols for structural 
elements, supports, hinged or clamped connections and loads. 
 

- Draw the appropriate reaction forces to the load. Systematically deduce the horizontal loads, 
vertical loads and moments. If you can, separately draw the internal forces (Normal, shear and 
moment)  

(You can use the back-side of this piece of paper!) 

 

 

Pick a simple structural situation at any scale that is statically determined, can be under-
stood in 2D, and consists of a structural element, a support condition and a load.

Make a technical, architectural hand sketch of this situation, implying scale, material and 
dimensions. If possible include the center axis of the structural element, as well as the 
direction of the load. Use pencil and a thin and a thick black pen.

Draw a simple abstract structural diagram of this situation, using the correct symbols for 
structural elements, supports, hinged or clamped connections and loads.

Draw the appropriate reaction forces to the load. Systematically deduce the horizontal 
loads, vertical loads and moments. If you can, separately draw the internal forces (Nor-
mal, shear and moment)STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM



STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM

Chan Chun Hei Jason Hon Ming Rou
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Huang Ming Jin, Andy Leung Hoi Ching
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Ma Ho Ching Isaac Tam Chin Fung Anson
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Document the deformation and destruction of 5 material samples.

1. tension – strain
2. compression – buckling
3. shear – distortion
4. torsion – twist
5. bending – deflection

Sample:

• You may use any material samples, that is soft enough to show its deformation be-
haviour!

• The sample should not be a sheet, but have a measurable thickness.
• Double symmetric samples (round/square section) are preferred.

For each sample:

•  Take pictures of the deformation (and failure) (white background, good lighting!)
• Create architectural drawings of the experiment.
• Create analytical diagrams and labels that explain the stress and the appropriate 

equation.

Drawings:

• All drawings are created on white A4 paper (portrait) (one page for each case).
• Please use pencil for preliminary sketches and axes only.
• Use pens for your hand written notes and sketches: black (thin and thick), blue, red, 

green

The purpose of this exercise is:

• To create a haptic memory of the 5 principle stresses and combine it with its theory.
• To practice the ability to graphically capture a concept, in sketch and diagram.
• To document material behaviour for your own use.

DESTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENT



DESTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENT 1 Lee Sum Yu Summie

Tension- Strain Compression- Buckling
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Shear- Distortion Bending- Deflection

Lee Sum Yu SummieDESTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENT 1
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Torsion- Twist

Fan Ka Mak, MosesDESTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENT 2DESTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENT 1 Lee Sum Yu Summie
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Fan Ka Mak, MosesDESTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENT 2
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DESTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENT 2 Fan Ka Mak, Moses
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1) TENSION - Strain
2) COMPRESSION - Buckling

The original form of a knife Compressing it with a finger The broken figure (Failure)

Park Soyeon

Tension- Strain Compression- Buckling

DESTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENT 3
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3) SHEAR - Distortion

The broken figure

The original form of a knife

Failure

5) BENDING - Deflection

The original form of a knife Bending it with a finger The modified form (Deformation)

Bending it harder Failure The broken figure

Park SoyeonDESTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENT 3

Shear- Distortion Bending- Deflection
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ARCH 2056: Building Technology 

Homework 
H6: Structural Analysis 

This homework is an iteration of Homework1 (Structural Diagram).  
For you it is an opportunity to apply your newly gained knowledge. For me it is a test to see if students 
improved their understanding of structural systems, supports, connection, and the flow of forces.  

Pick an architectural structure in Hong Kong (prefereably of good quality, but not HSBC), and choose a 
structural situation, that can be simplified into a clear system of element, supports, and loads.   

 

 
- Draw a technical, 

architectural hand sketch of this 
situation, showing your personal 
perception from the ground. 
Use pencil and a thin and a thick 
black pen. 

 
- Draw a technical, 

elevation implying scale, material 
and dimensions. If possible 
include the center axis of the 
structural element, as well as the 
direction of the load. Use pencil 
and a thin and a thick black pen.  

 
 - Draw an abstract 

structural diagram, using the 
correct symbols for structural 
elements, supports, hinged or 
clamped connections and loads.  

 
 - Draw the appropriate 

reaction forces to the load. 
Systematically deduce the 
horizontal loads, vertical loads 
and moments. If you can, 
separately draw the internal 
forces (Normal, shear and 
moment). You can use red and 
blue color to symbolize tension 
and compression. 

This homework is an iteration of Homework1 (Structural Diagram).

For you it is an opportunity to apply your newly gained knowledge. For me it is a test to 
see if students improved their understanding of structural systems, supports, connection, 
and the flow of forces.

• Pick an architectural structure in Hong Kong (prefereably of good quality, but not 
HSBC), and choose a structural situation, that can be simplified into a clear system of 
element, supports, and loads.

• Draw a technical, architectural hand sketch of this situation, showing your personal 
perception from the ground. Use pencil and a thin and a thick black pen.

• Draw a technical, elevation implying scale, material and dimensions. If possible in-
clude the center axis of the structural element, as well as the direction of the load. 
Use pencil and a thin and a thick black pen.

• Draw an abstract structural diagram, using the correct symbols for structural ele-
ments, supports, hinged or clamped connections and loads.

• Draw the appropriate reaction forces to the load. Systematically deduce the horizon-
tal loads, vertical loads and moments. If you can, separately draw the internal forces 
(Normal, shear and moment). You can use red and blue color to symbolize tension 
and compression.

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS



H6 Structural Analysis
Bank of China Tower

Hong Kong Stadium

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Chan Kwok Hei Lincoln Chuah Hao Feng
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Tam Wing Huen Raven Yau Pui Yu
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PARABOLA

Wong Ting Fai Wesley Fan Ka Mak Moses

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
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Experiment 1: One Single Load - Position

22 23

Support
Hinged and Slidable

Hinged support before bending Hinged support after bending

Slidable support before bending Slidable support after bending

Support
Hinged and Slidable

Hinged support before bending Hinged support after bending

Slidable support before bending Slidable support after bending

Section profile shape (from top to bottom) all area remain around 24mm2 

1. rectangle (8x3mm) 2. square (5x5mm)

3. circle (radius= 3mm) 4. rectangle (3x8mm)

5. I beam (4x2mmx2, 2x4mm) 6. cross beam (1.5x10mm, 3x1.5mmx2)

Connection detail: thickening 25mm from the end for screwing

1. Material is changed from balsa wood to polycarbonate
2. Section profile shape area remain around 24mm2

3. Connection adaptation, thickening 25mm for screwing from the end

Final A1 Board Details

Magnitude of Deflecion

Hinge and Slidable 
Connection adaptation 

Conclusion

higher distance of 
section area away from 
reference axis
 

higer moment 
of inertia
 

less bending

Force test

Stable

Indifferent

Unstable

Supports and joints detailsSupports and joints detail

Stable

Indifferent

Unstable

40 41Structural Principle Structural Principle
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3332

Creative model
This system combined 
four  f rames in ser ies. 
Diagonal sticks, acting as 
bracings, can be switched 
freely to create various 
combinations.

Fundamental principle
When applying load on one end, 
it is observed that grids without 
bracing will deform while those with 
bracing will always remain to be 
intact squares. Therefore, the logic 
of bracing in providing stability and 
lateral loads resistance is shown.

DETAILS
Principle model: Bracing

EXPLANATION
Principle model: Bracing

According to our original proposal, we decided to 
investigate the strength to withstand lateral force 
among four support types. In this test model, we 
have chosen two of them as examples.

1:4 elevation and side view

26:  BRACING

1:4 back view

1:8 elevation (proposed)

1:4 ELEVATION and SIDE VIEW

1:4 ELEVATION (initial proposal)

1:4 BACK VIEW

INITIAL TEST MODEL
Principle model: Bracing

Challenge
Friction created between slot and wooden 
stick have added uncertainties, being the 
biggest problem we encountered during 
the process. This problem is later on 
solved by adding extra sticks and duble 
nuts on the back

Proposal
According to our original 
proposal, we decided to 
investigate the strength 
to withstand lateral force 
among four support types. 
In this test model, we have 
chosen two of them as 
examples. 
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freely to create various 
combinations.

Fundamental principle
When applying load on one end, 
it is observed that grids without 
bracing will deform while those with 
bracing will always remain to be 
intact squares. Therefore, the logic 
of bracing in providing stability and 
lateral loads resistance is shown.

DETAILS
Principle model: Bracing

EXPLANATION
Principle model: Bracing

According to our original proposal, we decided to 
investigate the strength to withstand lateral force 
among four support types. In this test model, we 
have chosen two of them as examples.

1:4 elevation and side view

26:  BRACING

1:4 back view

1:8 elevation (proposed)

1:4 ELEVATION and SIDE VIEW

1:4 ELEVATION (initial proposal)

1:4 BACK VIEW

INITIAL TEST MODEL
Principle model: Bracing

Challenge
Friction created between slot and wooden 
stick have added uncertainties, being the 
biggest problem we encountered during 
the process. This problem is later on 
solved by adding extra sticks and duble 
nuts on the back

Proposal
According to our original 
proposal, we decided to 
investigate the strength 
to withstand lateral force 
among four support types. 
In this test model, we have 
chosen two of them as 
examples. 

2120

Assignment 2 - Node Equilibrium

Final Model - Four Basic Scenes (Homework 5) Final Model - Four Basic Scenes (Homework 5)

Assignment 2 - Node Equilibrium

STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLES

01. 
Catenary to Polygon

02. 
Catenary vs Parabola

09. 
Bending (Supports)

10. 
Bending (Moments of Inertia)

40 41

PART 2: A2 STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLES BENDING SUPPORT

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 1: hinged + slidingDetail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 1: hinged + sliding

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 2: clamped + slidingDetail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 2: clamped + sliding

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 3: clamped + clampedDetail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 3: clamped + clamped

Detail: Support (Left)

Scenario 4: clamped + none (cantilever)

Detail: Support (Left)

Scenario 4: clamped + none (cantilever)

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 5: clamped + clamped (design)Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 5: clamped + clamped (design)

Scenario 1: Hinged + Sliding

Scenario 2: Clamped + Sliding

Scenario 3: Clamped + Clamped

Scenario 4: Clamped + None 
(Cantilever)

Scenario 5: Clamped + Clamped 
(design) 

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 1: hinged + sliding

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 2: clamped + sliding

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 2: clamped + sliding

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 3: clamped + clamped

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 5: clamped + clamped (design)

40 41

PART 2: A2 STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLES BENDING SUPPORT

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 1: hinged + slidingDetail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 1: hinged + sliding

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 2: clamped + slidingDetail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 2: clamped + sliding

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 3: clamped + clampedDetail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 3: clamped + clamped

Detail: Support (Left)

Scenario 4: clamped + none (cantilever)

Detail: Support (Left)

Scenario 4: clamped + none (cantilever)

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 5: clamped + clamped (design)Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 5: clamped + clamped (design)

Scenario 1: Hinged + Sliding

Scenario 2: Clamped + Sliding

Scenario 3: Clamped + Clamped

Scenario 4: Clamped + None 
(Cantilever)

Scenario 5: Clamped + Clamped 
(design) 

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 1: hinged + sliding

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 2: clamped + sliding

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 2: clamped + sliding

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 3: clamped + clamped

Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 5: clamped + clamped (design)

17. Trussed Beam (Snap 
Through)

18. 
Suspended Beam (Height)

25. 
Bracing

26. 
Node Equilibrium 2D
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Demonstration of the Structural Principle

Load Tests

Diagrammatic Model

05 // Model Detail

Clamped Arch Ends Hinged Arch Ends

Three-Hinged Arch Joint Three-Hinged Arch with Bracing Joint

05 Model Detail

Fixed Circular Arch Slight deflection at both load points be-
cause clamps restricted horizontal, verti-
cal, and rotational movement of the arch.

8988

05 // Model Detail

Clamped Arch Ends Hinged Arch Ends

Three-Hinged Arch Joint Three-Hinged Arch with Bracing Joint

05 Model Detail

Fixed Circular Arch Slight deflection at both load points be-
cause clamps restricted horizontal, verti-
cal, and rotational movement of the arch.

8988

Scenario 1: Single-cross tying

Scenario 2: Double-cross tying

Scenario 3: Spider radial tying

Scenario 4: Double arch tying

Force a Force b Force c

Results

4342

A2 Structural Principle

Scenario 1: Single-cross tying

Scenario 2: Double-cross tying

Scenario 3: Spider radial tying

Scenario 4: Double arch tying

Force a Force b Force c

Results

4342

A2 Structural Principle

Profiles

Profiles 1: H-Beam

Profiles 2: Squared

H-Beam Squared Hollow Squared Circular Tube

Angle of Twist: 35°

Torison Constant: 0.0180X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 5 (worst)

Angle of Twist: 20°

Torison Constant: 0.0316X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 4

       48        49     

Hinge joints creates zero bending moment. As you can see, the point loads are exerted at the hinge joints. Even though there are 
movement downwards, there are actually no bending occur at that point as it is a hinge. It is still a straight beam as we can see in the 
pictures above.

At the positions where there are no hinge joints, we can see that the bending moment created when the point load is applied is very 
high especially at the locations of the supports (providing there are no hinge joints there, unlike scenario 1 and 4)

Our creative design mainly focused on taking the most minimal bending moment in the first three scenario and further improve its du-
rability and minimize bending moment so that it can sustain more loads without much bending. In our case, we apply the strategy of 
thickening the certain area where there are high bending moment so it is stronger overall.
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Photos of frames (before adding loads)

Photos of frames (420g weight loads added)

Photos of frames (force pushing downwards)

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 4: Thinner in the middle of the beam and bases of the columns

The thickness of the beam and columns 
gradually change. The thickness of the 
beam decreases from 24mm to 12mm in the 
middle. The middle part is 2 times thinner 
than the end of the beam. The thickness 
of the columns decreases from 24mm to 
12mm to the base. The base part is 2 times 
thinner than the top of the columns. The 
bending moments of the beam are expected 
to occur all above the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 4: Thinner in the middle of the 
beam and bases of the columns
The thickness of the beam and columns gradually change. The 
thickness of the beam decreases from 24mm to 12mm in the middle. 
The middle part is 2 times thinner than the end of the beam. The 
thickness of the columns decreases from 24mm to 12mm to the 
base. The base part is 2 times thinner than the top of the columns. 
The bending moments of the beam are expected to occur all above 
the central axis.

c = 24 mm

l = 200 mm

b 
= 

24
 m

m

h = 122 m
m

FRAME (STIFFNESS) 17_Athena Chow
30_Andy Hwang

d = 12 m
m

e = 12 mm

1:4 Diagrams

(CONT’D)

Tension

CompressionMaterial
14mm A2 timber board, 2 M3 steel bolts, 2 M3 steel nuts, 
4 M3 washer, 12mm cork board

Photos of Overall Display - Individual Board

24 25
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1:3 structural diagram

1:3 structural diagram

1:3 structural diagram

1:3 structural diagram, I = moment of inertia

Hinge joint detail (middle)

Hinge joint detail (side)

Hinge support detail

Clamped support detail

Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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1:3 structural diagram

1:3 structural diagram

1:3 structural diagram

1:3 structural diagram, I = moment of inertia

Hinge joint detail (middle)

Hinge joint detail (side)

Hinge support detail

Clamped support detail

Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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1:3 structural diagram

1:3 structural diagram

1:3 structural diagram

1:3 structural diagram, I = moment of inertia

Hinge joint detail (middle)

Hinge joint detail (side)

Hinge support detail

Clamped support detail

Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.

Hinged joint on half frame

Hinged support

Hinged joint on 3 hinged 
frame

Clamped support

Detail Extra nuts and washers are used to 
lift up each frame to avoid creating 
unnecessary friction between the frame 
and the woodboard. It also makes it 
easier to put weight onto the frame.

The washer helps reduce the friction 
between the cork at the hinge.

Creative Proposal

We optimized the frame structure so that it can withstand more weight with less deformation. The 
straight horizontal beam is replaced with an upright V-shaped beam to counter the bending moment 
generated under load. Also, the cantilevered beam generate a negative bending moment which 
counteracts the positive bending moment of back-span. These two featurAes make the frame 
structure relatively stronger by responding to the moment.
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PERFORMANCES UNDER THE LOAD CONDITIONS
3) HOWE TRUSS3) HOWE TRUSS

0.4cm

0.3cm

1.0cm

Truss bends 0.4cm for one point load. For the line load condition, it bends 1cm at the position of the side 
supports and 0.3cm at the middle support. Therefore, howe truss also bears line load better than the point 
load.

PERFORMANCES UNDER THE LOAD CONDITIONS
4) ARCH TRUSS4) ARCH TRUSS

1.0cm

0.5cm

Truss bends 1cm under one point load and 0.5cm under the line load condition. Therefore, the arch truss is 
more stiff under the point load than the line load.
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Slidable Supports:
Slidable support 1:
Does not restrict:
- Horizontal force
- Moment

Slidable support 2:
Does not restrict:
- Vertical force
- Horizontal force

Slidable support 3:
Does not restrict:
- Y translation

16

Moment and Lever
Scenario 1: Scenario 2:

: 

Scenario 4 :
: 

Scenario 3 :
: 

Scenario 6 :
: 

Scenario 5 :
: 

Wong Kai Yan Michelle
Final Model
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03. 
King Post Truss (Height)

04. 
Arch (Shape & Hinge)

05. 
Arch (Stiffening Strategies)

06. 
Torsion (Torsion Constant)

07. 
Buckling (Support, Euler)

08.
Buckling (Gyration)

11. Bending & Shear (Stacked 
Profiles)

12. Multi-Span Beam (Hinge 
Location)

13. Multi-Span Beam (Sup-
port Location)

14.
 Frames (Types)

15. 
Frames (Stiffness)

16. 
Trussed Beam (Height)

19. 
Truss (Diagonals)

20. 
Truss (Form)

21. 
Truss (Profile)

22. Connection (Lateral & 
Concentric)

23.
Support

24. 
Moments / Lever

Part 2: Princi[al Model (Final Display)Part 2: Princi[al Model (Final Display)

Overlaying Photographs

Y- Profile(Lateral) 

Y- Profile(Concentric) 

Straight Profie 

Connection details

T- Profie (Lateral) T- Profie (Double Lateral) Tension Profie (Lateral)

27. 
Stress Strain / Elasticity

28. 
Pre-Stress (Cable)

29. 
Pre-Stress (Beam)

30.
Overturning

31.
Spatial Stability

To find the best pre stressed beam to withstand to most deflection

1kg weights are placed on each beam to test out the withstanding of 
deflection by measuring the distance between the original beam and 
the deflected beam. The hypothesized distance is based on the graph  
and diagrams of internal forces as well as a preliminary weight test 
with finger load. The results are mostly even however both the concen-
tric and top eccentric beams unmatch the predicted distance. We be-
lieve that there would be error and random error caused by the natural 
deformation of the material itself(nylon rod) or the uneven distribution 
of plaster within the beam. These are some suggestions that would 
improve our model in our further stage. 
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Catenary to Polygon

Conclusion
Symmetrical loads will create symmetrical polygons. If loads are asymmetri-
cal, the heavier load will create a smaller angle of the polygon.

Experiment 3: Loads at Symmetrical Positions - Distribution
Apply two vertical loads (Load A and Load B) to the long chain at H2 and H4 
(both H2 and H4 are effective hanging points). Keep Load A + Load B = 80 g. 
You have two ways to hang the loads as the diagrams show.

Result of short chain
With loads on each point, catenary becomes 
polygon.
Result of long chain
With loads on points 2 3 4, catenary becomes 
polygon;
With loads on points 1 & 5, one part of the 
chain remains catenary.
Comparitive Result
Longer Chain needs smaller supports from 
the two ends.

Experiment 1: One Single Load - Position
Apply one vertical load (20g) to both long and short catenaries, and change its 
position from left to right via the chain (From hanging point 1 to 5)

41_Liu Chengxi
51_Sun Ziyue

Experiment 2: From One to Infinite - Number of Loads
Apply one, two, and five loads (each load 20g) in sequence to the short chain. 
All loads on the chain are uniformly distributed; H1 to H5 are all effective hang-
ing points. Your interaction will be like the diagrams on the left. 
Deductive Conclution
As the sides of polygon grow, the shape of the equilateral polygon 
becomes more and more similar to the original catenary. If the 
number of hanging points continues to increase until the infinity, 
there will be no polygon but a catenary instead. It has the same 
effect as we increase the self-weight of the catenary.

A B

y

M1M1’

A B
x

y

M2M2’

Short Chain [Diagram A]
If M1’ is the reflection of M1 on the catenary ----> 
Leff = |M1M1’|
L1 = AM1 + BM1 = 6.30 l0, AB= 6 l0, l0= 7.50 cm
BM1= 0.30 l0 = 2.25 cm, |M1M1’| = 42.6 cm
Proportion of Effective Hanging length: 
P1 = |M1M1’|/AB x 100% = 90.43%
Long Chain [Diagram B]
If M2’ is the reflection of M2 on the catenary ----> 
Leff = |M2M2’|
L2 = AM2 + BM2 = 10.40 l0, AB= 6 l0
l0= 7.50 cm
BM2= 3.47 l0 = 26.03 cm, |M2M2’| = 25.94 cm
Proportion of Effective Hanging length: 
P2 = |M2M2’| x 100% = 33.27%

x

Analysis: Effective hanging length 
for catenary becoming polygon

[Diagram A]

[Diagram B]

Catenary is the shape of a perfectly flexible chain supported by its ends and acted on by gravity. When the chain is pulled by several vertical forces, it will reshape 
into a polygon under a certain tension.
On this board, we are going to explore:1) conditions for a catenary chain to change into a polygon  2) how a polygon can change back to a catenary shape by distrib-
uting uniform loads 3) different shapes of polygons under asymmetrical loading scenarios. 
Hanging points are distributed uniformly according to the length of the chain instead of  the horizontal distance.

Weight

Conclusion
If the horizontal distances between two supports are the same, the length of chain L1 < L2, 
then the proportion of effective hanging length P1 > P2. The shorter catenary has a higher 
possibility to become a polygon when a single vertical load was applied to it.

Load A 

Load B
Load BLoad A 

M1, M1’ = critical points

M2, M2’ = critical points

31 32

Principle Analysis: Catenary to polygonPrinciple Analysis: Catenary to polygon

16 17

Principle Analysis: Catenary to polygon

14 15

Principle Analysis
Principle Analysis: Catenary to polygon
Model Proposal

Experiment 1: One Single Load - Position

Experiment 1: One Single Load - Position

01. CATENARY TO POLYGON SKETCHES

Liu Cheng Xi
Sun Zi Yue

DEMONSTRATION

Experiment 1: One Single Load - Position

Apply one vertical load (20g) to both long 
and short catenaries, and change its posi-
tion from left to right via the chain (From 
hanging point 1 to 5)

Conclusion
If the horizontal distances between two 
supports are the same, the length of chain 
L1 < L2, then the porpotion of effective 
hanging lenght P1>P2. The shorter cate-
nary has a higher possibility to become a 
polygon when a single vertical load was 
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Experiment 2: From One to Infinite - Number of Loads

Experiment 3: Loads at Symmetrical positions - Distribution

applied to it.

Result of short chain
With loads on each point, catenary be-
comes polygon.

Results of long chain
With loads on points 2 3 4, catenary be-
comes polygon. With loads on 1 & 5, one 
part of the chain remains catenary.

Comparitive Result
Longer chain needs smaller supports from 
the two ends.

Experiment 2: From One to Infinite - Number 
of Loads

Apply one, two, and five loads (each load 
20g) in sequence to the short chain. All 
loads on the chain are uniformly distrib-
uted; H1 to H5 are all effective hanging 
points. Your interaction will be like the dia-
gram on the left.

Deductive Conclusion
As the sides of the polygons grow, the 
shape of the equilateral polygon becomes 
more and more similar to the original cate-
nary. If the number of hanging points con-
tinues to increase until the infinity, there 
will be no polygon but a catenary instead. 
It has the same effect as we increase the 
self-weight of the catenary.

Experiment 3: Loads at Symmetrical posi-
tions - Distribution

Apply two vertical loads (Load A and Load 
B) to the long chain at H2 and H4 (Both H2 
and H4 are effective hanging points). Keep 
Load A + Load B = 80g.

Conclusion
Symmetrical loads will create symmetrical 
polygons. If loads are assymmetrical, the 
heavier load will create a smaller angle of 
the polygon.
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Catenary vs Parabola
Introduction
In a catenary curve, the form is caused by the weight of the chain itself, whose 
force is equally distributed along the chain. However, in a parabolic curve, the force 
is distributed in the same horizontal distance, in the form of a line load.
 
Variables 
Controlled variables: Number and mass of loads. Type of chain and hooks. Width of 
chains 
Independent variables: length of sag (a vs 5a)
Dependent variables: the form of chains after loading the weights

Instruction
Place the weights at the hoops on the chain, according to the numbers on the 
arrows and the hooks. The forms of chains change from catenary to parabolic.

Conclusion
The positions of weight distributions along the chain affects the shape of a curve. 

a

5a

13_Cheung Wing See, Kyo
29_Hong Sum Ho, Angus 

Weights

Weights

Catenary

TH

TV

Uniform load distributed along the cable

Horizontally distributed load

Parabola

Derivation and Equation for Parabola

∑M = Mx + My = ωx(x/2) - (T0)(y) = 0 

y =(ω/2T0)x² 

So, y = ax² + bx + c, where a = ω/2T0

1 122 3 34 45 56

1 122 3 34 45 56

T0

T0

TH
TV

Equation for Catenary 

y = a • cosh(x/a), where a = T0/ω

Weight per unit length = ω = W/x  

W= ωx, position unknown

W= ωx

x
x/2 x/2

a

y

y

My

Mx

02. CATENARY VS PARABOLA

Cheung Wing See (Kyo)
Hong Sum Ho (Angus)

SKETCHES
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TEST MODEL

Note:

1. Some of the chains are not in tension. The length of the 
chains should be adjusted accordingly.

2. The chains at the two ends are removed as they do not 
have significant effect to the shape of the parabola curves.

3. The shape of the paraola set-up appears to be a polygon, 
even when the verticals are distributed evenly along the 
horizontal axis. More weights might be needed.

FINAL MODEL
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King Post Truss (Height) 03 - Chin Kuang Yi (3035660897)
34 - Lee Nip Man Mandy (3035664788)

This is a truss system that consists of a supportive structural element called the king post. 

The system consists of the king posts extending from the horizontal beam to the apex of the triangle. 

Purpose: To investigate the relationship between the height of the vertical cable with the horizontal beam, 

when a force is applied to an enclosed system.  

Discovery: As the height of the vertical cable increases, the deflection within the horizontal beam decreases. 

Therefore, to maximize the king post truss system the vertical cable should be as short as possible

 to minimize tension. 

Scenario 1 
The king post truss system is designed 

with both a fixed joint and a slidable joint. 

When a point load is applied to the 

system, it results in a horizontal tension 

(evident through the use of spring). Thus, 

illustrates the system absorbs the internal 

forces. 

Scenario 2
Cable height “15cm” positioned 

 at the middle 

This is to illustrate the enclosed king 

post truss system. When the system 

is disturbed with a load, the deflection 

happens within both the horizontal beam 

and the vertical cable. The forces are 

distributed within the members. 

Scenario 3
Cable height “7.5cm” positioned 

at the middle 

This system is an extension of the model 

above but halved the cable height. 

This is to investigate the relationship 

between the height of the cable with the 

deflection of the beam. Hence, discovering 

the distribution of internal forces and 

the most efficient design method of the 

system. 

It is evident that there is less tension 

when the vertical cable is shortened.  

The fish rod is straightened when a 
load is placed on the system. Hence, 

demonstrating tension. 

Detail of how the joints are pinned 

together. 

The tension force within the 

spring is evident when the 

system is disrupted with a 

load. 

PUSH HERE

Blue: Compression

Red: Tension

Green: Deflection

Tension

Tension

Tension

Tension

Tension

Compression Compression

Spring

Compression Compression

Compression Compression

Tension

Displacement
H=0

V

H=0

V

H=0

V

H=0

V

H=0

V

20

20

20

20

03. KING POST TRUSS (HEIGHT)

Chin Kuang Yi
Lee Nip Man Mandy

19

19

TEST MODELSKETCHES
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Demonstration of the Structural Principle
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FINAL MODEL DEMONSTRATION

Diagrammatic Model

Load Tests
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Press here

RB

HB

RA

HA BA

C

Press here

Arch (Shape and Hinge)
Arch

An arch is a curved structure that spans over a distance. Since materials like pure cement and stone do not take tension very well, an arch is a solution designed 
to take pure compression. As the forces in the arch are transferred to the base, the arch pushes outwards at the base. Moreover, for the bending moment of 
an arch, it is determined by the compression line.Where inside the compression line are under positive bending moments while outside the compression line 
are under negative bending moments.

Mainly three types of arches are used in practice: three-hinged, two-hinged and fixed arch. Circular arch with different hinges are chosen to demonstrate the 
changes in bending moments and deflection of each type of hinge. 

Independent variable:   The hinge of the arches
Dependent variable:   The bending moment and deflection of the arches
Controlled variable:   Material, span length, position of the load and total concentrated load

LABELS

H: Height of the arch from support

A, B, C: Points of interest on arch

H: Horizontal reaction load at bearing point

R: Vertical reaction load at bearing point

L: Span length under consideration

X: Horizontal distance from reaction point(mm)

M: Maximum bending moment

COLOR

RED: Bending Moment

BLUE: Compression

GREEN: Deflection

The three-hinged arch is a statically determined structure.There are three hinges: two at 
the support and one at the crown. The reactions are determined by static equations of 
equilibrium. This type of hinge is often applied in large roof building design.

Three-hinged Circular Arch

Two-hinged arch is statically indetermined structure.The two hinges are at the support. 
The reactions are determined by its flexibility method. 
This type of hinge is often used in bridge construction.

Two-hinged Circular Arch

A hingeless arch (fixed arch) restricts the horizontal, vertical or rotational movement at 
both ends. It is a statically redundant structure, having three redundant reactions. 
The arch is clamped at the support. 

Fixed Circular Arch

Press here

A B

Press here

HA

RA

HB

RB

X1=115mm

X2=58.9mm
16.7mm

H=117mm

V=230mm
RB

HB

RA

BAHA

Press here
Press here

M M

39_Liang Yan (3035702944)
49_Shum Nga Man (3035698818)

Press here

RB

HB

RA

HA BA

C

Press here

Bending moment is a result of compression and tension. From the above principles, it 
can be concluded that bending moment is 0 at the hinge, remaining strongest at the 
central part of each side. Therefore, this system is built as a practical example of the 
above principles, adding bracing following the shape of bending moment. With bracing, 
compression limit is extended, and the arch may strengthens, minimizing deflection 
rates.

Three-hinged Circular Arch with bracing

02 // Development

DEFLECTION TEST
To test the maximum deflection of the arch before failure. Then, 
plot the deflection line in green: load point in the center with a 
solid line and load point at the left-hand side with a dotted line.

Example: Load point at the side of three-hinged arch

02 Development

Arch (Shape and hinge)
Arch

An arch is a curved structure that spans over a distance. Since materials like pure cement and stone do not take tension very well, an arch is a solution designed 
to take pure compression. As the forces in the arch are transferred to the base, the arch pushes outwards at the base. In order to prevent the collapse of the 
arch, the two-point at the base, the thrust, must be hinged. Mainly three types of arches are used in practice: three-hinged, two-hinged and fixed arch. The 
Two-hinged semicircular arch is demonstrated as well to compare the bending moment of arch in different shape, with similar span.
 
Independent variable:   The shape and hinge of the arches
Dependent variable:   The bending moment of the arches
Controlled variable:   Material, span length, position of the load and total concentrated load

The three-hinged arch is a statically determinate structure.There 
are three hinges: two at the support and one at the crown.

Three-hinged Parabolic Arch

A
B

L

h

x

HA HB

RA RB

A

L

h

x

HA HB

RA RB

A

L

h

x

HA HB

RA RB

B

B

LABELS

F: Total concentrated load

H: Height of the arch from support

A, B, C: Points of interest on arch

H: Horizontal reaction load at bearing point

R: Vertical reaction load at bearing point

L: Span length under consideration

X: Horizontal distance from reaction point(mm)

M: Maximum bending moment

A

L

h

x

HA HB

RA
RB

B

A

L

h

x

HA HB

RA
RB

B

Two-hinged arch is statically indeterminate structure.The two 
hinges are at the support.

Two-hinged Parabolic Arch
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x
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B
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A hingeless arch (fixed arch) restricts the horizontal, vertical or 
rotational movement at its two ends, is a statically redundant 
structure having three redundant reactions. The arch is clamped 
at the support.

Fixed Parabolic Arch
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The shape of arch is a semi-circle and the thrust transferred 
to the abutments is perfectly vertical direction since skewback 
is horizontal. In this type of arch, the centre lies exactly on the 
springing line.

Two-hinged Circular Arch
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ARCH TO TEST
To look deep into the effect of 
hinges on the deflection of arch-
es, we change the variables from 
comparing the deflection of two 
different arches (parabolic arch 
and circular arch) in three-hinge 
to only compare the deflection of 
the circular arch.

REASON OF USING CIR-
CULAR ARCH
A parabolic arch is mainly for re-
ceiving uniform load (line load). A 
circular arch is more suitable for 
testing with point loads.

MATERIAL USED

3MM MDF
The ability to bend is quite well.

8584

01 // Structural Principle Drawing 01 Structural Principle Drawing (Stage One)

8382

04. ARCH (SHAPE & HINGE)

Liang Yan (Lillian)
Shu Nga Man (Amy)

SKETCHES

Arch to Test

To look deep into the effect of the hinges 
on the deflection of arches, we change the 
variables from comparing the deflection of 
two different arches (parabolic arch and 
circular arch) in three-hinge to only com-
pare the deflection of the circular arch.

Reason of using Circular Arch

A parabolic arch is mainfly for receivin 
uniform load(line load). A circular arch is 
more suitable for testing with point loads.
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05 // Model Detail

Clamped Arch Ends Hinged Arch Ends

Three-Hinged Arch Joint Three-Hinged Arch with Bracing Joint

05 Model Detail

Fixed Circular Arch Slight deflection at both load points be-
cause clamps restricted horizontal, verti-
cal, and rotational movement of the arch.

8988

Two-Hinged Circular Arch More deflection can be observed 
because the two hinges at the 
base allow more movement.

05 Model Detail

Three-Hinged Circular Arch Hinges at the two support parts 
and the crown allow the arch to 
deflect the most before failure.

05 Model Detail

9190

Three-Hinged Circular Arch 
with Bracing

Bracing is added according to the 
bending moment of the three-hinged 
arch. A strong arch is created. Thus, 
little deflection can be observed. 

05 Model Detail

GROUPMATE:
Liang Yan Lillian

PROJECT:
Canopy Structure in Munich

04 REFERENCE
     PROJECT

92

Two-Hinged Circular Arch More deflection can be observed 
because the two hinges at the 
base allow more movement.

05 Model Detail

Three-Hinged Circular Arch Hinges at the two support parts 
and the crown allow the arch to 
deflect the most before failure.

05 Model Detail

9190

FINAL MODEL ARCH (SHAPE & HINGE)DEMONSTRATION

Fixed Circular Arch

Slight deflection at both load points be-
cause clamps restricted horizontal, verti-
cal, and rotational movement of the arch.

Two-Hinged Circular Arch

More deflection can be observed because 
the two hinges at the base allow more 
movement.

Three-Hinged Circular Arch

Hinges at the two support parts and the 
crown allow the arch to deflect the most 
before failure.

Three-Hinged Circular Arch with Bracing

Bracing is added according to the bending 
moment of the three-hinged arch. A strong 
arch is created. Thus, little deflection can 
be observed.
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Arch (Stiffening strategies)
Arch

An arch is a curved structure that spans over a distance. Since materials like pure cement and stone 
do not take tension very well, an arch is a solution designed to take pure compression. As the forces in 
the arch are transferred to the base, the arch pushes outwards at the base. In order to prevent collapse 
of the arch, the the two point at the base, the thrust, must be hinged. 

The arch is always under compression, adding a force thus causes bending moments on the arch. The 
strength of an ach can be improved through cables that are under tension and resist the load. 

Controlled variable : The material, shape and size of the arch, the material of the cables
Independent variable : The tying method of the cables
Dependent variable : The ability and force exerted on the arch to achieve the fixed bending   
      moment, the state of the cables (tension or slacken)

Scenario 1: Single cross tying 

When force is applied at a, 2 is under tension, pushing outwards and preventing C 
from bending; 1 is slacken. 

When force is applied at b, both cables is under tension, pushing outwards and 
preventing the whole arch from bending. 

When force is applied at c, 1 is under tension, pushing outwards and preventing A 
from bending;  2 is slacken. 

The cable under tension act as resisting force that resist bending of the arch.

Scenario 2: Double cross tying 

When force is applied at a, 3 is under a greater tension than 4, pushing outwards 
and preventing C from bending. 3 is nearer to the point load than 4, it exerts a greater 
resistance. 
1 and 2 is slacken. 

When force is applied at b, all 4 cables is under tension, pushing outwards and 
preventing the whole arch from bending. 

When force is applied at c, 1 is under a greater tension than 2, pushing outwards 
and preventing A from bending. 1 is nearer to the point load than 2, it exerts a greater 
resistance. 
3 and 4 is slacken. 

The nearer the cable is from the point load, the more tensed it is.

Scenario 3: Spider radial tying

When force is applied at a, 1, 4 and 5 is under equal tension, pushing outwards and 
preventing C from bending. Point load is distributed equally among the 3 cables.
2 and 3 is slacken. 

When force is applied at b, 1, 2 and 4 is under equal tension, pushing outwards and 
preventing the whole arch from bending. Point load is distributed equally among the 
4 cables.
3 is slacken. 

When force is applied at c, 1, 2 and 5 is under equal tension, pushing outwards and 
preventing A from bending. Point load is distributed equally among the 3 cables.
3 and 4 is slacken. 

Point load is distributed equally among the cables that are under tension.

Scenario 4: Double arch tying

All cables are under tension when force is applied at a, b and c. 

Forces are distributed equally among all the cables along the second arch. 

The arch is divided into 3 parts- A, B and C.
B is the overlapping area of A and C.

Tension

Compression

Bending

A

B

C

a c

b

Cable resisting 
bending

Point load= further compression

3mm thick laser cut wood strip arch dental floss- high tensile strength without elasticity

A, B, C - Arch area
a, b, c - Point load
cable 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 - labelled from left to right

cable 1 cable 2

Moment Deformation

09_Chen Yushan
28_Hon Ming Rou

350mm

120m
m

Scenario 1 and 2 works well with both symetrical and asymetrical forces.
Scenario 3 and 4 works better with symetrical forces.

1 2

1

2 3

4

1

2

3

4

5

Observe the state of cables (tension or 
slacken).

Observe the deformation on the arch 
and the force needed to achieve the 
fixed bending moment.

Press the arch at point a, b and c.

Structural Principle Structural Principle

16 17

Instruction Video QR Code Instruction Video Clips

Scan to Watch Instruction Video

Light timber 1
Due to wood layer splitting, the distribution 

of force applied by point load is uneven.

Basswood
Wood stiffen a lot after moisten and dry, 

bending moment not present

Light timber 2
Bending moment obvious but enable to 

retain original shape

Cork
Good elasticity but material too thick, 

difficult to apply point load

The ideal material is one that easy to bend evenly and returns to its original condition after point load 
applied  is released. 
: None of the samples tested make through the selection. 

3938

Light timber 1
Due to wood layer splitting, the distribution 

of force applied by point load is uneven.

Basswood
Wood stiffen a lot after moisten and dry, 

bending moment not present

Light timber 2
Bending moment obvious but enable to 

retain original shape

Cork
Good elasticity but material too thick, 

difficult to apply point load

The ideal material is one that easy to bend evenly and returns to its original condition after point load 
applied  is released. 
: None of the samples tested make through the selection. 

A2 Structural Principle05. ARCH (STIFFENING STRATEGIES)

Hon Ming Rou
Chen Yushan

SKETCHES
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Scenario 1: Single-cross tying

Scenario 2: Double-cross tying

Scenario 3: Spider radial tying

Scenario 4: Double arch tying

Force a Force b Force c

Results

4342
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Light timber 1: Due to wood layer splitting, 
the distribution of force applied by point 
load is uneven.

Basswood: Wood stiffen a lot after mois-
ture and dry, bending moment not present.
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bending moment not present
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A2 Structural Principle

Light timber 2: Bendng moment obvious 
but enable to retain original shape.

Cork: Good elasticity but material too thick, 
difficult to apply point load.

MATERIAL TESTING DEMONSTRATION

Material Testing for Effective Arch

Aim: 
1. To create an effective arch-shaped structure without introducing external force to 
the system 

2. To show the bending moment of the arch when point load is applied and return to 
original shape when released

Material samples

15mm 
cardboard

Light 
timber 1

Cork Balsa wood 
1

Balsa wood 
2

Basswood Light 
timber 2

Before moisten

After moisten

A large sample of materials each having distinct physical properties such as elasticity, strength, 
internal structure and stability is used to ensure the best choice is chosen for making the arch. 

15mm cardboard Balsa Wood 1

Light timber 1 Balsa wood 2

Failed material (1st round)

Fold marks on 
surface of material

Slight cracking

Wood layer splitting Breaking

Strategies

Soak and heat with 
steam iron

Lightly alter the shape Attach to parabola curve 
mould and leave for a 

few days

Remove from mould 
and evaluate

Materials that showed obvious physical deformation is eliminated from the selection test. 

Heating and moisturizing the sample will soften the internal fibre of the material, allowing easy and 
effective shaping.

3736
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A2 Structural Principle

Before Wet After Wet

Scenario 1: Single-cross tying

Scenario 2: Double-cross tying

Scenario 3: Spider radial tying

Scenario 4: Double arch tying
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Shear Strain (BLUE)
Deformation (GREEN)

20°

Torque (PURPLE)

10°

35°

2.5°
1.5°

13°

10°

0.0288

Variable Torque

Nm2*(a^4)
 2*(a/t)

141*18^4
    1000

141*a^4
  1000

Torsion Constant

J = TL
θG

0.0288*0.382*180
         13G*π

Torsion constant, or polar moment of inertia, is a cross-section's resistance to 
torsion due to shape. A higher torsional constant signifies that the shape is more 
resilient to torsion. It is defined as the formula below:

Section Area: 
108 + 108 + 36 = 252 mm^2

Torsion constant J can also be computed with the shape of the profile as follow:

For T = 0.07*9.81*0.042 = 0.0288 [Nm], L = 0.382 [m]
Let 1/G be X 

Profile 1: H-beam =         =                                 = 0.0180X m^4 

Profile 2: Squared =        =                                 = 0.0316X m^4

Profile 3: Hollow Squared =        =                                = 0.0631X m^4

Profile 4: Circular =        =                                =  0.0631X m^4

Profile 5: Tube =        =                               = 0.0486X m^4

Section Area: 
9^2 π = 81π mm^2

0.0288*0.382*180
         10G*π

Profile 4: Circular

Angle of Twist: 10°

6.00

18.00

Torsion Moment Diagram:

Angle of Twist: 10°

Angle of Twist

Section Area: 
324 - 36 = 288 mm^2

6.00

Torsion (Torsion Constant) Colours:

6.
00

Angle of Twist: 35°

Profile 1: H-Beam

18
.0

0

TL
θG

18.00

Angle of Twist: 20°

Profile 2: Squared

Section Area: 
18 x 18 = 324 mm^2

8.00

Section Area: 
81π - 16π = 65π mm^2

Materials:
Cork Board 6mm
L-shaped Stainless Steel (Clamp)
Plywood Board 3mm (Supports)
Screws 5mm
A1 Wooden Board (Backdrop) 
Weights 42g (Load)

A

18
.0

0

Profile 5: Tube

Angle of Twist: 13°

0.0288*0.382*180
         35G*π

18.00

Angle of Twist: 2.5° at the end                 
                         -1.5° at the mid

Profile 6: Circular
with 2 torques

Section Area: 
9^2 π = 81π mm^2

TL
θG

C B A

TL
θG

08_Chau Mei Yan
33_Lai See Long

0.0288*0.382*180
         20G*π

0.0486X

However, the result computed from the shape and size of the profile may 
not reflect the torsion behavior accurately in practical scenario. 

Experiment was carried out the determine the torsion constant of different 
profiles.

a = Profile length [mm]
t = Material thickness [mm]
r = Radius [mm]

TL
θG

0.0631X

Torsion constant can be computed with the shape of the profile as follow:

Profile 1: H-beam =                          =                      =              = 5184 mm^4

Profile 2: Squared =                 =                  = 14802 mm^4

Profile 3: Hollow Squared =                =                  =                = 34992 mm^4

Profile 4: Circular =            =            = 10300 mm^4

Profile 5: Tube =                       =                       = 9899 mm^4 0.0631X

TL
θG

2 (at^3 + at^3)
          3

0.0316X

Henceforth, the resistance of the profiles are ranked as below; from the 
highest to the lowest according to the result of the experiment.

Circular > Hollow Squared > Tube > Squared > H-beam

0.0180X

2*2(18*6^3)
        3

Torsion Constant
(in terms of 1/G m^4)

15552
    3

0.0288*0.382*180
        10G*π

35°

π (9^4 - 4^4)
         2

20°

18.00

The torque applied at the midpoint separates the beam into 2 sections with 
different internal torsion moment. The torque applied at midpoint B is resisted by 
material BA and BC, the torque applied at endpoint A is resisted by material AB 
only. Hence, the angle at B is twisted at smaller degree than that at A. 

C 

10°

Profile 3: Hollow Squared

π (R^4 - r^4)
         2

10°π 9^4
   2

B

13°π r^4
   2

Profile 6:

In profile 6, the profile with the strongest resistance (circular profile with torsion 
constant of 0.0631X m^4) is tested with 2 torques, one at the end and the 
second at the midpoint. Torques with the same amplitude of 0.0288 Nm was 
applied.

The results show that:
1) The degree of twisting is lowered when compared to only having 1 torque
2) The twisting in the middle is slightly lower than in the end. 

The angle difference could be due to the followings:

18.00

2*(18^4)
2*(18/6)

209952
     6

J = Torsion Constant [mm^4]
T = Torque [Nmm]
L = Length [mm]
θ = Angle of Twist [rad]
G = Shear Modulus [Nmm^-2]

Experiment

21 22

Demo video: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1klPSrPnpAdbpwydp07n4GNXgs-
DhMQmNc/view?usp=sharing 

Testing Method:

Method 1 (instinctive): Pressing by Hand

The resistance force of the profile could be 
pressed and compared by hand.

Method 2 (scientific): Load Test

The angle of deflection was indicated and 
compared after a fixed load is placed onto the 
lever.

Torsion

Please scan to watch the video!

Prepared by Nicola & Christopher
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Profiles

Profiles 1: H-Beam

Profiles 2: Squared

H-Beam Squared Hollow Squared Circular Tube

Angle of Twist: 35°

Torison Constant: 0.0180X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 5 (worst)

Angle of Twist: 20°

Torison Constant: 0.0316X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 4

DEMONSTRATION

Profiles 1: H-Beam

Profiles

Profiles 1: H-Beam

Profiles 2: Squared

H-Beam Squared Hollow Squared Circular Tube

Angle of Twist: 35°

Torison Constant: 0.0180X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 5 (worst)

Angle of Twist: 20°

Torison Constant: 0.0316X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 4

Profiles 2: Squared

Angle of Twist: 35 degree
Torsion Constant: 0.018 x m4 (for X = 1/G)
Rank: 5 (worst)

Angle of Twist: 20 degree
Torsion Constant: 0.0316 x m4 (for X = 1/G)
Rank: 4

Profiles 3: Hollow Squared

Angle of Twist: 10 degree
Torsion Constant: 0.0631 x m4 (for X = 1/G)
Rank: 1 (best)

Profiles 3: Hollow Squared

Profiles 4: Circular

Profiles 5: Tube

Angle of Twist: 10°

Torison Constant: 0.0631X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 1 (best)

Angle of Twist: 10°

Torison Constant: 0.0631X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 1 (best)

Angle of Twist: 13°

Torison Constant: 0.0486X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 3

Profiles 4: Circular

Angle of Twist: 10 degree
Torsion Constant: 0.0631 x m4 (for X = 1/G)
Rank: 1 (best)

Profiles 3: Hollow Squared

Profiles 4: Circular

Profiles 5: Tube

Angle of Twist: 10°

Torison Constant: 0.0631X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 1 (best)

Angle of Twist: 10°

Torison Constant: 0.0631X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 1 (best)

Angle of Twist: 13°

Torison Constant: 0.0486X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 3

Profiles 5: Tube

Angle of Twist: 13 degree
Torsion Constant: 0.0486 x m4 (for X = 1/G)
Rank: 3

Profiles 3: Hollow Squared

Profiles 4: Circular

Profiles 5: Tube

Angle of Twist: 10°

Torison Constant: 0.0631X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 1 (best)

Angle of Twist: 10°

Torison Constant: 0.0631X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 1 (best)

Angle of Twist: 13°

Torison Constant: 0.0486X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 3

Shear Strain (BLUE)
Deformation (GREEN)

20°

Torque (PURPLE)

10°

35°

2.5°
1.5°

13°

10°

0.0288

Variable Torque

Nm2*(a^4)
 2*(a/t)

141*18^4
    1000

141*a^4
  1000

Torsion Constant

J = TL
θG

0.0288*0.382*180
         13G*π

Torsion constant, or polar moment of inertia, is a cross-section's resistance to 
torsion due to shape. A higher torsional constant signifies that the shape is more 
resilient to torsion. It is defined as the formula below:

Section Area: 
108 + 108 + 36 = 252 mm^2

Torsion constant J can also be computed with the shape of the profile as follow:

For T = 0.07*9.81*0.042 = 0.0288 [Nm], L = 0.382 [m]
Let 1/G be X 

Profile 1: H-beam =         =                                 = 0.0180X m^4 

Profile 2: Squared =        =                                 = 0.0316X m^4

Profile 3: Hollow Squared =        =                                = 0.0631X m^4

Profile 4: Circular =        =                                =  0.0631X m^4

Profile 5: Tube =        =                               = 0.0486X m^4

Section Area: 
9^2 π = 81π mm^2

0.0288*0.382*180
         10G*π

Profile 4: Circular

Angle of Twist: 10°

6.00

18.00

Torsion Moment Diagram:

Angle of Twist: 10°

Angle of Twist

Section Area: 
324 - 36 = 288 mm^2

6.00

Torsion (Torsion Constant) Colours:

6.
00

Angle of Twist: 35°

Profile 1: H-Beam

18
.0

0

TL
θG

18.00

Angle of Twist: 20°

Profile 2: Squared

Section Area: 
18 x 18 = 324 mm^2

8.00

Section Area: 
81π - 16π = 65π mm^2

Materials:
Cork Board 6mm
L-shaped Stainless Steel (Clamp)
Plywood Board 3mm (Supports)
Screws 5mm
A1 Wooden Board (Backdrop) 
Weights 42g (Load)

A

18
.0

0

Profile 5: Tube

Angle of Twist: 13°

0.0288*0.382*180
         35G*π

18.00

Angle of Twist: 2.5° at the end                 
                         -1.5° at the mid

Profile 6: Circular
with 2 torques

Section Area: 
9^2 π = 81π mm^2

TL
θG

C B A

TL
θG
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0.0288*0.382*180
         20G*π

0.0486X

However, the result computed from the shape and size of the profile may 
not reflect the torsion behavior accurately in practical scenario. 

Experiment was carried out the determine the torsion constant of different 
profiles.

a = Profile length [mm]
t = Material thickness [mm]
r = Radius [mm]

TL
θG

0.0631X

Torsion constant can be computed with the shape of the profile as follow:

Profile 1: H-beam =                          =                      =              = 5184 mm^4

Profile 2: Squared =                 =                  = 14802 mm^4

Profile 3: Hollow Squared =                =                  =                = 34992 mm^4

Profile 4: Circular =            =            = 10300 mm^4

Profile 5: Tube =                       =                       = 9899 mm^4 0.0631X

TL
θG

2 (at^3 + at^3)
          3

0.0316X

Henceforth, the resistance of the profiles are ranked as below; from the 
highest to the lowest according to the result of the experiment.

Circular > Hollow Squared > Tube > Squared > H-beam

0.0180X

2*2(18*6^3)
        3

Torsion Constant
(in terms of 1/G m^4)

15552
    3

0.0288*0.382*180
        10G*π

35°

π (9^4 - 4^4)
         2

20°

18.00

The torque applied at the midpoint separates the beam into 2 sections with 
different internal torsion moment. The torque applied at midpoint B is resisted by 
material BA and BC, the torque applied at endpoint A is resisted by material AB 
only. Hence, the angle at B is twisted at smaller degree than that at A. 

C 

10°

Profile 3: Hollow Squared

π (R^4 - r^4)
         2

10°π 9^4
   2

B

13°π r^4
   2

Profile 6:

In profile 6, the profile with the strongest resistance (circular profile with torsion 
constant of 0.0631X m^4) is tested with 2 torques, one at the end and the 
second at the midpoint. Torques with the same amplitude of 0.0288 Nm was 
applied.

The results show that:
1) The degree of twisting is lowered when compared to only having 1 torque
2) The twisting in the middle is slightly lower than in the end. 

The angle difference could be due to the followings:

18.00

2*(18^4)
2*(18/6)

209952
     6

J = Torsion Constant [mm^4]
T = Torque [Nmm]
L = Length [mm]
θ = Angle of Twist [rad]
G = Shear Modulus [Nmm^-2]

Experiment
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141*18^4
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141*a^4
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Torsion Constant

J = TL
θG

0.0288*0.382*180
         13G*π

Torsion constant, or polar moment of inertia, is a cross-section's resistance to 
torsion due to shape. A higher torsional constant signifies that the shape is more 
resilient to torsion. It is defined as the formula below:

Section Area: 
108 + 108 + 36 = 252 mm^2

Torsion constant J can also be computed with the shape of the profile as follow:

For T = 0.07*9.81*0.042 = 0.0288 [Nm], L = 0.382 [m]
Let 1/G be X 

Profile 1: H-beam =         =                                 = 0.0180X m^4 

Profile 2: Squared =        =                                 = 0.0316X m^4

Profile 3: Hollow Squared =        =                                = 0.0631X m^4

Profile 4: Circular =        =                                =  0.0631X m^4

Profile 5: Tube =        =                               = 0.0486X m^4

Section Area: 
9^2 π = 81π mm^2

0.0288*0.382*180
         10G*π

Profile 4: Circular

Angle of Twist: 10°

6.00

18.00

Torsion Moment Diagram:
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Profile 2: Squared

Section Area: 
18 x 18 = 324 mm^2

8.00

Section Area: 
81π - 16π = 65π mm^2

Materials:
Cork Board 6mm
L-shaped Stainless Steel (Clamp)
Plywood Board 3mm (Supports)
Screws 5mm
A1 Wooden Board (Backdrop) 
Weights 42g (Load)
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0

Profile 5: Tube

Angle of Twist: 13°

0.0288*0.382*180
         35G*π

18.00

Angle of Twist: 2.5° at the end                 
                         -1.5° at the mid

Profile 6: Circular
with 2 torques

Section Area: 
9^2 π = 81π mm^2

TL
θG
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0.0288*0.382*180
         20G*π

0.0486X

However, the result computed from the shape and size of the profile may 
not reflect the torsion behavior accurately in practical scenario. 

Experiment was carried out the determine the torsion constant of different 
profiles.

a = Profile length [mm]
t = Material thickness [mm]
r = Radius [mm]

TL
θG

0.0631X

Torsion constant can be computed with the shape of the profile as follow:

Profile 1: H-beam =                          =                      =              = 5184 mm^4

Profile 2: Squared =                 =                  = 14802 mm^4

Profile 3: Hollow Squared =                =                  =                = 34992 mm^4

Profile 4: Circular =            =            = 10300 mm^4

Profile 5: Tube =                       =                       = 9899 mm^4 0.0631X

TL
θG

2 (at^3 + at^3)
          3

0.0316X

Henceforth, the resistance of the profiles are ranked as below; from the 
highest to the lowest according to the result of the experiment.

Circular > Hollow Squared > Tube > Squared > H-beam

0.0180X

2*2(18*6^3)
        3

Torsion Constant
(in terms of 1/G m^4)

15552
    3

0.0288*0.382*180
        10G*π

35°

π (9^4 - 4^4)
         2

20°

18.00

The torque applied at the midpoint separates the beam into 2 sections with 
different internal torsion moment. The torque applied at midpoint B is resisted by 
material BA and BC, the torque applied at endpoint A is resisted by material AB 
only. Hence, the angle at B is twisted at smaller degree than that at A. 

C 

10°

Profile 3: Hollow Squared

π (R^4 - r^4)
         2

10°π 9^4
   2

B

13°π r^4
   2

Profile 6:

In profile 6, the profile with the strongest resistance (circular profile with torsion 
constant of 0.0631X m^4) is tested with 2 torques, one at the end and the 
second at the midpoint. Torques with the same amplitude of 0.0288 Nm was 
applied.

The results show that:
1) The degree of twisting is lowered when compared to only having 1 torque
2) The twisting in the middle is slightly lower than in the end. 

The angle difference could be due to the followings:

18.00

2*(18^4)
2*(18/6)

209952
     6

J = Torsion Constant [mm^4]
T = Torque [Nmm]
L = Length [mm]
θ = Angle of Twist [rad]
G = Shear Modulus [Nmm^-2]

Experiment

Profile 6: Two TorquesProfiles 6: Two Torques
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Profiles 1: H-Beam

Profiles 2: Squared

H-Beam Squared Hollow Squared Circular Tube

Angle of Twist: 35°

Torison Constant: 0.0180X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 5 (worst)

Angle of Twist: 20°

Torison Constant: 0.0316X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 4
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Angle of Twist: 35°

Torison Constant: 0.0180X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 5 (worst)

Angle of Twist: 20°

Torison Constant: 0.0316X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 4
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Profiles 1: H-Beam

Profiles 2: Squared

H-Beam Squared Hollow Squared Circular Tube

Angle of Twist: 35°

Torison Constant: 0.0180X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 5 (worst)

Angle of Twist: 20°

Torison Constant: 0.0316X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 4

Profiles

Profiles 1: H-Beam

Profiles 2: Squared

H-Beam Squared Hollow Squared Circular Tube

Angle of Twist: 35°

Torison Constant: 0.0180X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 5 (worst)

Angle of Twist: 20°

Torison Constant: 0.0316X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 4

Profiles

Profiles 1: H-Beam

Profiles 2: Squared

H-Beam Squared Hollow Squared Circular Tube

Angle of Twist: 35°

Torison Constant: 0.0180X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 5 (worst)

Angle of Twist: 20°

Torison Constant: 0.0316X m4 (for X = 1/G)

Rank: 4

In profile 6, the profile with the strongest resistance (cir-
cular profile with torsion constant of 0.0631X m^4) is tested 
with 2 torques, one at the end and the second at the mid-
point. Torques with the same amplitude of 0.0288 Nm was 
applied.

The results show that:
1) The degree of twisting is lowered when compared to only 
having 1 torque.
2) The twisting in the middle is slightly lower than in the 
end.

The angle difference could be due to the followings:
The torque applied at the midpoint separates the beam 
into 2 sections with different internal torsion moment. The 
torque applied at midpoint B is resisted by material BA and 
BC, the torque applied at endpoint A is resisted by material 
AB only. Hence, the angle at B is twisted at smaller degree 
than that at A.
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Deformation (GREEN)

20°

Torque (PURPLE)

10°

35°

2.5°
1.5°

13°

10°

0.0288

Variable Torque

Nm2*(a^4)
 2*(a/t)

141*18^4
    1000

141*a^4
  1000

Torsion Constant

J = TL
θG

0.0288*0.382*180
         13G*π

Torsion constant, or polar moment of inertia, is a cross-section's resistance to 
torsion due to shape. A higher torsional constant signifies that the shape is more 
resilient to torsion. It is defined as the formula below:

Section Area: 
108 + 108 + 36 = 252 mm^2

Torsion constant J can also be computed with the shape of the profile as follow:

For T = 0.07*9.81*0.042 = 0.0288 [Nm], L = 0.382 [m]
Let 1/G be X 

Profile 1: H-beam =         =                                 = 0.0180X m^4 

Profile 2: Squared =        =                                 = 0.0316X m^4

Profile 3: Hollow Squared =        =                                = 0.0631X m^4

Profile 4: Circular =        =                                =  0.0631X m^4

Profile 5: Tube =        =                               = 0.0486X m^4

Section Area: 
9^2 π = 81π mm^2

0.0288*0.382*180
         10G*π

Profile 4: Circular

Angle of Twist: 10°
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18.00

Torsion Moment Diagram:
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L-shaped Stainless Steel (Clamp)
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Screws 5mm
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0.0288*0.382*180
         20G*π

0.0486X

However, the result computed from the shape and size of the profile may 
not reflect the torsion behavior accurately in practical scenario. 

Experiment was carried out the determine the torsion constant of different 
profiles.

a = Profile length [mm]
t = Material thickness [mm]
r = Radius [mm]

TL
θG

0.0631X

Torsion constant can be computed with the shape of the profile as follow:

Profile 1: H-beam =                          =                      =              = 5184 mm^4

Profile 2: Squared =                 =                  = 14802 mm^4

Profile 3: Hollow Squared =                =                  =                = 34992 mm^4

Profile 4: Circular =            =            = 10300 mm^4

Profile 5: Tube =                       =                       = 9899 mm^4 0.0631X

TL
θG

2 (at^3 + at^3)
          3

0.0316X

Henceforth, the resistance of the profiles are ranked as below; from the 
highest to the lowest according to the result of the experiment.

Circular > Hollow Squared > Tube > Squared > H-beam

0.0180X

2*2(18*6^3)
        3

Torsion Constant
(in terms of 1/G m^4)

15552
    3

0.0288*0.382*180
        10G*π

35°

π (9^4 - 4^4)
         2

20°

18.00

The torque applied at the midpoint separates the beam into 2 sections with 
different internal torsion moment. The torque applied at midpoint B is resisted by 
material BA and BC, the torque applied at endpoint A is resisted by material AB 
only. Hence, the angle at B is twisted at smaller degree than that at A. 

C 

10°

Profile 3: Hollow Squared

π (R^4 - r^4)
         2

10°π 9^4
   2

B

13°π r^4
   2

Profile 6:

In profile 6, the profile with the strongest resistance (circular profile with torsion 
constant of 0.0631X m^4) is tested with 2 torques, one at the end and the 
second at the midpoint. Torques with the same amplitude of 0.0288 Nm was 
applied.

The results show that:
1) The degree of twisting is lowered when compared to only having 1 torque
2) The twisting in the middle is slightly lower than in the end. 

The angle difference could be due to the followings:

18.00

2*(18^4)
2*(18/6)

209952
     6

J = Torsion Constant [mm^4]
T = Torque [Nmm]
L = Length [mm]
θ = Angle of Twist [rad]
G = Shear Modulus [Nmm^-2]
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Torsion constant, or polar moment of inertia, is a cross-section's resistance to 
torsion due to shape. A higher torsional constant signifies that the shape is more 
resilient to torsion. It is defined as the formula below:
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However, the result computed from the shape and size of the profile may 
not reflect the torsion behavior accurately in practical scenario. 

Experiment was carried out the determine the torsion constant of different 
profiles.

a = Profile length [mm]
t = Material thickness [mm]
r = Radius [mm]
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Torsion constant can be computed with the shape of the profile as follow:

Profile 1: H-beam =                          =                      =              = 5184 mm^4

Profile 2: Squared =                 =                  = 14802 mm^4

Profile 3: Hollow Squared =                =                  =                = 34992 mm^4

Profile 4: Circular =            =            = 10300 mm^4

Profile 5: Tube =                       =                       = 9899 mm^4 0.0631X
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2 (at^3 + at^3)
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0.0316X

Henceforth, the resistance of the profiles are ranked as below; from the 
highest to the lowest according to the result of the experiment.

Circular > Hollow Squared > Tube > Squared > H-beam

0.0180X

2*2(18*6^3)
        3

Torsion Constant
(in terms of 1/G m^4)

15552
    3
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        10G*π
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         2
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The torque applied at the midpoint separates the beam into 2 sections with 
different internal torsion moment. The torque applied at midpoint B is resisted by 
material BA and BC, the torque applied at endpoint A is resisted by material AB 
only. Hence, the angle at B is twisted at smaller degree than that at A. 
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10°

Profile 3: Hollow Squared

π (R^4 - r^4)
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   2
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Profile 6:

In profile 6, the profile with the strongest resistance (circular profile with torsion 
constant of 0.0631X m^4) is tested with 2 torques, one at the end and the 
second at the midpoint. Torques with the same amplitude of 0.0288 Nm was 
applied.

The results show that:
1) The degree of twisting is lowered when compared to only having 1 torque
2) The twisting in the middle is slightly lower than in the end. 

The angle difference could be due to the followings:
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2*(18^4)
2*(18/6)
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J = Torsion Constant [mm^4]
T = Torque [Nmm]
L = Length [mm]
θ = Angle of Twist [rad]
G = Shear Modulus [Nmm^-2]

Experiment

Profile 6: Two Torques
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Clamped Clamped Clamped

Clamped

HingedHinged Free stand

Hinged

L
(33.5cm)

2L

0.7L
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Introduction of this board: 
This board focuses on demonstrating different buckling shapes when the supports change. 
The geometry profile of the columns are the same. The only difference is the way of supports at the two ends of each column. 
Slots are built to ensure the verticality of the forces put on the end of the columns. 

Possible ways to operate the board: 
- Slide the bolts on the top to make the columns buckle
- Hang loads with different weights on the top bolt to observe the different shapes of the buckling columns. 
- Try to create a new scenario by yourself ! You could try to add bolts on the right column and slide them in the bolts, to see what 
shape you could get. 

Buckling (Supports, Euler)

μ=0.5μ=0.7μ=2

μ=1

F: The value of force which could cause column buckling. 
E: Elasticity (related to material)
I: Moment of Inertia (related to profile geometry)
μ: Length Modulus (related to the supports of the column)
L: The length of the column between bolts which is the actual buckling length. 

Under this topic, the only variate is μ in this formula. 

How many bolts will be 
fixed in the middle of 
the column?

Bolts will be slided in 
which slot? 

μ=?

Multiple Supports
Come and try the new buckling scenario!

Conclusion:
The more rigid supports at the ends: 
- μ(length modulus) is lower
- force value needed to buckle the columns is bigger
- the harder the column buckle

(67cm)

(23.45cm)

(16.75cm)

Lines, Loads (Black)

Deflections / Deformation (Green)

Reaction Force (Blue)

Guo Yue 3035635610
Hui Yui Gi Catherine 3035698014
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Tension (Red)

Shear Force (Blue)
Moments (Red)
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Buckling (supports, Euler) Technical Drawings

Buckling (supports, Euler) Technical Drawings

Buckling (supports, Euler) Technical Drawings
H2   Structrural Principal Drawing

Buckling (supports, Euler) Analytical Drawings

Buckling (supports, Euler) Analytical Drawings
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Buckling (supports, Euler) Preliminary Board

Buckling (supports, Euler) Preliminary Board
H2,4,5  Structrural Principal Model
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07. BUCKLING (SUPPORT, EULER)

Hui Yui Gi Catherine
Guo Yue (Diana)

Part I. Principle Interactive Model

10 Guo Yue   ARCH2056 Building Technology 1, Semester 2, 2021

Buckling (Supports, Euler) Structural Model Photo

Buckling (Supports, Euler)

Please scan to watch the video!

Prepared by Catherine & Diana

PART II

1:20 Model

Reference Project: Covered Courtyard in Vienna
Prepared by Guo Yue Diana & Liao Tianyao

SKETCHES

TEST MODEL
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Hinged

Clamped

Hinged
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FINAL MODEL DEMONSTRATION
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08. BUCKLING (RADIUS OF GYRATION)

Chang Yin Ching (Mini)
Chow Ho Lam (Jerry)

SKETCHES
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Principle Model Principle Model

Buckling of beam (left: square beam |right: circular beam)

Buckling - Radius of gyration
Testing prototype : circular cross-section and square cross-section beam.

Beam length : 300 mm 

H4 H4

First trial of material - with Plastic Beam
+ve : Able to show the range of buckling significantly
 -ve : Unable to produce/purchase other beams with other profile

Principle Model Principle Model

Second trial of material - with Arcylic 
+ve : Able to produce beams with different profiles
 -ve : Beams are too strong, cannot buckle/ bend at all

H5 H5
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TEST MODEL

Final trial of material - with 
plastic beam
+ve: able to show the range 
of buckling significantly
-ve: unable to produce 
other beams with different 
profile

Colum beam (ratio 2:3:2) Column beam (ratio 3:2:3)

H beam I beam

X beam T beam

X beam T beam

Circular beam Square beam

FINAL MODEL
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Bending (Supports) 3035700104 Chan Hei Lam
3035703704 Chick Kar Yi Priscilla

Colours
Red: Moments
Blue: Shear Force

          Reaction Force
          Load

Bending moment occurs when a force is applied at a given distance away from a point of reference (support). The type of support will have different resistance on the force, hence, creating a 
different bending moment and shear force. We aim to understand the effect of supports on bending of a single-spam beam, then design a beam that counter the bending moment anticipated.-

Independent variable: types of support at the 
ends of the beam (hinged / sliding / clamped)
Dependent variable: bending moment and thus 

Controlled variable: Span of beam, material, 

Scenario 1: Hinged + Sliding
Result: Maximum bending moment at load 
point, which corresponds to the point where 
shear force=0.

Scenario 2: Clamped + Sliding
Result: Maximum bending moments at 
clamped support point and load point, of 
intensity half of that in scenario 1.

Scenario 3: Clamped + Clamped
Result: Maximum bending moments at support 
points and load point; all three have the 
same intensity which is half of that in scenario 
1.

Scenario 4: Clamped + None (Cantilever)
Result: Maximum bending moment at support
point which is double of that in scenario 1. -

Scenario 5: Clamped + Clamped (design) 
Based on the bending moment diagram of 
scenario 3, we designed the profile of the beam 
profile such that it is the inversion of the
bending moment diagram, so as to counteract 
the bending moments. 
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Detail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 5: clamped + clamped (design) Explanation video

Exhibition Panel
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PART 2: A2 STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLES BENDING SUPPORT

Elevation of proposed structural principle model Details of proposed structural principle model 
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PART 2: A2 STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLES BENDING SUPPORT

Details of proposed structural principle model 

BENDING (SUPPORT)
ELEVATION

BENDING (SUPPORT)
ACTION

1. CLAMPED+CLAMPED

2. CLAMPED+SLIDING

3. HINGED+SLIDING

4. CLAMPED (CANTILEVER)

Prototype of structural principle model’s elevation (left); reaction on load (right) 
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Elevation of proposed structural principle model Details of proposed structural principle model 
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PART 2: A2 STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLES BENDING SUPPORT

Elevation of proposed structural principle model Details of proposed structural principle model 

09. BENDING (SUPPORTS)

Chan Hei Lam (Brittany)
Chick Kar Yi Priscilla

SKETCHES
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PART 2: A2 STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLES BENDING SUPPORT

BENDING (SUPPORT)
DETAIL

SLIDING SUPPORT

LOAD POINT

HINGED SUPPORT

BENDING (SUPPORT)
PREVIOUS TRIALS

MATERIAL: 6MM BASSWOOD SQUARE RODS

MATERIAL: 6MM CIRCULAR RODS 

SUPPORT: SLIDABLE

SUPPORT: CLAMPED (DISTANCE OF SCREWS)

10mm distance 10mm+50mm distance

Details of prototype of structural principle model 

Details of proposed structural principle model 

BENDING (SUPPORT)
OPTIONS FOR SECURING THE LOAD

Sketches of proposed structural principle model 34 35
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ACTION
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Detail: Support (Right)

Scenario 1: hinged + slidingDetail: Support (Left)

Detail: Support (Right)
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Scenario 4: clamped + none (cantilever)
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Scenario 5: clamped + clamped (design)Detail: Support (Left)
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Scenario 5: clamped + clamped (design)

Scenario 1: Hinged + Sliding

Scenario 2: Clamped + Sliding
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Scenario 4: Clamped + None 
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Scenario 5: Clamped + Clamped 
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Scenario 5: clamped + clamped (design)
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Scenario 6
Support: Hinged and slidable
Section profile:

Area: 1.5x10+1.5x3x2 = 24mm2 

Moment of Inertia: 

Scenario 5
Support: Hinged and slidable
Section profile:

Area: 4x2x3 = 24mm2

Moment of Inertia:  ΣIi + Σai2.Ai 

Scenario 4
Support: Hinged and slidable
Section profile:

Area: 8x3 = 24mm2

Moment of Inertia: 

Scenario 3
Support: Hinged and slidable
Section profile:

Area: π x 32 = 28.274mm2

Moment of Inertia: 

Scenario 2
Support: Hinged and slidable
Section profile:

Area: 5x5 = 25mm2

Moment of Inertia: 

Scenario 1
Support: Hinged and slidable
Section profile:

Area: 3x8 = 24mm2

Moment of Inertia: 

Moment of inertia is a key factor to determine deflection (Bending) base on its shape. 
In most situations (retangular section), moment of inertia is calculated by bh3/ 2,  where 
b and h are the width and height of the beam respectively, the height of the beam has 
a cubed effect compared to the width. The following samples tests the deflection of 
beams with uniform section area of different shapes, to arrive to the conclusion how a 
design of beam could affect bending.

Bending (Moment of Inertia)

8x33 bh3

5x53

3x83

 π x 34 π x r 4

 12 12

 12

 12

    4    4

=18mm4 

=52.083mm4 

=160mm4 

=128mm4 

=63.617mm4 

40
Elevation:

25

20

50
25

30

35

3035699501 Foo Kwan Yee, Queenie
3035698791 Ha Yat Ting, Gloria

Independent Variable: section profile of the bending beams, 
moment of inertia 
Dependent Variable: Bending Moment (How much do the 
beams deflect)
Controlled Variables: Loads (200g), Area of section profile, 
materials, supports, span of beams

Materials used: Polycarbonate, 3M bolts and nuts, 200g 
loads

3
8

5
5

6

8

3

4

2

4
2

2

=126.69mm4 

Moments (RED)
Shear Force (BLUE)
Reaction Force (BLUE)
Deflections (GREEN)
Lines, Loads (BLACK)

= 

 bh3
 12 = 

= 

 bh3
 12 = 

= I1+I2+I3 + (a2A + a2A + a32A3)

= 4x23
 12 + + 2x43

 12
4x23
 12 + (32x8+0+32x8)

2 31

 I1+I2+I3 
= 1.5x103 2x3x1.53

 12  12+ 

1 2 3
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Explanation of Creative Beam

Explanation:

For the creative beams, we are investigating how the distance of the 
elements from the reference axis, in our case the central axis affect bending. 
For I beam, the three rectangular elements are arranged vertically, moment 
of inertia depends on distance a, area and I, while for the cross beam, as 
elements are arranged horizontally on the central axis, distance a becomes 0, 
and the inertia fully dependent on I.

Bending (Moment of Inertia)

Please scan to watch the video!

Prepared by Queenie Foo and Gloria Ha

12 13

Assignment 1: Structural Principle Model 
Bending- Moment of Inertia

Development

The aim of this assignment is to study the effect of section shape on the deflection of the beam when apply load. 

The effect can be calculated by moment of inertia, denoted by bh3/12, where b and h are the width and height of the beam respectively.

14 15

Proposed DetailsProposed Board 

10. BENDING (MOMENTS OF INERTIA)

Ha Yat Ting (Gloria)
Foo Kwan Yee (Queenie)
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Section profile shape (from top to bottom) all area remain around 24mm2 

1. rectangle (8x3mm) 2. square (5x5mm)

3. circle (radius= 3mm) 4. rectangle (3x8mm)

5. I beam (4x2mmx2, 2x4mm) 6. cross beam (1.5x10mm, 3x1.5mmx2)

Connection detail: thickening 25mm from the end for screwing

1. Material is changed from balsa wood to polycarbonate
2. Section profile shape area remain around 24mm2

3. Connection adaptation, thickening 25mm for screwing from the end
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Proposed Model Making Details Model Testing with Coca cola load

Reflection:
1. Balsa Wood is not a good material for testing bending as it barely bend at all, if greater load is applied, the 
wood will likely break without any bending.

2. Load should be changed as the gap between samples are too small.

3. Triangular profile beam is removed and should be replaced by a creative beam.

Proposed hinge detail Proposed slidable detail

Proposed hinge from backwards
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Proposed Model Making Details Model Testing with Coca cola load

Reflection:
1. Balsa Wood is not a good material for testing bending as it barely bend at all, if greater load is applied, the 
wood will likely break without any bending.

2. Load should be changed as the gap between samples are too small.

3. Triangular profile beam is removed and should be replaced by a creative beam.

Proposed hinge detail Proposed slidable detail

Proposed hinge from backwards

Model testing with coca-cola load

Reflection

1. Balsa Wood is not a good material for testing bending as it barely bend at all, if greater 
load is applied, the wood will likely break without any bending.

2. Load should be changed as the gap between samples are too small.

3. Triangular profile beam is removed and should be replaced by a creative beam.

1. Rectangle (8 x 3 mm) 2. Square ( 5 x 5 mm) 3. Circle (radius = 3 mm)

4. Rectangle (3 x 8 mm) 5. I-beam 6. Cross beam

Conclusion:

1. Material is changed from balsa wood to polycarbonate

2. Section profile area remained 24 mm2.

3. Connection adaptation, thickening 25mm for screwing 
from the end.

Magnitude of deflection

FINAL MODEL
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Stripes show the displacement of the 
beams caused by horizontal shear

Stripes show the displacement of the 
beams caused by horizontal shear

Stripes show the displacement of the 
beams caused by horizontal shear

350mm

F

Defintion of a Bending Moment - A reaction that is created by the applied moment or froce on the structural element causing it to bend.

Definition of Shear - A force that acts parallel to the effected surface and/or the force exerted on the planar cross-section of an object.

This investigation aims to show the effects of bending and shear along various profiles, including single, stacked simply supported beams, the vierendeel truss, 
and a cantilever. Additionally, the different and various placements of point loads in the scenarios below allows for the visualisation of deformation along the 
beam.

Red - Bending Moment
Blue - Shear Stress

Chung Hei Matthew Wong (3035664817)

Materials

Beams: 1.5mm timber (thin and sturdy material that 
allows the beam to bend even when stacked together)

4mm hex bolts and nuts (to construct the slidable joints)

Wooden trays (to construct the clamped and slidable 
joints)

Point loads by pressing down using fingers (marked on 
the beam)

Bending and Shear (Stacked Profiles)

Case 2:

Point load applied on an uncoupled simply 
supported beam

This case illustrates the stacked profile. As the beams 
are uncoupled each individual beam exhibits horizontal 
movement allowing the wooden beams to slide past 
each other. The greater the point force the greater the 
horizontal force bringing about a greater misalignment 
at the end of the individual beams. 

To Note:
The global bending moment and shear forces will be 
identical to Case 1. 

Case 3:

Various point loads applied on a coupled simply 
supported beam 

The horizontal force inherent in Case 2 will not cause 
the misalignments between beams as it now acts as 
one system, however, the horizontal force generated 
by the point loads will cause the beams to experience 
a horizontal shearing force along its section.

The horizontal shear force can be denoted through 
this diagram: 

Case 1:

Point load applied on the simply supported beam

This case illustrates the effects of bending and shear 
on the simply supported beam. Where the bending 
moment is at maximum on the point load, the positive 
shear is exhibited on the left side point load whilst 
negative shear is exhibited on the right side of the 
point load.

Case 4: 

Point load on the vierendeel truss 

This case illustrates the distribution of bending 
moments and shear stresses through the frames in 
the vierendeel truss.

The global bending moment and shear stress will be 
identical to Case 1. However, each individual frame 
experiences bending and shear separately along the 
supports. These internal forces are illustrated on the 
structure.

To Note
The dots drawn on the bending moment are moments 
of contraflexture where the bending moment = 0

Case 5: 

End load placed on uncoupled cantilever beam

This case illustrates the bending moment and shear 
stress along the cantilever. The end of the cantilever 
exhibits a greater misalignment between the wood 
beams due to the increased distance from the 
support. 

Pak Hei Nam (3035664776)

25mm 25mm

E F
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D
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v

Horizontal Shear acting on section (EF):

EF is the horizontal distance 
along the y axis

V is the shear force of the 
section

Q is the moment of area 
above EF

I is the moment of inertia
where, 

F
F

F

F

F

11. BENDING & SHEAR (STACKED PROFILES)

Pak Hei Nam
Wong Chung Hei Matthew

SKETCH TEST MODEL

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3
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Defintion of a Bending Moment - A reaction that is created by the applied moment or froce on the structural element causing it to bend.

Definition of Shear - A force that acts parallel to the effected surface and/or the force exerted on the planar cross-section of an object.

This investigation aims to show the effects of bending and shear along various profiles, including single, stacked simply supported beams, the vierendeel truss, 
and a cantilever. Additionally, the different and various placements of point loads in the scenarios below allows for the visualisation of deformation along the 
beam.
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moment is at maximum on the point load, the positive 
shear is exhibited on the left side point load whilst 
negative shear is exhibited on the right side of the 
point load.
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Point load on the vierendeel truss 

This case illustrates the distribution of bending 
moments and shear stresses through the frames in 
the vierendeel truss.

The global bending moment and shear stress will be 
identical to Case 1. However, each individual frame 
experiences bending and shear separately along the 
supports. These internal forces are illustrated on the 
structure.

To Note
The dots drawn on the bending moment are moments 
of contraflexture where the bending moment = 0

Case 5: 

End load placed on uncoupled cantilever beam

This case illustrates the bending moment and shear 
stress along the cantilever. The end of the cantilever 
exhibits a greater misalignment between the wood 
beams due to the increased distance from the 
support. 
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Multi-Span Beam (Hinge Location)Multi-Span Beam (Hinge Location)
Definition
Multi-span beam with hinges (Gerber–Semikolenov beams) are geometrically unchangeable and statically determinate structures consisting of a series of one-span beams with or without overhangs connected 
together by means of hinges. There are a few criterias that are significant in this structure:

a) Each span may contain no more than two hinges.
b) One of support has to prevent movement in the horizontal direction. (Hinged support in this case)

Purpose
In this project, we analyse the stress sustained by the multi-span beam through the observation and calculation of deformation and bending moment of the beam. By varying the positions of the hinges in each of 
the scenarios, we look into how the positions of the hinges influence the stress sustained by the whole beam due to the presence of the hinges will help to nullify the bending moment. (i.e. bending moment = 0) 
With this, we come up with a creative design in our final scenario to create a multi-span beam with hinges that can sustained the most amount of load with minimal bending. 

Manipulated: Hinge Locations
Controlled: Support Locations
Responding: Bending Moments & Deformation

Scenario 1: 

Hinges positioned at the slidable sup-
port

This scenario shows the 0 bending mo-
ment on the support location when it is 
attached with hinges.

19_Chuah Hao Feng
26_Harjono Alicia Angelica

Scenario 2: 

Hinges close to the center

This scenario shows the reduced 
bending moment on the center beam 
and support compared to the outer beam 
due to the location of hinges. 

Scenario 3: 

Hinges on the outer beam

Similar to scenario 2 but with the hinge 
joints now at both side of the outer span.
This scenario simulates the reduced 
bending moment in the outer span 
beams.

Scenario 4: 

Conclusion and Thickening

Based on our understanding with the 
above scenarios, the overall bending 
moment created where the hinges is on 
the slidable support is the minimum. 

Together with the thickening of the area 
where there is the most bending moment 
on the scenario, we manage to design a 
beam that can sustain the most load with 
most minimum bending. 

Materials

Beam: 5mm acrylic (To enable the beam 
to bend and construct hinge joints on the 
beam)

3mm hex bolts and nuts (To create hinge 
joints and responsible for all the other 
supports fixing onto the wooden board)

Point load by finger pushing (Spots will 
be marked at each center of the span)

A1 Portrait Wooden Board (For optimum 
layout purpose for demonstration of 
principle)

Notes:

In order to create even point load, a device 
is created to apply evenly at every 150mm 
on the multi-span beam.

Red - Bending Moment

Green - Deformation

Blue - Reaction Force

Hex nut is used bethind the 
wooden board for both slidable 
and hinged support in order to 
stabilize the supports from tilting 
over when exerting point load.

L = 450mm

150 7550

Marks are being put to the spot 
on the span beam where the 
point load is being exerted so 
the audience will be clear on 
which spot to press on when 
demonstrating the principle.

26 27

PRINCIPLE MODEL
multi-span beam (hinge location)

by Harjono Alicia Angelica & Chuah Hao Feng

Idea Development - Drafts - Test Model - Final Board - Pictures

multi-span beam with hinges are geometrically unchangeable and 
statically determinate statically determinate structures consisting of a 

series of one-span beams with or without overhangs connected together 
by means of hinges

in this project, group member analysed about hinges in multi-span beam, 
planned about the material and format of the final board, followed by the 
model making process. the outputs were an explanatory video (scan the 
barcode to watch the video) and a structural model on an A1 board along 

with its description

PLASTIC FILMS

BOLTS AND NUTS.

BOLTS

FOLDED 
PLASTIC FILM

Multispan Beam (Hinge Location)
Technical Drawing 1:4

principle model: idea development

DRAF T:  technical drawing 1 :4
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PRINCIPLE MODEL
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Multispan Beam (Hinge Location)
Technical Drawing 1:4

principle model: idea development

DRAF T:  technical drawing 1 :4

28 29

Multispan Beam (Hinge Location)
Analytical Drawing 1:4 (in mm)

principle model: idea development

  analytical drawing 1 :4

594

420

Multispan Beam (Hinge Location)
Technical Alignment Drawing in A2 (in mm)

principle model: idea development

  board draft

28 29

Multispan Beam (Hinge Location)
Analytical Drawing 1:4 (in mm)

principle model: idea development

  analytical drawing 1 :4
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420

Multispan Beam (Hinge Location)
Technical Alignment Drawing in A2 (in mm)

principle model: idea development

  board draft

12. MULTI-SPAN BEAM (HINGE LOCATION)
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30 31

Description

Back - Foam to ensure the stability of the hinge and slidable support.

Front Elevation

Line Load Area

Support for the foam 
from tilting

Foam support to stabilise the 
hinge and slidable support

Corkboard beam to enable hinge 
joints and also bend easily

Wooden stick for supports and 
hinge joints to ensure rotation

Hinge joints act as a slidable 
support 

Side Elevation

principle model: test model

Force applied - the spot where there is a hinge joint does not have bending moment whereas the span beam bends.

Hinge Joints - passing through the cork beam to ensure connections 
of 2 separate beams.
Slidable/Hinge supports - sticked underneath the cork beam.

Hinge joints passing through cork beam that act as a slidable support. Small sheet of foam behind the cork beam to further stabilise 
the support while ensuring the smoothness of the slidable 
support.

principle model: test model
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Back - Foam to ensure the stability of the hinge and slidable support.

Front Elevation

Line Load Area

Support for the foam 
from tilting

Foam support to stabilise the 
hinge and slidable support

Corkboard beam to enable hinge 
joints and also bend easily

Wooden stick for supports and 
hinge joints to ensure rotation

Hinge joints act as a slidable 
support 

Side Elevation

principle model: test model

Force applied - the spot where there is a hinge joint does not have bending moment whereas the span beam bends.

Hinge Joints - passing through the cork beam to ensure connections 
of 2 separate beams.
Slidable/Hinge supports - sticked underneath the cork beam.

Hinge joints passing through cork beam that act as a slidable support. Small sheet of foam behind the cork beam to further stabilise 
the support while ensuring the smoothness of the slidable 
support.

principle model: test model

Hinge joints creates zero bending moment. As you can see, the point loads are exerted at the hinge joints. Even though there are 
movement downwards, there are actually no bending occur at that point as it is a hinge. It is still a straight beam as we can see in the 
pictures above.

At the positions where there are no hinge joints, we can see that the bending moment created when the point load is applied is very 
high especially at the locations of the supports (providing there are no hinge joints there, unlike scenario 1 and 4)

Our creative design mainly focused on taking the most minimal bending moment in the first three scenario and further improve its du-
rability and minimize bending moment so that it can sustain more loads without much bending. In our case, we apply the strategy of 
thickening the certain area where there are high bending moment so it is stronger overall.

Hinge joints creates zero bending moment. As you can see, the point loads are exerted at the hinge joints. Even though there are 
movement downwards, there are actually no bending occur at that point as it is a hinge. It is still a straight beam as we can see in the 
pictures above.

At the positions where there are no hinge joints, we can see that the bending moment created when the point load is applied is very 
high especially at the locations of the supports (providing there are no hinge joints there, unlike scenario 1 and 4)

Our creative design mainly focused on taking the most minimal bending moment in the first three scenario and further improve its du-
rability and minimize bending moment so that it can sustain more loads without much bending. In our case, we apply the strategy of 
thickening the certain area where there are high bending moment so it is stronger overall.

Hinge joints creates zero bending moment. As you can see, the point loads are exerted at the hinge joints. Even though there are 
movement downwards, there are actually no bending occur at that point as it is a hinge. It is still a straight beam as we can see in the 
pictures above.

At the positions where there are no hinge joints, we can see that the bending moment created when the point load is applied is very 
high especially at the locations of the supports (providing there are no hinge joints there, unlike scenario 1 and 4)

Our creative design mainly focused on taking the most minimal bending moment in the first three scenario and further improve its du-
rability and minimize bending moment so that it can sustain more loads without much bending. In our case, we apply the strategy of 
thickening the certain area where there are high bending moment so it is stronger overall.

Hinge joints creates zero bending moment. As you can see, the point loads are exerted at the hinge joints. Even though there are 
movement downwards, there are actually no bending occur at that point as it is a hinge. It is still a straight beam as we can see in the 
pictures above.

At the positions where there are no hinge joints, we can see that the bending moment created when the point load is applied is very 
high especially at the locations of the supports (providing there are no hinge joints there, unlike scenario 1 and 4)

Our creative design mainly focused on taking the most minimal bending moment in the first three scenario and further improve its du-
rability and minimize bending moment so that it can sustain more loads without much bending. In our case, we apply the strategy of 
thickening the certain area where there are high bending moment so it is stronger overall.

Hinge joints creates zero bending moment. As you can see, the point loads are exerted at the hinge joints. Even though there are 
movement downwards, there are actually no bending occur at that point as it is a hinge. It is still a straight beam as we can see in the 
pictures above.

At the positions where there are no hinge joints, we can see that the bending moment created when the point load is applied is very 
high especially at the locations of the supports (providing there are no hinge joints there, unlike scenario 1 and 4)

Our creative design mainly focused on taking the most minimal bending moment in the first three scenario and further improve its du-
rability and minimize bending moment so that it can sustain more loads without much bending. In our case, we apply the strategy of 
thickening the certain area where there are high bending moment so it is stronger overall.

TEST MODEL

Force applied - the spot where there is a hinge joint does not have bending moment 
whereas the span beam bends.

Back - Foam to ensure the stability of the hinge and slidable support. At the positions where there are no hinge joints, we can see that the bending moment cre-
ated when the point load is applied is very high especially at the locations of the supports 
(providing there are no hinge joints there, unlike scenario 1 and 4).

Hinge joints creates zero bending moment. As you can see, the point loads are exerted 
at the hinge joints. Even though there are movement downwards, there are actually no 
bending occur at that point as it is a hinge. It is still a straight beam as we can see in the 
pictures above.

Our creative design mainly focused on 
taking the most minimal bending moment 
in the first three scenario and further im-
prove its durability and minimize bending 
moment so that it can sustain more loads 
without much bending. In our case, we ap-
ply the strategy of thickening the certain 
area where there are high bending mo-
ment so it is stronger overall.

FINAL MODEL
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13. MULTI-SPAN BEAM (SUPPORT LOCATION)
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DEMONSTRATION

Iterations of the experiment focus on changing the support locations to analyse how the 
deformation changes accordingly in each scenario. By experimenting with the placement 
of the supports, we will be able to understand and visualise the various forces acting on 
and within the beam.

Scenario 1: When each support is at the same distant, the bending moment created where 
the point load is applied is medium especially at the locations of the support.

Scenario 2: When additinal support spaces are added near the end of the beam, there is a 
high negative bending momdent above each of the supports.The bending moment created 
where the point load is applied is high especially at the location between the supports.

Scenario 3: At the positions where additional supports are placed towards the middle. In 
this scenario, the highest positive bending moment takes place in the outer spaces. We 
can see bending meoment created where the point load is applied is low especially at the 
location between the supports.

Scenario 4: We show an optimal design for a multi-span beam with evenly spce suppports. 
Adding weights to sections of the beam in order to restrict the movement of the beam in 
response to the load. The beam is thickened in areas with the least support, slowly getting 
slimmer towards the supports. 
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14: Frame (types)

HALF FRAME

2-HINGED FRAME

3-HINGED FRAME

RIGID FRAME

02_Jason Chan
38_Boris Li

1:3 structural diagram

1:3 structural diagram

1:3 structural diagram

1:3 structural diagram, I = moment of inertia

Hinge joint detail (middle)

Hinge joint detail (side)

Hinge support detail

Clamped support detail

Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)

PUT WEIGHT
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LINE LOAD q
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction
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(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.

Hinged joint on half frame

Hinged support

Hinged joint on 3 hinged 
frame

Clamped support

Detail Extra nuts and washers are used to 
lift up each frame to avoid creating 
unnecessary friction between the frame 
and the woodboard. It also makes it 
easier to put weight onto the frame.

The washer helps reduce the friction 
between the cork at the hinge.

Creative Proposal

We optimized the frame structure so that it can withstand more weight with less deformation. The 
straight horizontal beam is replaced with an upright V-shaped beam to counter the bending moment 
generated under load. Also, the cantilevered beam generate a negative bending moment which 
counteracts the positive bending moment of back-span. These two featurAes make the frame 
structure relatively stronger by responding to the moment.
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Clamped support detail

Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.

Hinged joint on half frame

Hinged support

Hinged joint on 3 hinged 
frame

Clamped support

Detail Extra nuts and washers are used to 
lift up each frame to avoid creating 
unnecessary friction between the frame 
and the woodboard. It also makes it 
easier to put weight onto the frame.

The washer helps reduce the friction 
between the cork at the hinge.

Creative Proposal

We optimized the frame structure so that it can withstand more weight with less deformation. The 
straight horizontal beam is replaced with an upright V-shaped beam to counter the bending moment 
generated under load. Also, the cantilevered beam generate a negative bending moment which 
counteracts the positive bending moment of back-span. These two featurAes make the frame 
structure relatively stronger by responding to the moment.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.

Hinged joint on half frame

Hinged support

Hinged joint on 3 hinged 
frame

Clamped support

Detail Extra nuts and washers are used to 
lift up each frame to avoid creating 
unnecessary friction between the frame 
and the woodboard. It also makes it 
easier to put weight onto the frame.

The washer helps reduce the friction 
between the cork at the hinge.

Creative Proposal

We optimized the frame structure so that it can withstand more weight with less deformation. The 
straight horizontal beam is replaced with an upright V-shaped beam to counter the bending moment 
generated under load. Also, the cantilevered beam generate a negative bending moment which 
counteracts the positive bending moment of back-span. These two featurAes make the frame 
structure relatively stronger by responding to the moment.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.

Hinged joint on half frame

Hinged support

Hinged joint on 3 hinged 
frame

Clamped support

Detail Extra nuts and washers are used to 
lift up each frame to avoid creating 
unnecessary friction between the frame 
and the woodboard. It also makes it 
easier to put weight onto the frame.

The washer helps reduce the friction 
between the cork at the hinge.

Creative Proposal

We optimized the frame structure so that it can withstand more weight with less deformation. The 
straight horizontal beam is replaced with an upright V-shaped beam to counter the bending moment 
generated under load. Also, the cantilevered beam generate a negative bending moment which 
counteracts the positive bending moment of back-span. These two featurAes make the frame 
structure relatively stronger by responding to the moment.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.

Hinged joint on half frame

Hinged support

Hinged joint on 3 hinged 
frame

Clamped support

Detail Extra nuts and washers are used to 
lift up each frame to avoid creating 
unnecessary friction between the frame 
and the woodboard. It also makes it 
easier to put weight onto the frame.

The washer helps reduce the friction 
between the cork at the hinge.

Creative Proposal

We optimized the frame structure so that it can withstand more weight with less deformation. The 
straight horizontal beam is replaced with an upright V-shaped beam to counter the bending moment 
generated under load. Also, the cantilevered beam generate a negative bending moment which 
counteracts the positive bending moment of back-span. These two featurAes make the frame 
structure relatively stronger by responding to the moment.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.

Hinged joint on half frame

Hinged support

Hinged joint on 3 hinged 
frame

Clamped support

Detail Extra nuts and washers are used to 
lift up each frame to avoid creating 
unnecessary friction between the frame 
and the woodboard. It also makes it 
easier to put weight onto the frame.

The washer helps reduce the friction 
between the cork at the hinge.

Creative Proposal

We optimized the frame structure so that it can withstand more weight with less deformation. The 
straight horizontal beam is replaced with an upright V-shaped beam to counter the bending moment 
generated under load. Also, the cantilevered beam generate a negative bending moment which 
counteracts the positive bending moment of back-span. These two featurAes make the frame 
structure relatively stronger by responding to the moment.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.

Hinged joint on half frame

Hinged support

Hinged joint on 3 hinged 
frame

Clamped support

Detail Extra nuts and washers are used to 
lift up each frame to avoid creating 
unnecessary friction between the frame 
and the woodboard. It also makes it 
easier to put weight onto the frame.

The washer helps reduce the friction 
between the cork at the hinge.

Creative Proposal

We optimized the frame structure so that it can withstand more weight with less deformation. The 
straight horizontal beam is replaced with an upright V-shaped beam to counter the bending moment 
generated under load. Also, the cantilevered beam generate a negative bending moment which 
counteracts the positive bending moment of back-span. These two featurAes make the frame 
structure relatively stronger by responding to the moment.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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1:3 structural diagram, I = moment of inertia

Hinge joint detail (middle)

Hinge joint detail (side)

Hinge support detail

Clamped support detail

Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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1:3 structural diagram
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1:3 structural diagram, I = moment of inertia

Hinge joint detail (middle)

Hinge joint detail (side)

Hinge support detail

Clamped support detail

Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.
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Materials
• 4mm A1 timber board
• M3 steel bolts and nuts
• M3 washer
• 12mm cork board

Introduction
Frame is a common structure in architecture that serves as 
a supporting structure of a building to counteract the huge 
moments created from loading. In this set up, four types of frame 
are demonstrated using different types of joints and supports. 

Instruction
Attach the weight at the center of the horizontal beam to observe 
its structural behaviour.

Notes
Theoretically, in real life scenarios, forces are applied in the form 
of line load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For the 
demonstration purpose of this board, the force is applied as a 
point load (the weight).

The length of components are calculated using the centre of 
mass of material and the point of hinge, instead of the actual 
material length.

All dimensions and calculations are in millimetre and newton.

Legend
moments, shear force, reaction force, deflections/deformation, 
tension, compression

H = Horizontal reaction force
V = Vertical reaction force
M = Moment reaction

Weight for use
(150g each)
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The hinged joint is located at the upper right corner of the frame. 
When the load is applied, the frame deforms and leans towards the 
direction where the hinged joint is located due to compression and 
tension on the top and bottom of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while the maximum 
moment is found at the at the point where load is applied.

The 2-hinged frame has two hinged supports. When the load 
is applied, similar to the half frame, the horizontal beam bends 
downward due to compression and tension on the top and bottom 
respectively. Meanwhile, for the columns on both sides, they bend 
outwards with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

Similar to the  2-hinged frame, the 3-hinged frame has one 
additional hinge located at the central beam. When load 
is applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a slight 
bending on two sides of the beam as no moment is created 
at the hinged joint. For the column, they bend outwards 
with the maximum moment locating on both rigid corners.

For the rigid frame, both corners of the frame are rigid joints and 
both supports are clamped onto the wood board. When the load is 
applied, the beam bends in the same way as the 2-hinged frame 
with the same amount of moment, compression and tension. 
Since there is clamped support at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper end and the bending 
range reduces when it is getting towards the clamped support.

Hinged joint on half frame

Hinged support

Hinged joint on 3 hinged 
frame

Clamped support

Detail Extra nuts and washers are used to 
lift up each frame to avoid creating 
unnecessary friction between the frame 
and the woodboard. It also makes it 
easier to put weight onto the frame.

The washer helps reduce the friction 
between the cork at the hinge.

Creative Proposal

We optimized the frame structure so that it can withstand more weight with less deformation. The 
straight horizontal beam is replaced with an upright V-shaped beam to counter the bending moment 
generated under load. Also, the cantilevered beam generate a negative bending moment which 
counteracts the positive bending moment of back-span. These two featurAes make the frame 
structure relatively stronger by responding to the moment.
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Hinged joint on half frame

Hinged support

Hinged joint on 3 hinged frame

Clamped support
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Deformation

Half frame
The hinged joint is located at the upper right cor-
ner. Whenwe apply the load, the frame deforms and 
leans towards the direction where the hinged joint is 
located. This is due to the compression and tension 
on the two sides of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while 
the maximum moment is found at the point where 
load is applied.

2-hinged frame
There are two hinged supports. When the load is 
applied, the horizontal beam bends downward due 
to compression and tension on the 2 sides respec-
tively. Meanwhile, both columns bend outwards with 
maximum moment locating on both rigid corners. 
2-hinged frame is ideal for creating structure that 
carries heavy load above, while being able to with-
stand external horizontal load, such as wind load.

3-hinged frame
There are two hinged supports and one addition-
al hinge located at the central beam. When load is 
applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a 
slight bending on 2 sides of the beam as no moment 
is created at the hinged joint. For the column, they 
bend outwards with the maximum moment locateing 
on both rigid corners.

Rigid frame
Both corners of the frame are rigid joints and both 
supports are clamped onto the wood board. When 
the load is applied, the beam bends in the same 
way as the 2-hinged frame with the same amount 
of moment, compression and tension. Since there 
is clamped support at the bottom of each column, 
the bending moment bends more on the upper end 
and the bending range reduces when it is getting to-
wards the clamped support. Rigid frame allows the 
structure to stand freely.
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ner. Whenwe apply the load, the frame deforms and 
leans towards the direction where the hinged joint is 
located. This is due to the compression and tension 
on the two sides of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while 
the maximum moment is found at the point where 
load is applied.

2-hinged frame
There are two hinged supports. When the load is 
applied, the horizontal beam bends downward due 
to compression and tension on the 2 sides respec-
tively. Meanwhile, both columns bend outwards with 
maximum moment locating on both rigid corners. 
2-hinged frame is ideal for creating structure that 
carries heavy load above, while being able to with-
stand external horizontal load, such as wind load.

3-hinged frame
There are two hinged supports and one addition-
al hinge located at the central beam. When load is 
applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a 
slight bending on 2 sides of the beam as no moment 
is created at the hinged joint. For the column, they 
bend outwards with the maximum moment locateing 
on both rigid corners.

Rigid frame
Both corners of the frame are rigid joints and both 
supports are clamped onto the wood board. When 
the load is applied, the beam bends in the same 
way as the 2-hinged frame with the same amount 
of moment, compression and tension. Since there 
is clamped support at the bottom of each column, 
the bending moment bends more on the upper end 
and the bending range reduces when it is getting to-
wards the clamped support. Rigid frame allows the 
structure to stand freely.

22 23

Deformation

Half frame
The hinged joint is located at the upper right cor-
ner. Whenwe apply the load, the frame deforms and 
leans towards the direction where the hinged joint is 
located. This is due to the compression and tension 
on the two sides of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while 
the maximum moment is found at the point where 
load is applied.

2-hinged frame
There are two hinged supports. When the load is 
applied, the horizontal beam bends downward due 
to compression and tension on the 2 sides respec-
tively. Meanwhile, both columns bend outwards with 
maximum moment locating on both rigid corners. 
2-hinged frame is ideal for creating structure that 
carries heavy load above, while being able to with-
stand external horizontal load, such as wind load.

3-hinged frame
There are two hinged supports and one addition-
al hinge located at the central beam. When load is 
applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a 
slight bending on 2 sides of the beam as no moment 
is created at the hinged joint. For the column, they 
bend outwards with the maximum moment locateing 
on both rigid corners.

Rigid frame
Both corners of the frame are rigid joints and both 
supports are clamped onto the wood board. When 
the load is applied, the beam bends in the same 
way as the 2-hinged frame with the same amount 
of moment, compression and tension. Since there 
is clamped support at the bottom of each column, 
the bending moment bends more on the upper end 
and the bending range reduces when it is getting to-
wards the clamped support. Rigid frame allows the 
structure to stand freely.

22 23

Deformation

Half frame
The hinged joint is located at the upper right cor-
ner. Whenwe apply the load, the frame deforms and 
leans towards the direction where the hinged joint is 
located. This is due to the compression and tension 
on the two sides of the horizontal beam respectively.  
Note that there is no moment at the hinge joint, while 
the maximum moment is found at the point where 
load is applied.

2-hinged frame
There are two hinged supports. When the load is 
applied, the horizontal beam bends downward due 
to compression and tension on the 2 sides respec-
tively. Meanwhile, both columns bend outwards with 
maximum moment locating on both rigid corners. 
2-hinged frame is ideal for creating structure that 
carries heavy load above, while being able to with-
stand external horizontal load, such as wind load.

3-hinged frame
There are two hinged supports and one addition-
al hinge located at the central beam. When load is 
applied, the beam deforms with a V shape and a 
slight bending on 2 sides of the beam as no moment 
is created at the hinged joint. For the column, they 
bend outwards with the maximum moment locateing 
on both rigid corners.

Rigid frame
Both corners of the frame are rigid joints and both 
supports are clamped onto the wood board. When 
the load is applied, the beam bends in the same 
way as the 2-hinged frame with the same amount 
of moment, compression and tension. Since there 
is clamped support at the bottom of each column, 
the bending moment bends more on the upper end 
and the bending range reduces when it is getting to-
wards the clamped support. Rigid frame allows the 
structure to stand freely.

FINAL MODEL

Half frame:
The hinged joint is located at the upper 
right corner. When load is applied, the 
frame deforms and leans towards the di-
rection where the hinged joint is located. 
This is due to the compression and tension 
on the two sides of the horizontal beam 
respectively. There is no moment at the 
hinge joint, while the maximum moment 
is found at the point where load is applied.

2-hinged frame:
When the load is applied, the horizontal 
beam bends downward due to compres-
sion and tension on the 2 sides respec- 
tively. Meanwhile, both columns bend out-
wards with maximum moment locating on 
both rigid corners. 2-hinged frame is ideal 
for creating structure that carries heavy 
load above, while being able to with- stand 
external horizontal load, such as wind load.

3-hinged frame:
There are two hinged supports and one 
addition- al hinge located at the central 
beam. When load is applied, the beam de-
forms with a V shape and a slight bending 
on 2 sides of the beam as no moment is 
created at the hinged joint. For the column, 
they bend outwards with the maximum 
moment locateing on both rigid corners.

Rigid frame:
When the load is applied, the beam bends 
in the same way as the 2-hinged frame with 
the same amount of moment, compression 
and tension. Since there is clamped sup-
port at the bottom of each column, the 
bending moment bends more on the upper 
end and the bending range reduces when it 
is getting to- wards the clamped support. 
Rigid frame allows the structure to stand 
freely.

DEMONSTRATION
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 0: Same Thickness of Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of 
the same 12mm. For the bending moments of 
the beam, 1/3 would be above the central axis 
and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Shear Force

Moments
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Shear Force

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

1:4 Diagrams

Tension

Compression

Tension

Compression

Tension

Compression

Tension

Compression

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Moment of Inertia
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Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Photos of frames (before adding loads)

Photos of frames (420g weight loads added)

Photos of frames (force pushing downwards)
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l = 212 mm

h = 128 m
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Tension
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Tension

Compression

Tension
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.

c = 24 mm

c = 12 mm

c = 24 mm

l = 200 mm

l = 212 mm

l = 200 mm
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= 4.54 (3 sig. fig.)
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Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Tension
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board
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h = 128 m
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 1: Thicker Columns

The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It 
is 2 times thicker than the beam which the 
thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of 
the columns are expected to occur more than 
that of Model 0.
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Photos of frames (before adding loads)

Photos of frames (420g weight loads added)

Photos of frames (force pushing downwards)
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 0: Same Thickness of Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of 
the same 12mm. For the bending moments of 
the beam, 1/3 would be above the central axis 
and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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= 4.54 (3 sig. fig.)
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Photos of frames (before adding loads)

Photos of frames (420g weight loads added)

Photos of frames (force pushing downwards)
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 1: Thicker Columns

The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It 
is 2 times thicker than the beam which the 
thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of 
the columns are expected to occur more than 
that of Model 0.
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Photos of frames (420g weight loads added)

Photos of frames (force pushing downwards)
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 0: Same Thickness of Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of 
the same 12mm. For the bending moments of 
the beam, 1/3 would be above the central axis 
and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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l = 200 mm

l = 212 mm

l = 200 mm
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Moment of Inertia
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= 4.54 (3 sig. fig.)
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1.2 x 20.03
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2.4 x 12.83
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= 1.91 (3 sig. fig.)

Ih =         =                                   = 181.5848 cm4ch3
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2.4 x 21.23
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1.2 x 12.23
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= 
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= 10.5 (3 sig. fig.)

Ih =         =                                   = 363.1696 cm4ch3
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= 4.41 (3 sig. fig.)

Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 1: Thicker Columns

The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It 
is 2 times thicker than the beam which the 
thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of 
the columns are expected to occur more than 
that of Model 0.

Ih =         =                                   = 419.4304 cm4ch3
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Il =          =                     = 800.00 cm4
12
bl3

12
1.2 x 20.03

12
2.4 x 12.83

Il
Ih

= 800.00
419.4304 = 1.91 (3 sig. fig.)

Photos of frames (before adding loads)

Photos of frames (420g weight loads added)

Photos of frames (force pushing downwards)

15. FRAMES (STIFFNESS)

Chow Wai Yin (Athena)
Huang Ming Jin (Andy)

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 
H2

FRAME STIFFNESS 
Final outcome

Andy Huang Ming Jin
Athena Chow Wai Yin

FRAME (STIFFNESS)
Prepared by Andy Huang and Athena Chow 

FINAL MODEL

Model 0: Same Thickness of Beam and 
Columns

Before adding load

420g weights load added

Force pushing downwards

The thickness of the beam and columns 
are of the same 12mm. For the bending 
moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above 
the central axis and 2/3 would be below the 
central axis.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 0: Same Thickness of Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of 
the same 12mm. For the bending moments of 
the beam, 1/3 would be above the central axis 
and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Ih =         =                                   = 209.7152 cm4ch3

12

Il =          =                     = 952.8128 cm4
12
bl3

12
1.2 x 21.23

12
1.2 x 12.83

Il

Ih
= 952.8128

209.7152
= 4.54 (3 sig. fig.)

Ih =         cm4

l = 212 mm

h = 128 m
m

b 
= 

12
 m

m

c = 12 mm

FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

1:4 Diagrams
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Tension

Compression

Tension

Compression

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.

c = 24 mm

c = 12 mm

c = 24 mm

l = 200 mm

l = 212 mm

l = 200 mm
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h = 122 m
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Moment of Inertia
Il =         cm4         bl3
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Ih =         =                                   = 209.7152 cm4ch3

12

ch3

12

Il =          =                     = 952.8128 cm4
12
bl3

12
1.2 x 21.23

12
1.2 x 12.83

Il

Ih

= 
952.8128
209.7152

= 4.54 (3 sig. fig.)

Ih =         =                                   = 419.4304 cm4ch3

12
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12
bl3

12
1.2 x 20.03

12
2.4 x 12.83

Il

Ih
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419.4304
= 1.91 (3 sig. fig.)

Ih =         =                                   = 181.5848 cm4ch3

12
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12
bl3

12
2.4 x 21.23

12
1.2 x 12.23

Il
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= 
1905.6256
181.5848

= 10.5 (3 sig. fig.)

Ih =         =                                   = 363.1696 cm4ch3
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bl3
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2.4 x 20.03

12
2.4 x 12.23

Il

Ih

= 
1600.00

363.1696
= 4.41 (3 sig. fig.)

Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Photos of frames (before adding loads)

Photos of frames (420g weight loads added)

Photos of frames (force pushing downwards)

Ih =         cm4

l = 212 mm

h = 128 m
m

b 
= 

12
 m

m

c = 12 mm

FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.

c = 24 mm

c = 12 mm

c = 24 mm

l = 200 mm

l = 212 mm

l = 200 mm

b 
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h = 128 m
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h = 122 m
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h = 122 m
m

Moment of Inertia
Il =         cm4         bl3
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Ih =         =                                   = 209.7152 cm4ch3

12

ch3

12

Il =          =                     = 952.8128 cm4
12
bl3

12
1.2 x 21.23

12
1.2 x 12.83

Il

Ih

= 
952.8128
209.7152

= 4.54 (3 sig. fig.)

Ih =         =                                   = 419.4304 cm4ch3

12

Il =          =                     = 800.00 cm4
12
bl3

12
1.2 x 20.03

12
2.4 x 12.83

Il

Ih
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800.00

419.4304
= 1.91 (3 sig. fig.)

Ih =         =                                   = 181.5848 cm4ch3

12
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12
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12
2.4 x 21.23
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1.2 x 12.23

Il

Ih
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181.5848

= 10.5 (3 sig. fig.)
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= 4.41 (3 sig. fig.)

Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Ih =         cm4

l = 212 mm

h = 128 m
m

b 
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c = 12 mm

FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.

c = 24 mm
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l = 200 mm
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h = 128 m
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m

Moment of Inertia
Il =         cm4         bl3
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Ih =         =                                   = 209.7152 cm4ch3

12

ch3

12

Il =          =                     = 952.8128 cm4
12
bl3

12
1.2 x 21.23

12
1.2 x 12.83

Il

Ih

= 
952.8128
209.7152

= 4.54 (3 sig. fig.)

Ih =         =                                   = 419.4304 cm4ch3

12
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12
bl3

12
1.2 x 20.03
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2.4 x 12.83

Il

Ih

= 
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419.4304
= 1.91 (3 sig. fig.)

Ih =         =                                   = 181.5848 cm4ch3

12
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= 10.5 (3 sig. fig.)
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= 4.41 (3 sig. fig.)

Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Ih =         cm4

l = 212 mm

h = 128 m
m

b 
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c = 12 mm

FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Moments
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.

c = 24 mm

c = 12 mm

c = 24 mm

l = 200 mm

l = 212 mm

l = 200 mm

b 
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m
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h = 128 m
m
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m

h = 122 m
m

Moment of Inertia
Il =         cm4         bl3
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Ih =         =                                   = 209.7152 cm4ch3

12

ch3

12

Il =          =                     = 952.8128 cm4
12
bl3

12
1.2 x 21.23

12
1.2 x 12.83

Il

Ih

= 
952.8128
209.7152

= 4.54 (3 sig. fig.)

Ih =         =                                   = 419.4304 cm4ch3
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Il =          =                     = 800.00 cm4
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bl3
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1.2 x 20.03
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2.4 x 12.83

Il

Ih

= 
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= 1.91 (3 sig. fig.)
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= 10.5 (3 sig. fig.)
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2.4 x 20.03
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Ih

= 
1600.00

363.1696
= 4.41 (3 sig. fig.)

Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 1: Thicker Columns

The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It 
is 2 times thicker than the beam which the 
thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of 
the columns are expected to occur more than 
that of Model 0.

Ih =         =                                   = 419.4304 cm4ch3

12

Il =          =                     = 800.00 cm4
12
bl3

12
1.2 x 20.03

12
2.4 x 12.83

Il
Ih

= 800.00
419.4304 = 1.91 (3 sig. fig.)

Photos of frames (before adding loads)

Photos of frames (420g weight loads added)

Photos of frames (force pushing downwards)
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 0: Same Thickness of Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of 
the same 12mm. For the bending moments of 
the beam, 1/3 would be above the central axis 
and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Ih =         =                                   = 209.7152 cm4ch3

12

Il =          =                     = 952.8128 cm4
12
bl3

12
1.2 x 21.23

12
1.2 x 12.83

Il

Ih
= 952.8128

209.7152
= 4.54 (3 sig. fig.)
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l = 212 mm

h = 128 m
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c = 12 mm

FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Photos of frames (before adding loads)

Photos of frames (420g weight loads added)

Photos of frames (force pushing downwards)
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 1: Thicker Columns

The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It 
is 2 times thicker than the beam which the 
thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of 
the columns are expected to occur more than 
that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 0: Same Thickness of Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of 
the same 12mm. For the bending moments of 
the beam, 1/3 would be above the central axis 
and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 1: Thicker Columns

The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It 
is 2 times thicker than the beam which the 
thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of 
the columns are expected to occur more than 
that of Model 0.
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419.4304 = 1.91 (3 sig. fig.)
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Photos of frames (force pushing downwards)
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board
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h = 128 m
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 
times thicker than the columns which the 
thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of 
the beam are expected to occur more than 
that of Model 0.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Weight Weight
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14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board
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h = 128 m
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Moment of Inertia
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Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are 
the same. The thickness of the beam and 
columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending 
moments of the beam and columns are 
expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Photos of frames (before adding loads)

Photos of frames (420g weight loads added)

Photos of frames (force pushing downwards)
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 
times thicker than the columns which the 
thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of 
the beam are expected to occur more than 
that of Model 0.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Weight for Use

Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are 
the same. The thickness of the beam and 
columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending 
moments of the beam and columns are 
expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 
times thicker than the columns which the 
thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of 
the beam are expected to occur more than 
that of Model 0.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are 
the same. The thickness of the beam and 
columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending 
moments of the beam and columns are 
expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 
times thicker than the columns which the 
thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of 
the beam are expected to occur more than 
that of Model 0.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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12mm cork board
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are 
the same. The thickness of the beam and 
columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending 
moments of the beam and columns are 
expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 
times thicker than the columns which the 
thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of 
the beam are expected to occur more than 
that of Model 0.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are 
the same. The thickness of the beam and 
columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending 
moments of the beam and columns are 
expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Deformations

Shear Force

Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).
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Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 
times thicker than the columns which the 
thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of 
the beam are expected to occur more than 
that of Model 0.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board
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FRAME (STIFFNESS)
This field of investigation aims to demonstrate how stiffness affects 
the behaviour of two-hinged frames with various thicknesses. An 
interrelationship of stiffness, bending moments and deformation would 
be shown. Being a statically over-determined system, it is hypothesised 
that the thicker the frame, the stiffer it is; the stiffer the frame, the more 
bending moment it will then attract, hence resulting in a stronger form 
of deformation.

Model 0: Same Thickness of 
Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are of the same 12mm. For 
the bending moments of the beam, 1/3 would be above the central 
axis and 2/3 would be below the central axis.
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Model 1: Thicker Columns
The thickness of the columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
beam which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam
The thickness of the beam is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns which the thickness is 12mm. The bending moments of the 
beam are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are the same. The thickness 
of the beam and columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending moments of the beam 
and columns are expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line load. All diagrams are 
drawn based on line load. For the demonstration purpose of this board, 
the force is applied as a point load (the weight).

Line load

Point load
(Put weight)

Instruction
Attach the weight at the centre of the horizontal beam to observe its 
structural behaviour.
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Weight Weight

Material
14mm A1 timber board, 8 M3 steel 
bolts, 8 M3 steel nuts, 16 M3 washer, 
12mm cork board

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns
The thickness of the beam and columns are 
the same. The thickness of the beam and 
columns is 24mm. It is 2 times thicker than the 
columns and beams in Model 0. The bending 
moments of the beam and columns are 
expected to occur more than that of Model 0.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 4: Thinner in the middle of the beam and bases of the columns

The thickness of the beam and columns 
gradually change. The thickness of the 
beam decreases from 24mm to 12mm in the 
middle. The middle part is 2 times thinner 
than the end of the beam. The thickness 
of the columns decreases from 24mm to 
12mm to the base. The base part is 2 times 
thinner than the top of the columns. The 
bending moments of the beam are expected 
to occur all above the central axis.
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Model 4: Thinner in the middle of the 
beam and bases of the columns
The thickness of the beam and columns gradually change. The 
thickness of the beam decreases from 24mm to 12mm in the middle. 
The middle part is 2 times thinner than the end of the beam. The 
thickness of the columns decreases from 24mm to 12mm to the 
base. The base part is 2 times thinner than the top of the columns. 
The bending moments of the beam are expected to occur all above 
the central axis.
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Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 4: Thinner in the middle of the beam and bases of the columns

The thickness of the beam and columns 
gradually change. The thickness of the 
beam decreases from 24mm to 12mm in the 
middle. The middle part is 2 times thinner 
than the end of the beam. The thickness 
of the columns decreases from 24mm to 
12mm to the base. The base part is 2 times 
thinner than the top of the columns. The 
bending moments of the beam are expected 
to occur all above the central axis.
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Model 4: Thinner in the middle of the 
beam and bases of the columns
The thickness of the beam and columns gradually change. The 
thickness of the beam decreases from 24mm to 12mm in the middle. 
The middle part is 2 times thinner than the end of the beam. The 
thickness of the columns decreases from 24mm to 12mm to the 
base. The base part is 2 times thinner than the top of the columns. 
The bending moments of the beam are expected to occur all above 
the central axis.
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FRAME (STIFFNESS) 17_Athena Chow
30_Andy Hwang

d = 12 m
m
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(CONT’D)

Tension

CompressionMaterial
14mm A2 timber board, 2 M3 steel bolts, 2 M3 steel nuts, 
4 M3 washer, 12mm cork board

Photos of Overall Display - Individual Board
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Photos of frames (before adding loads)

Photos of frames (420g weight loads added)

Photos of frames (force pushing downwards)

Note
Theoretically, forces are applied in the form of line 
load. All diagrams are drawn based on line load. For 
the demonstration purpose of this board, the force is 
applied as a point load (the weight).

Model 4: Thinner in the middle of the beam and bases of the columns

The thickness of the beam and columns 
gradually change. The thickness of the 
beam decreases from 24mm to 12mm in the 
middle. The middle part is 2 times thinner 
than the end of the beam. The thickness 
of the columns decreases from 24mm to 
12mm to the base. The base part is 2 times 
thinner than the top of the columns. The 
bending moments of the beam are expected 
to occur all above the central axis.

Moments

Deformations

Shear Force
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beam and bases of the columns
The thickness of the beam and columns gradually change. The 
thickness of the beam decreases from 24mm to 12mm in the middle. 
The middle part is 2 times thinner than the end of the beam. The 
thickness of the columns decreases from 24mm to 12mm to the 
base. The base part is 2 times thinner than the top of the columns. 
The bending moments of the beam are expected to occur all above 
the central axis.
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30_Andy Hwang
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m
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Tension

CompressionMaterial
14mm A2 timber board, 2 M3 steel bolts, 2 M3 steel nuts, 
4 M3 washer, 12mm cork board

Photos of Overall Display - Individual Board

Model 1: Thicker Columns

Before adding load

420g weights load added

Force pushing downwards

The thickness of the columns is 24mm. 
It is 2 times thicker than the beam which 
the thickness is 12mm. The bending moM-
moemnetnstsof the columns are expected 
to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 2: Thicker Beam

Before adding load

420g weights load added

Force pushing downwards

The thickness of the columns is 24mm. 
It is 2 times thicker than the beam which 
the thickness is 12mm. The bending moM-
moemnetnstsof the columns are expected 
to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 3: Thicker Beam and Columns

Before adding load

420g weights load added

Force pushing downwards

The thickness of the columns is 24mm. 
It is 2 times thicker than the beam which 
the thickness is 12mm. The bending moM-
moemnetnstsof the columns are expected 
to occur more than that of Model 0.

Model 4: Thinner in Middle of the Beam and 
Bases of Columns

The thickness of the beam  & columns de-
creases from 24mm to 12mm. The bending 
moments of the beam are expected to oc-
cur all above the central axis.

Before adding load

420g weights load added

Force pushing downwards
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Trussed Beam (Height) 03 - Santoso Ivan Ardian (3035666956)
18 - Tam Chin Fung (3035702475)

Aim
To investigate the relationship between the height of vertical supporting beam with the deflection beams to the cables, when 

force is applied to the enclosed system. 

Discovery
When load is applied (point load in the center), to a certain extent, the tension of the cables reach an equilibrium with the deflect-

ing beam. With cables, the system needs a bigger load to deform, compared to a single horizontal beam. When a force is applied 

to the system, it is pulled by tension from the cables and pushed by compression from the beams.

Principle: Model 1: 45°
Cables are installed 45° from the deflect-

ing beam, with the compression beam 

around 0.5 the length of the compression 

beam. The inverted king post-truss-beam 

system (single inverted truss with tension 

rods) is the simplest and clearest form to 

illustrate the principle of truss beam.

Compared to a traditional beam, this 

model absorbs the forces and intrinsic ef-

forts produced by the application of loads 

more efficiently. Commonly used in build-

ings where there is a need to free inter-

nal space and avoid pillars, they are often 

used in stadiums, bridges, and roofs with 

large spans.

Internal forces diagram in 1:3

F = (S1Tv + S2Tv) + (B1V + B2V)

Other examples: Model 3
Queen inverted post trusses 
Double inverted truss with tension rods 

are used on a longer span length of 

beams than king inverted post trusses.

Installing 2 compression beams instead 

of one results in less span of angled ca-

bles (the cables are horizontal at the cen-

ter section) which benefit in building lon-

ger span bridges.

Principle: Model 2: 15°
Cables are installed 15° from the deflect-

ing beam. The inverted post-truss-beam 

system is the simplest and clearest form 

to illustrate the principle of truss beam. 

When a point load is applied to the short-

er compression beam system, it results 

in more horizontal tension than vertical 

tension of the cable.

Practical examples: Model 4
Fink Truss
This model is an extension, elaborated 

form of the principle above.

Model is based on the Fink Deck Truss 
Bridge system. Installing even more 

compression beams with more tension 

rods results in a more stable and stron-

ger system. By sectioning smaller cable 

spans, the cables are holding less tension 

while holding the system in equilibrium.

This model also allows more load point 

area for experiment.

Legends
F = Force
S1T = String 1 Tension
S1Tv = String 1 Tension (Vertical component)
S1Th = String 1 Tension (Horizontal component)
A1V = Normal Reaction at Point A 1 (Vertical Force)
B1H = Normal Reaction at Point B 1 (Horizontal Force)

Color Lables
Red = Tension

Blue = Compression
Green = Deflection
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16. TRUSSED BEAM (HEIGHT)

Santoso Ivan Ardian
Tam Ching Fung (Anson)

30 31

Block 2: Structural Principle Block 2: Structural Principle

2. STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLE
Group 16: Trussed Beam (Height)

Partner: 52_Anson (Tam Chin Fung)

A stripped-down, structural model is built to show the concept of trussed beam: 
height. The final model include a physical model build in timber, placed on top 
of a detailed drawing of the reactions and forces that happens when the model 
is pressed. 4 scenarios are introduced to illustrate on trussed beam: height.

Part 2: Practical Example
Cables always look for the most relaxed positions → installing 
more compression beams allow to keep the horizontal and verti-
cal  forces identical → more stable

Fink Truss

Double support system (Inverted queen post)

Structural Principle: Final Products
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CMPOXAzh9_2/?utm_medium=copy_link

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gthL3Sqh0kDLJ8NZWjM_pjHpF9hS-vux/
view?usp=sharing

Trussed Beam (Height)

Please scan to watch the video!

Prepared by Ivan & Anson

SKETCHES

ModelsModels 2120

ModelsModels 1918

H2 - Structural Principle Drawing

Trussed Beam (height)

Trussed Beam (height)Trussed Beam (height)

This groupwork is the starting point of this whole structural principle 
model exercise, which helps to understand the structual principle 
chosen for investigation. It also helps anticipate the upcoming model 
building process.

The chosen scenario for exploration is trussed beam (height).

ModelsModels 2120

ModelsModels 1918

H2 - Structural Principle Drawing

Trussed Beam (height)

Trussed Beam (height)Trussed Beam (height)

This groupwork is the starting point of this whole structural principle 
model exercise, which helps to understand the structual principle 
chosen for investigation. It also helps anticipate the upcoming model 
building process.

The chosen scenario for exploration is trussed beam (height).
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ModelsModels 3130

ModelsModels 3332

ModelsModels 3332

ModelsModels 3130

ModelsModels 3130 ModelsModels 3332

ModelsModels 2524 ModelsModels 2524

ModelsModels 2524 ModelsModels 2524

ModelsModels 2524

ModelsModels 2524

ModelsModels 2524
ModelsModels 2524

ModelsModels 2524

TEST MODEL

Details of how the screws enter 4mm timber board

Details of compression beam

Details of deflecting beam

Details of deflecting beam (slidable)

Scenario 1: 45 degrees

Vertical tension = Horizontal tension, re-
sults in identical normal forces in both 
ends and the compression beam - more 
stable.

Scenario 2: 15 degrees

The vertical tension is smaller than hori-
zontal tension, requires more reaction 
normal forces on both sides - less stable.

Part 1: Principle Part 2: Practicle Example

Cables always look for the most relaxed 
positions - installing more compression 
beams allow to keep the horizontal and 
verti- cal forces identical - more stable.

Double support system (Inverted queen 
post)

Fink truss

FINAL MODEL
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35 - Lee Sum Yu Summie   (3035696925)
53 - Tam Ling Shan Susan (3035702920)

A truss is an assembly of beams that creates a rigid framework, which is commonly used for supporting bridges, roof and 

other structure.  However, different arrangement of trussed beams would result in distinct stabilities. The behaviors of the three 

arrangements of trussed beams will be explained in the models as below: stable, indifferent and unstable. 

Snap-through is a mechanism in which sufficient rotation takes place at a hinge, so as to produce an unstable local failure. For 

instance, the unstable system below would flip upwards when force is applied on the top beam. Therefore, the top beam should 

be designed to curve slightly upward to avoid potential risk of flipping. 

Stable

When the system is disturbed, the 

tension in the cable will provide a net 

anti-clockwise moment on the vertical 

beam, causing it to restore to its original 

position. Thus, it is a stable system.

Indifferent

When the system is disturbed, the tension 

in the cable will not provide any net 

moment as the line of action is parallel 

to the vertical beam. The structure will 

neither be restored nor flipped. Thus, it is 

an indifferent system.

Unstable

When the system is disturbed, the tension 

in the cable will provide a net clockwise 

moment on the vertical beam, causing it to 

continue to rotate in clockwise direction. 

Thus, it is an unstable system.
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V V
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Vertical beam

Cable

Vertical beam

Cable

Vertical beam

Cable

Vertical beam

Cable

Vertical beam

Cable

Vertical beam

Cable

Vertical beam

Cable

Vertical beam

Cable

Vertical beam

Cable

Trussed Beam (Snap-through)

Supports and joints details of the final model

An explanatory video is made to demonstrate the 
principle model.

38  |  Structural Principle  Structural Principle  |  39

17. TRUSSED BEAM (SNAP THROUGH)

Lee Sum Yu (Summie)
Tam Ling Shan (Susan)

TEST MODEL

Instability Experimentation 

Results:

The system does not flip but only 
showed a little pressured. The 
vertical columns were too short and 
the string was too elastic to flip the 
system upwards.

Results:
 
Although replacing with a tougher 
fishing line, the system still does 
not flip but only showed a little 
pressured. The nail joining the top 
piece with the vertical columns 
prevent it from flipping.

Results: 

The hinged joint allows the unstable 
system to flip upwards. The final 
model was made based on this test 
model.

Test model 1

Test model 2

Test model 3
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Results:

The system does not flip but only 
showed a little pressured. The 
vertical columns were too short and 
the string was too elastic to flip the 
system upwards.

Results:
 
Although replacing with a tougher 
fishing line, the system still does 
not flip but only showed a little 
pressured. The nail joining the top 
piece with the vertical columns 
prevent it from flipping.

Results: 

The hinged joint allows the unstable 
system to flip upwards. The final 
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model.
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Instability Experimentation 

Results:

The system does not flip but only 
showed a little pressured. The 
vertical columns were too short and 
the string was too elastic to flip the 
system upwards.

Results:
 
Although replacing with a tougher 
fishing line, the system still does 
not flip but only showed a little 
pressured. The nail joining the top 
piece with the vertical columns 
prevent it from flipping.

Results: 

The hinged joint allows the unstable 
system to flip upwards. The final 
model was made based on this test 
model.

Test model 1

Test model 2

Test model 3
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Test model 1

Test model 2

Test model 3

The system does not flip 
but only showed a little 
pressured. The vertical col-
umns were too short and 
the string was too elastic to 
flip the system upwards.

Although replacing with a 
tougher fishing line, the 
system still does not flip 
but only showed a little
pressured. The nail joining 
the top piece with the verti-
cal columns prevent it from 
flipping.

The hinged joint allows the 
unstable system to flip up-
wards. The final model was 
made based on this test 
mode
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FINAL MODEL MECHANISM

Stable

Indifferent

Unstable
Final model

44 45Structural Principle Structural Principle
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Initial Planning Sketches

18. SUSPENDED BEAM (HEIGHT)

Chan Chun Ngok Osten (Osten)
Choy Joseph Jan Yip (Joe)

Cable Suspended Beam (Practical)
From the above experimental systems, it is 

evident that the 45° mono connection has 

the greatest balance of load distributions 

between the normal of the beam and the 

vertical supports. Henceforth, the practical 

system would be demonstrated with that 

angle. Noteworthily, the additional force 

that sustains the string tension at the 

extra support (D1) proves that the cable 

suspended beam is an open system, and 

would have to rely particularly on this 

extra force from the external supports in 

order to work.

Fan String Connections
Fan design involves connecting the beam 

with strings of angles other than 45° in 

design above. With more strings of 

able to take up more load, thus producing 

more horizontal force. This also explains 

why this system displaces to the right the 

most, and has the smallest load placed 

on the vertical supports of the two ends, 

but the greatest compression in the beam 

of its real life counterpart.

Suspended Beam (Height) 03 - Chan Chun Ngok Osten (3035696810)
18 - Choy Man Yip Joseph   (3035660366)

String Tension and Beam Compression
In this experiment, we are discovering the relationship between the string of the suspended beam and the horizontal forces of 

it. It is rare to see the systems below in real life, as most of these structures would be clamped at the support on the right. Down 

below, however, we would visualize the compression onto the right hand side of the beam by letting the beam displace towards 

the right instead. The more it moves towards the right, the greater compressional force is acted onto the clamped support in its 

real life counterparts.

In the practical applications of these systems, smaller normal forces in the beam does not prove more favorable, and greater 

normal forces does not necessarily stand for otherwise. It could only be deduced that with systems that generate more horizontal 

forces, less load would be acted on the vertical supports, and henceforth thinner columns would make construction possible, 

yet stronger beams would be required. Similarly, systems that result in less compression could allow weaker beams to be 

implemented, yet the vertical supports would have to be way stronger.

Mono String Connection: 45°
In a 45° mono design string connection, 

the string is able to take up the vertical 

force (F) via its tensional force’s vertical 

component (S1Tv) before the load is 

transferred to the two beam supports 

(A1v & B1v) . Henceforth, the larger 

tension in the string also results in a 

larger horizontal component force (S1Th) 

from the tensional force to the right, which 

leads to a rightward displacement of the 

model, and results in compression on the 

right half of the beam if the rightmost end 

is clamped.

Mono String Connection: 15°
With a smaller angle of the string, it has 

a lower vertical forces capacity, which 

results in more load being transferred 

to the beam’s two supports (A2v & B2v) 

instead of the string. Therefore, there is 

less tension in the string (S2T) and less 

horizontal forces resulted.

1:3 Reenactments of internal forces 
(of their real life counterparts) 
& Calculations

Force Applied Here

B1V
B1v

S7T

Legends (Examples)
A1v = Vertical Force at Point A 1

B1h = Horizontal Force at Point B 1

S1T = String 1 Tension

S1Tv = Vertical component of String 1 Tension

S1Th = Horizontal component of String 1 Tension 

A1v

S1T

B1V
B2vA2v

S2T

B1V

B3vA3v

S5T S6T

B4vA4v

S8T

F

F

F

F

S3T S4T

B4h

S1Th

D1

S1Tv

With the string held at a higher angle 

to the beam, the force applied has a 

larger angle to the tangent of the radial 

trajectory of the string-beam connection 

point. In other words,  there is less torque 

produced along the string at C, hence the 

string is able to take up way more force 

before it rotates, relaxes, and reduces 

the tension resulted.

With the force applied having a smaller 

angle to the tangent of string trajectory 

(also 15°), the string would more likely 

to rotate at C, extend, and relax before 

taking up much force applied.

C

A B

15°

15°

45°

45°

Strin
g R

ota
tio

n

String Rotation

Ta
ng

en
t o

f T
raj

ec
tor

y

Tangent of Trajectory

(Arrows not in scale for visualization purpose)

F = S1Tv + (A1v + B1v)

S1T = √(S1Tv2 + S1Th2)

Compressional Force = S1Th
Consider moment at point B:

 12.5cm × S1Tv =  25cm × A1v
Consider moment at point A:

 12.5cm × S1Tv =  25cm × B1v
→ A1v = B1v

Color Lables
Red = Tensional 

Blue = Compressional 

Green = Displacement
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S2T < S1T → S2Th < S1Th
A2v > A1v , B2v > B1v

A3v < A1v < A2v , B3v < B1v < B2v 

of S3T~ S7T are proportional to the stress/

moment generated of the suspended 

beam shown in the above diagran.
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M
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42

SUSPENDED BEAM (HEIGHT)FINAL MODEL MECHANISM

Mono String Connection: 45 degrees

Mono String Connection: 15 degrees

Fan String Connection

Cable Suspension Beam 
(Practical)
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Truss (Diagonal)
Hypothesis
Truss is a rigid structure created by the assembly of beams and employs a web of triangles. All truss members are two-force members which 
only subject to axial compression and tension but not bending moment. 
Pressure and tension are used to the points of the corners of every triangle to allow them to stablizaed the structure and providing support.

Pratt Truss

• Vertical members alternate between tension and compression
• Diagonal members in tension
• The downward beam attaches to the vertical beam to make a sideways 

“z”, in the middle of the structure, a “v” is formed

2n = r +m
= 2(14) = 3 + 25

Howe Truss

• Vertical members in tension
• Diagonals members in compression
• The downward beam attaches to the vertical beam to make a sideways 

“z”, in the middle of the structure, an upside down “v” is formed

2n = r +m
= 2(14) = 3 + 25

Warren Truss with Verticals

• A series of equilateral triangles, alternating up and down
• Diagonal members alternate between tension and compression
• The diagonal beams make a “v” along the entire structure

2n = r +m
= 2(14) = 3 + 25

Double Warren Truss

• Overlapping equilateral triangles
• Diagonal members alternate between tension and compression
• The diagonal beams make an “x” along the entire structure

2n = r +m
= 2(14) < 3 + 26

Equation 
2n = r +m
m: members 
r: reactions 
n: joints

2n = r + m , Statically Determinate Internally 
2n < r + m , Statically Indeterminate Internally 
2n > r + m , Unstable Truss

Colours 
Tension (RED) 
Compression (BLUE)

Material
1.5mm White Acrylic 
0.6mm Fishing Cable 
3mm Screws
A1 Wooden Board

3035699446 Cheung Tsz Kiu Jackie
3035712731 Wong Nicole Yuk Ting

This is a necessary condition for statical determinacy. This is not sufficient condition. Therefore, even if a truss satisfies the 
above relation, it may not be determinate. Yet, if it is determinate, it satisfies the above relationship.

60 60 60 60 60 60

L = 360

60

∵ 2n = r + m 
∴ the truss is statically determined

∵ 2n = r + m 
∴ the truss is statically determined

∵ 2n = r + m 
∴ the truss is statically determined

Deflection
Reaction Force

Moments

Shear Force

∵ 2n < r + m 
∴ the truss is stable but indeterminate
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19. TRUSS (DIAGONALS)

Cheung Tsz Kiu Jackie
Wong Nicole Yuk-ting
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VIDEO PRESENTATION
A short video presentation of our board

TRUSS FORM

Please scan to watch the video!

Prepared by Eunsoo & Soyeon

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rx2yM9aCV-IkaUYkcpFSAdIcTX8iZj0v/view?usp=sharing
Google drive link for the A1 board:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M89ryHkVus4V0DLtjaEPN266vj-DvzvO/view?usp=sharing
Google drive link for the video:

MODEL DETAILS

Images before joining 
beams each other

Detail of the connection between 
the beams and the bolts

A hole for only the middle-upper 
support. (It is where the point 
load is applied.)

1918

2. STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLES MODEL

• TRUSS FORM

Our group was assigned to construct the different forms of truss to experiment their per-
formances and the stiffness under two different load conditions. 

 Two load conditions:
  1. The point load of 100g in the middle support
  2. The approximation of the line load where we put 20g loads for each  
  support

We kept the amount of material, profile thickness, and the directions of diagonals the 
same while changing the overall shape of the truss.

PROCESS OF DESIGN DEVELOPMENT (1)GROUP 20 - TRUSS FORM

Initial plan of the truss designGROUP 20 - TRUSS FORM

2120

PROCESS OF DESIGN DEVELOPMENT (1)
Test model of two initial truss forms by using timber for all components

The nail was knocked into the timber sticks to join the upper and lower 
chords with the vertical beams. After that, the diagonals were inserted.
The challenge of timber was that it did not allow truss to be bent because 
of its stiffness. This means it is difficult to see the stages of bending. 

For the final model, laser-cut acrylic board was chosen instead of timber.

2322
Details

1:3

1:3

PROCESS OF DESIGN DEVELOPMENT (2)
Final plan for the four different truss forms

20. TRUSS (FORM)

Park Soyeon
Kim Eunsoo

TRUSS FORM
TRUSS is a stable structure formed with triangular units that support external load over a large span with the component parts stressed primarily in axial tension or compression. 
The different types of truss form would influence the performance and stiffness of the truss based on the load condition.
The aim of this project is to investigate performances of the
four different types of trusses (by using same amount of materials) 
under the two load conditions. 

1 FLAT TRUSS

2 VAULTED PARALLEL CHORD TRUSS

3 HOWE TRUSS

4 ARCH TRUSS

Materials:
- Acrylic board 1.5mm
- Clear fishing cable (for tension)
- Bolts 3mm & Nuts

Colors:
- Compression (BLUE) (R200 G0 B0)
- Tension (RED) (R0 G114 B187)
- Deflection (GREEN) (R0 G127 B0)

60mm

60mm

60mm

84.9mm

360mm

210mm

64.8mm

60mm

60mm

77.5mm

114.9mm

49mm

98mm

147mm

360mm

360mm

72mm

84.9mm
92.2mm

60mm

61mm

61.9mm

45mm
60mm

70mm 75mm

(1) The total length of the materials:
36 (Top) + 36 (Bottom) + [6 (Sticks) x 7] + [8.49 (Diagonals) x 6]
 = 164.9 cm 

(2) The total length of the materials:
42 (Top) + 42 (Bottom) + (6 (Sticks) x 7) + [6.48 (Diagonals) x 6]
 = 164.88 cm 

(3) The total length of the materials:
[23.24 (Top) x 2] + 36 (Bottom) + [Sticks: (4.9 x 2) + 
(9.8 x 2) + 14.7)] + [Diagonals: (7.75 x 2) + (11.49 x 2)] 
= 165 cm 

(4) The total length of the materials:
[Top: (6 x 2) + (6.1 x 2) + (6.19 x 2)] + 36 (Bottom) + 
[Sticks: (4.5 x 2) + (6 x 2) + 7.5)] + 
[Diagonals: (7.2 x 2) + (8.49 x 2) + (9.22 x 2)] 
= 164.9 cm 

Hypothesis:
If the horizontal movement on both ends is restricted, it is hypoothesized that the vaulted truss 
and howe truss will perform better for a single-point load by taking advantage of their height. 
On the contrary, the flat truss and the arch truss will be stiffer for the line load due to their linear structure, 
giving more strength to the whole structure.

Two Load Conditions:
- Single Point Load: pressing down at the center / adding only one load to the middle node (F3)
- Line Load (approximation): adding five loads to the five nodes

Truss DOESN’T have bending / shear, 
but instead, there are compression and tension.   
Theoretical bending and shear of a simplified, 
single span beam:

3035660861 Eunsoo Kim
3035664831 Soyeon Park

A B

Av Bv

F5F4F3F2F1

Av Bv

A B

F5F1

F4F2

F3

Av Bv

F5F4F3F2F1

F5F4F3F2F1

Av Bv

A B

A B

SHEAR:

BENDING:
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PERFORMANCES UNDER THE LOAD CONDITIONS
1) Flat Truss1) FLAT TRUSS

Truss bends 1.7cm for one point load while it bends 1cm for a line load. This indicates that flat truss can be 
stiffer under the line load situation. 
However, by comparing with the arch truss, flat truss is more flexible truss form even under the line load.

1.7cm

1cm

1.7cm

2) VAULTED PARALLEL CHORD TRUSS

PERFORMANCES UNDER THE LOAD CONDITIONS
2) VAULTED PARALLEL CHORD TRUSS

0.3cm

0.5cm

1.0cm

Truss bends 0.3cm for one point load. For the line load condition, it bends 1cm at the position of the side 
supports and 0.5cm at the middle support. Therefore, vaulted parallel chord truss bears line load better than 
the point load.
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PERFORMANCES UNDER THE LOAD CONDITIONS
3) HOWE TRUSS3) HOWE TRUSS

0.4cm

0.3cm

1.0cm

Truss bends 0.4cm for one point load. For the line load condition, it bends 1cm at the position of the side 
supports and 0.3cm at the middle support. Therefore, howe truss also bears line load better than the point 
load.

PERFORMANCES UNDER THE LOAD CONDITIONS
4) ARCH TRUSS4) ARCH TRUSS

1.0cm

0.5cm

Truss bends 1cm under one point load and 0.5cm under the line load condition. Therefore, the arch truss is 
more stiff under the point load than the line load.
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Truss bends 1cm under one point load and 0.5cm under the line load condition. Therefore, the arch truss is 
more stiff under the point load than the line load.

FINAL MODEL

Truss bends 1.7cm for one point load while 
it bends 1cm for a line load. This indicates 
that flat truss can be stiffer under the line 
load situation.
However, by comparing with the arch truss, 
flat truss is more flexible truss form even 
under the line load.

1. Flat Truss 2. Vaulted Parallel Chord Truss

Truss bends 0.3cm for one point load. For 
the line load condition, it bends 1cm at the 
position of the side supports and 0.5cm 
at the middle support. Therefore, vaulted 
parallel chord truss bears line load better 
than the point load.

Truss bends 0.4cm for one point load. For 
the line load condition, it bends 1cm at the 
position of the side supports and 0.3cm at 
the middle support. Therefore, howe truss 
also bears line load better than the point 
load.

3. Howe Truss 4. Arch Truss

Truss bends 1cm under one point load and 
0.5cm under the line load condition. There-
fore, the arch truss is more stiff under the 
point load than the line load.
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21. TRUSS (PROFILE)
Zhu Yalan (Julia)
Zhuang Shun Ying (Maggie)
Yu Chung Yiu (Desmond)

F F F

3F3F

0 7/2F 6F 9/2F 11/2F 0

7/2F 6F 15/2F 8F 8F 11/2F

11/2F7/2F 5/2F 3/2F 3/2F 0 7/2F7/2√2F 5/2√2F 3/2√2F 1/2√2F 5/2√2F 11/2√2F

0 7/6F 14/6F 10/6F 5/6F 0

7/6F 14/6F 15/6F 15/6F 10/6F 5/6F

5/6F7/6F 7/6F 13/6F 0 5/6F 5/6F7/6√2F 7/6√2F 1/6√2F 5/6√2F 5/6√2F 5/6√2F

0 5/2F 4F 4F 5/2F 0

5/2F 4F 9/2F 4F 5/2F

5/2F5/2F 5/2F 1/2F 0 1/2F 3/2F5/2√2F 3/2√2F 1/2√2F 1/2√2F 3/2√2F 5/2√2F

2/3F 4/3F 2F 2F F 0

0 2/3F 4/3F F 0 0

02/3F 2/3F 2/3F 0 F F2/3√2F 2/3√2F 2/3√2F √2F √2F 0

9/2F

The investigation focuses on maximising the load-bearing capacity of a truss support system by changing the profile with limited 

material:

 2mm x 60mm x 19 x 1.5mm arcrylic for beams (thickened joints not included)

 100mm x 48 crystal strings

The material used in beams is acrylic due to its resilience and bendable nature, which can take both tension and compresion. 

While elastic strings of different tickness are applied to diagonals according to the magnitude of tension produced within a truss. 

The diagonals are arranged in a way which only take tension.

The setup only allows the variance of profiles, in which forms and arrangements of each truss remains constant. 

TRUSS (PROFILE)

EVEN LINE LOAD

ASYMMETRICAL 2-POINT LOAD

UNEVEN LINE LOAD

CANTILEVER WITH POINT LOAD

STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM
TENSION (RED) 

COMPRESSION (BLUE) 

REACTION FORCE (GREEN)

1.86 (7/2 F)

3.20 (12/2F)

2.93 (11/2F)

4.00 (15/2F)

2.40 (9/2 F)

1.19 (5/2 F)

0.50 ( 0  F)

0.71 (3/2 F)

4.26 (16/2F)

1.90 (5/2 F)

3.04 (8/2 F)

3.42 (9/2 F)

1.14 (3/2 F)

0.76 (2/2 F)

0.50 (  0  F)

1.90 (5/2 F)

3.04 (8/2 F)

3.42 (9/2 F)

1.14 (3/2 F)

0.76 (2/2 F)

1.90 (5/2 F)

0.50 ( 0  F)

1.79 (2/3F)

2.69 (3/3F)

3.59 (4/3 F)

5.38 (6/3 F)

0.50 ( 0  F)

F F

F FF F F F F

F

SHEAR FORCE DIAGRAM (Qy/N)

BENDING MOMENT DIAGRAM (Mx/N-m)

REACTION FORCE 

 Qy

 N

 Mx

 N-m

 Qy

 N

 Mx

 N-m

 Qy
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 Mx
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 Qy

 N

 Mx

 N-m

 5/2F

0

 5/2F

0.225F

0

 7/6F

0.14F

0

 1/6F

 -5/6F

0.15F

 7/6F

0.37F

0

 -1/2F

 -11/2F

0.36F

 -2/3F

0

 1F
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BEAMS DIMENSION
Scale 1:2

thickness in mm 

(proportion of force bore)

61 - Yu Chung Yiu - 3035581417
62 - Zhu Yalan - 3035703649

63 - Zhuang Shun Ying - 3035702827

 125/9F N/m

 50/3F N/m  125/3F N/m

 F N/m F N/m

 F N/m

Av Bv

Av Bv

Av Bv

Av Bv

SKETCHES TEST MODEL

Material: wood sticks + rubber bands
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TRUSS (PROFILE)FINAL MODEL DEMONSTRATION

Even Line Load

Asymmetrical 2-Point Load

Uneven Line Load

Cantilever with Point Load
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Connections (Lateral & Concentric)
Connections (Lateral & Concentric)
A concentric connection is said to be concentric, when its line of action meets the axis of its member, 
whereas lateral (eccentric) connection takes force at another axis. 

Eccentricity (e) is the term used to describe the degree (perpendicular distance) to which two forms fail to
share a common center. An eccentric load induces additional moment in the connection joints. Lateral 
connection would deform and deflect much easier compared with concentric connections, as larger 
eccentricity would help incurring moment, where this moment is unhelpful and unnecessary as a joint. 

This set up aims at demonstrating the effect of eccentricity by comparing reaction forces in different situation.
 

80
m

m
70

m
m

135mm

120mm 120mm

Y - Profile

This display demonstrates both types of connection, depending on where the lateral force is acted on. 

Location 1: Tip of the profile
Location 2: Centre of the profile

In this case, the line of action is the only variable. Pushing the tip creates an eccentric load, deforming the set up with less force than moving the center laterally.

T - Profile

It demonstrates lateral connection, but deflects differently depending on where the forces are acted on. 

Test 1: Left tip of the profile
Test 2: Both tips of the profile

In both cases, lines of action dont meet with the centre axis creating making the connection eccentric. 
The first test creates a moment in anticlockwise direction, bending the set up easily. However, the 
second test induces another moment clockwisely cancelling out both moments within the long column, 
while there would still be bending moments within the short column.

d= 75 mm

Moment
= F x d
= F x 0.075
= 0.075F Nm

Moment
= F x 0
= 0 Nm

18
5m

m

55mm 55mm 40mm

Moment
= F x 0
= 0 Nm

Moment
= F x d
= F x 0.055
= 0.055F Nm

Moment
= F x d - F x d
= F x 0.055 - F x 0.055
= 0 Nm

Straight Profile

Press the set up vertically.
In this case, more force is needed to buckle the set up 
as there is no eccentricity inside, creating no moment.

e

Lateral Connection under Tension

Pull both ends vertically until the setup deforms.

This set up is a combination of tension and moment forces.
Originated by tension forces, eccentricity from two sides creates 
two moment forces, bending two side columns respectively as 
well as the ends of the middle column, as they are connected 
together laterally. Since the ends of the middle column is bent, the 
moments within join together and bend the entire middle column.

Green: Deflection/ Deformation
Red: Tension
Blue: Compression

e e e e

e

d= 55 mm d= 55 mm

Moment
= F x d - F x d
= F x 0.04 - F x 0.04
= 0 Nm

d= 40 mm

Color

Material
6mm Polycarbonate, 
M3 bolts and nuts

Part 2: Principal Model (Prototype) 

CONNECTION 
(CONCENTRIC & LATERAL)

Test Model Elevation

Material
- 6mm acrylic board
- 20mm M3 bolts and nuts 
- 2mm A3 timber board

Force diagram

d= 45 mm

Moment
= F x d
= F x 0.045
= 0.045F Nm

Moment
= F x 0
= 0 Nm

The width and depth of acrylic bone structure should be the same 
(square section) to restrain unwanted moment ( bending out of the 
plane ). 
Circle joints is designed to help clamping the structure effectively 
from movements on the same plane. 

H2: Structural Principal Drawing

Part 2: Principal Model 
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- 2mm A3 timber board

Force diagram
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Moment
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= F x 0.045
= 0.045F Nm
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= 0 Nm

The width and depth of acrylic bone structure should be the same 
(square section) to restrain unwanted moment ( bending out of the 
plane ). 
Circle joints is designed to help clamping the structure effectively 
from movements on the same plane. 

H2: Structural Principal Drawing

Part 2: Principal Model 

Part 1: Part 2: Principal Model (Prototype)

Fracture

The material ( 6mm acrylic ) is too stiff that it is not easy to observe 
the deformation and deflection. Out of our expectation, only very little 
force is needed to break the structure displaying lateral connection. 
 
Suggestion: A more elastic material should be considered for better 
observation and repetitive use.

CONNECTION 
(CONCENTRIC & LATERAL)

Test Model Elevation - Fracture

200mm

100mm 100mm 100mm 100mm

70
m
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30mm 30mm 30mm 30mm 30mm 30mm 30mm
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d= 45 mm

Moment
= F x d
= F x 0.045
= 0.045F Nm

Moment
= F x 0
= 0 Nm

Moment
= F x 0
= 0 Nm

Moment
= F x d
= F x 0.03
= 0.03F Nm

Moment
= F x d - F x d
= F x 0.03 - F x 0.03
= 0 Nm

Moment
= F x d + F x d
= F x 0.03 + F x 0.03
= 0.06 Nm

Moment
= F x d + F x d
= F x 0.03 + F x 0.03
= 0.06 Nm
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Connections (Lateral & Concentric)
Connections (Lateral & Concentric)
Different connections are applied in different situation to support loads. 

Concentric connnections take force at the same axis as the member, whereas lateral connection take force at another axis, which force 
is transfered less effectively. This set up aims at demonstrating eccentricity by comparing reaction forces in different situation.

Lateral connection would deform and deflect much easier compared with concentric connections, as the distance between the axis of the 
main member and the member taking force would help incurring moment, where this moment is unhelpful and unnecessary as a support. 

Dimension and material are the same in set 1 in order to facilitate fair comparison, as location receiving force should be the only variable.
The right set up (demonstrating lateral connection) would deflect much easier with the same force.

Moments and compression are investigated in set 2 where different lateral connection are further compared. 

22. CONNECTION (LATERAL & CONCENTRIC)

Cheuk Ka Wing (Karin)
Poon Lok Man (Norman)

SKETCHES TEST MODEL

Part 2: Principal Model (Prototype) 

CONNECTION 
(CONCENTRIC & LATERAL)

Test Model Elevation

Material
- 6mm acrylic board
- 20mm M3 bolts and nuts 
- 2mm A3 timber board

Force diagram

d= 45 mm

Moment
= F x d
= F x 0.045
= 0.045F Nm

Moment
= F x 0
= 0 Nm

The width and depth of acrylic bone structure should be the same 
(square section) to restrain unwanted moment ( bending out of the 
plane ). 
Circle joints is designed to help clamping the structure effectively 
from movements on the same plane. 

H2: Structural Principal Drawing

Part 2: Principal Model 

Comparison of Stability (Bending Moment) of Concentric and Lateral Connections

Independent Variable : Eccentricity (e)

Dependent Variable : Bending Momebt

Part 2: Principal Model
Connections (Lateral and Concentric)

H2: Structural Principal Drawing

Part 2: Principal Model 

Test Model:

The width and depth of acrylic bone struc-
ture should be the same (square section) to 
restrain unwanted moment ( bending out of 
the plane ).

Circle joints is designed to help clamping 
the structure effectively from movements 
on the same plane.

The material ( 6mm acrylic ) is too stiff 
that it is not easy to observe the deforma-
tion and deflection. Out of our expectation, 
only very little force is needed to break the 
structure displaying lateral connection.

Suggestion: A more elastic material should 
be considered for better observation and 
repetitive use.
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FINAL MODEL

Part 2: Princi[al Model (Final Display)Part 2: Princi[al Model (Final Display)

Overlaying Photographs

Y- Profile(Lateral) 

Y- Profile(Concentric) 

Straight Profie 

Connection details

T- Profie (Lateral) T- Profie (Double Lateral) Tension Profie (Lateral)
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Part 2: Princi[al Model (Final Display)Part 2: Princi[al Model (Final Display)

Overlaying Photographs

Y- Profile(Lateral) 

Y- Profile(Concentric) 

Straight Profie 

Connection details

T- Profie (Lateral) T- Profie (Double Lateral) Tension Profie (Lateral)Straight 
Profile

T-Profile (Lateral) T-Profile (Double Lateral) Tension 
Profile 
(Lateral)
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23. SUPPORTS

Ho Wan Ching (Melody)
Chan Lok Yan (Alison)

Supports
Slidable Hinged Clamped

Reaction force
for 2D setup:
V 
H
M

Chan Lok Yan (3035702114)
Ho Wan Ching (3035700233)

- active
- inactive

Reaction force
for 2D setup:
V 
H
M

- active
- inactive

Reaction force 
for 3D setup:

X
Y
Z
Mx
My
Mz

- active
- inactive

Reaction force
for 2D setup:
V 
H
M

- active
- inactive

Reaction force
for 2D setup:
V 
H
M

- active
- inactive

Reaction force 
for 3D setup:

X
Y
Z
Mx
My
Mz

- active
- inactive

Reaction force 
for 3D setup:

X
Y
Z
Mx
My
Mz

- active
- inactive

X

Z

MZ

Y

X

Z

MY

MX

MZ

Y

Reaction force 
for 3D setup:

X
Y
Z
Mx
My
Mz

- active
- inactive

X

Z

MY

MX

MZ

Y

X

Z

MX

Mz

Y

V
V

H H
V

M

Reaction force 
for 3D setup:

X
Y
Z
Mx
My
Mz

- active
- inactive

X

Z

MY (ESR)

MX (ESR)

MZ (ESR)

Y

Clamped support 
with elastic support 
reaction (ESR)

M

TEST MODELS

Hinged Slidable Clamped
Hinged Slidable Clamped

Demonstrations

9

Hinged Slidable Clamped
Hinged Slidable Clamped

Demonstrations

9

Hinged Slidable Clamped
Hinged Slidable Clamped

Demonstrations

9

Hinged Slidable Clamped
Hinged Slidable Clamped

Demonstrations

9

Hinged Slidable Clamped
Hinged Slidable Clamped

Demonstrations

9

Hinged Slidable Clamped
Hinged Slidable Clamped

Demonstrations

9

Hinged Slidable Clamped
Hinged Slidable Clamped

Demonstrations

9

Hinged Slidable Clamped
Hinged Slidable Clamped

Demonstrations

9

Hinged Slidable Clamped
Hinged Slidable Clamped

Demonstrations

9

Hinged Slidable Clamped

1st Iteraction

Modified setup (sketches & models)

Hinged

Slidable

11

Modified setup (sketches & models)

Hinged

Slidable

11

Clamped

12

2nd Iteraction
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Slidable Supports:
Slidable support 1:
Does not restrict:
- Horizontal force
- Moment

Slidable support 2:
Does not restrict:
- Vertical force
- Horizontal force

Slidable support 3:
Does not restrict:
- Y translation

16

Slidable Supports:
Slidable support 1:
Does not restrict:
- Horizontal force
- Moment

Slidable support 2:
Does not restrict:
- Vertical force
- Horizontal force

Slidable support 3:
Does not restrict:
- Y translation

16

Slidable Supports:
Slidable support 1:
Does not restrict:
- Horizontal force
- Moment

Slidable support 2:
Does not restrict:
- Vertical force
- Horizontal force

Slidable support 3:
Does not restrict:
- Y translation

16

Hinged Supports:
Hinged support 1:
Does not restrict:
- Moment

Hinged support 2:
Does not restrict:
- Y rotation

17

Hinged Supports:
Hinged support 1:
Does not restrict:
- Moment

Hinged support 2:
Does not restrict:
- Y rotation

17

Hinged support 3:
Does not restrict:
- Y translation
- X rotation 
- Y rotation

18

Clamped Supports:
Clamped support 1:
Restrict all forces

Clamped support 2:
Restrict all forces
Elastic support reaction against:
- X rotation
- Y rotation 
- Z rotation

19

Clamped Supports:
Clamped support 1:
Restrict all forces

Clamped support 2:
Restrict all forces
Elastic support reaction against:
- X rotation
- Y rotation 
- Z rotation

19

Clamped support 3:
Restrict all forces

20

DEMONSTRATION

Slidable Support 1:
Does not restrict horizontal forces & moment

Slidable Support 2:
Does not restrict vertical & horizontal forces

Slidable Support 3:
Does not restrict Y translation

Hinged Support 1:
Does not restrict moment

Hinged Support 2:
Does not restrict Y Rotation

Hinged Support 3:
Does not restrict Y translation, X & Y rotation

Clamped Support 1:
Restrict all forces

Clamped Support 2:
Elastic support reaction against X, Y and Z rotation

Clamped Support 3:
Restrict all forces.
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Wong Kai Yan Michelle
First Trial

72

Wong Kai Yan Michelle
First Trial

73

24. MOMENTS / LEVER

Yau Pui Yu
Wong Kai Yan Michelle

SKETCHES
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Moment and Lever
Scenario 1: Scenario 2:
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DEFINITION
A bracing is a connecting element that ensures the stability of a main supporting member of the frame and contributes to 
the rigidity of the structure as a whole.

OBJECTIVE
In this project, we decided to investigate the strength to withstand lateral force among four different support types, with an 
ascending complexity (from typical K support and cross bracing to more complicated symmetrical Y support).  

Additionally, this project will cover the study of the deflection of connected frames system in different situation. In different situa-
tions, some frames are braced while some are left unbraced, so the different shapes of deflection through various combinations 
can be tested out.

DEDUCTION

LOGIC
As load is applied horizontally, their strengthes can be differentiated by the degree they rotated. Under the same magnitude 
and direction of force, the smaller the degree is rotated, the stronger is the strength of the bracing.

LEGEND
Force

Tension

Compression

Bending Moment

Shear

K SUPPORT
Compared with cross bracing, one of the 
most typical types, K support shows a 
weaker performance to resist lateral 
force. It is believed that the angle 
between diagonal and horizonmenal 
members is not optimized.

INSTRUCTION
Insert the diagonal support(s) among 
four grids in the way you like and then 
push downwards in the upper right 
corner. 

EXPLANATION
We should observe that grids without 
bracing will deform in shape while 
those with bracing inserted will remain 
to be intact squares. By comparing two 
results, the logic of bracing in providing 
stability and lateral loads resistence is 
then illustrated.

THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE 

CROSS SUPPORT
Compared with K bracing, cross support 
is a more potent design to resist lateral 
force. The angle between diagonal and 
horizonmenal members is 45o, which 
effectively convert lateral applied force to 
tension along fishing wires.

DOUBLE DIAGONAL
Similar to the cross support, with 45o 

between diagonal and horizontal compo-
nents, this bracing, however, shows 
stronger resistance. This is likely 
because of the presence of four diagonal 
members, providing greater tensile per-
formance to withstand lateral force.

SYMMETRICAL Y SUPPORT
This support suystem shows the weak-
est performance among four types. 
Although all of its springs have been 
stretched to high degree when the 
system is in middle position, they have 
limited effect on distributing the lateral 
force to tension along wires.  This is 
likely related to the small angle between 
vertical and diagonal members, resulting 
in a hindrance in lateral force convertion.

k = the relative strength of the bracing type,

F = the load applied horizontally, 

θ = the angle deflected.

1. Insert diagonal stick(s) 
in the way you like

example 1

example 2

2. Apply force gently

Apply force gently Apply force gently

Apply force gently Apply force gently

26 27

Chapter 2
PRINCIPLE MODEL

Group 26 in collaboration with 
Dun Man Lap Martin

BRACING PROPOSAL
Principle model: Bracing

28 29

BRACING PROPOSAL
Principle model: Bracing

CALCULATION
Principle model: Bracing
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DEFINITION
A bracing is a connecting element that ensures the stability of a main supporting member of the frame and contributes to 
the rigidity of the structure as a whole.

OBJECTIVE
In this project, we decided to investigate the strength to withstand lateral force among four different support types, with an 
ascending complexity (from typical K support and cross bracing to more complicated symmetrical Y support).  

Additionally, this project will cover the study of the deflection of connected frames system in different situation. In different situa-
tions, some frames are braced while some are left unbraced, so the different shapes of deflection through various combinations 
can be tested out.

DEDUCTION

LOGIC
As load is applied horizontally, their strengthes can be differentiated by the degree they rotated. Under the same magnitude 
and direction of force, the smaller the degree is rotated, the stronger is the strength of the bracing.

LEGEND
Force

Tension

Compression

Bending Moment

Shear

K SUPPORT
Compared with cross bracing, one of the 
most typical types, K support shows a 
weaker performance to resist lateral 
force. It is believed that the angle 
between diagonal and horizonmenal 
members is not optimized.

INSTRUCTION
Insert the diagonal support(s) among 
four grids in the way you like and then 
push downwards in the upper right 
corner. 

EXPLANATION
We should observe that grids without 
bracing will deform in shape while 
those with bracing inserted will remain 
to be intact squares. By comparing two 
results, the logic of bracing in providing 
stability and lateral loads resistence is 
then illustrated.

THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE 

CROSS SUPPORT
Compared with K bracing, cross support 
is a more potent design to resist lateral 
force. The angle between diagonal and 
horizonmenal members is 45o, which 
effectively convert lateral applied force to 
tension along fishing wires.

DOUBLE DIAGONAL
Similar to the cross support, with 45o 

between diagonal and horizontal compo-
nents, this bracing, however, shows 
stronger resistance. This is likely 
because of the presence of four diagonal 
members, providing greater tensile per-
formance to withstand lateral force.

SYMMETRICAL Y SUPPORT
This support suystem shows the weak-
est performance among four types. 
Although all of its springs have been 
stretched to high degree when the 
system is in middle position, they have 
limited effect on distributing the lateral 
force to tension along wires.  This is 
likely related to the small angle between 
vertical and diagonal members, resulting 
in a hindrance in lateral force convertion.

k = the relative strength of the bracing type,

F = the load applied horizontally, 

θ = the angle deflected.

1. Insert diagonal stick(s) 
in the way you like

example 1

example 2

2. Apply force gently

Apply force gently Apply force gently

Apply force gently Apply force gently
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We should observe that grids without 
bracing will deform in shape while 
those with bracing inserted will remain 
to be intact squares. By comparing two 
results, the logic of bracing in providing 
stability and lateral loads resistence is 
then illustrated.

THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE 

CROSS SUPPORT
Compared with K bracing, cross support 
is a more potent design to resist lateral 
force. The angle between diagonal and 
horizonmenal members is 45o, which 
effectively convert lateral applied force to 
tension along fishing wires.

DOUBLE DIAGONAL
Similar to the cross support, with 45o 

between diagonal and horizontal compo-
nents, this bracing, however, shows 
stronger resistance. This is likely 
because of the presence of four diagonal 
members, providing greater tensile per-
formance to withstand lateral force.

SYMMETRICAL Y SUPPORT
This support suystem shows the weak-
est performance among four types. 
Although all of its springs have been 
stretched to high degree when the 
system is in middle position, they have 
limited effect on distributing the lateral 
force to tension along wires.  This is 
likely related to the small angle between 
vertical and diagonal members, resulting 
in a hindrance in lateral force convertion.

k = the relative strength of the bracing type,

F = the load applied horizontally, 

θ = the angle deflected.

1. Insert diagonal stick(s) 
in the way you like
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Creative model
This system combined 
four  f rames in ser ies. 
Diagonal sticks, acting as 
bracings, can be switched 
freely to create various 
combinations.

Fundamental principle
When applying load on one end, 
it is observed that grids without 
bracing will deform while those with 
bracing will always remain to be 
intact squares. Therefore, the logic 
of bracing in providing stability and 
lateral loads resistance is shown.

DETAILS
Principle model: Bracing

EXPLANATION
Principle model: Bracing

According to our original proposal, we decided to 
investigate the strength to withstand lateral force 
among four support types. In this test model, we 
have chosen two of them as examples.

1:4 elevation and side view

26:  BRACING

1:4 back view

1:8 elevation (proposed)

1:4 ELEVATION and SIDE VIEW

1:4 ELEVATION (initial proposal)

1:4 BACK VIEW

INITIAL TEST MODEL
Principle model: Bracing

Challenge
Friction created between slot and wooden 
stick have added uncertainties, being the 
biggest problem we encountered during 
the process. This problem is later on 
solved by adding extra sticks and duble 
nuts on the back

Proposal
According to our original 
proposal, we decided to 
investigate the strength 
to withstand lateral force 
among four support types. 
In this test model, we have 
chosen two of them as 
examples. 
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30 31

FINAL BOARD
Principle model: Bracing

1:4 ELEVATION

1:4 SIDE VIEW

Work progress
To minimize unexpected 
variables like friction 
between screws and the 
shaft, all the systems 
were strengthened on 
the back side.

Standard setup
All types of support are 
fixed on the board by 
two pinned joint on the 
bottom.

DETAILS
Principle model: Bracing

Connection details
For diagonal members, 
f i s h i n g  w i r e s  w e r e 
tied to one end of the 
s p r i n g ,  w h i c h  w a s 
attatched to an M3 bolt 
on the other end. 
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According to our original 
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investigate the strength 
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examples. 

FINAL MODEL DEMONSTRATION

When applying load on one end, it is ob-
served that grids without bracing will de-
form while those with bracing will always 
remain to be intact squares. Therefore, the 
logic of bracing in providing stability and 
lateral loads resistance is shown.

DETAILS
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FINAL MODEL
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27. STRESS STRAIN / ELASTICITY

Leung Hiu Lam
Cai Yijun (Jenny)

Stress - Strain (Elasticity)

20

100g

Stress-strain relationship

Spring exhibits a proportional relation-
ship between stress and strain. How-
ever, when the stress exceeds the 
yield point, strain will increase faster 
than stress and  the spring will not 
perform an elastic deformation, but 
a plastic deformation. Unlike elastic 
one, plastic deformation is a perma-
nent distortion that alters the shape of 
the springs. When strain continues to 
increase, the spring will reach its ulti-

Spring rebounce 

When a weight is added to a spring, elastic 
deformation will occur. The potential ener-
gy stored in the spring will be transferred to 
kinetic energy and the spring will extend in 
length. When the weight added exceeds the 
yield point, the spring deforms and elastic po-
tential energy starts to store inside the spring 
and the spring decelerates. When the spring 
decelerates till instantaneously at rest, elastic 
potential energy will be converting to kinetic 
energy and the spring will bounce back.

Spring A Spring B Spring DSpring C Deformed Spring D

1_Cai Yijun
36_Leung Hiu Lam

100g

100g

100g

100g

50g 20g

20g

Static Balance Static Balance Acceleration Downward

50g

50g

R R R R

G G G G

F

1

1. Potential Energy Increase - Kinetic Energy Decrease
2. Kinetic Energy Increase - Potential Energy Decrease

When the spring undergoes plastic deformation, the shape elongates and 
alters the spring’s ability to lengthen. The distorted spring has a higher 
ability to elongate and therefore results in a steeper stress-strain slope.

2

F F

200gSpring 1

Spring 3

Combined

Hooke’s Law
One of the properties of elasticity is that it takes about twice as much force to stretch 
a spring twice as far. That linear dependence of displacement upon stretching force is 
called Hooke’s law. 

Spring 2

Spring 4
200g

200g

200g

300g

Ncm-2

Ncm-2cm

cm

300g

300g

400g

400g

500g

Elasticity can be calculated by the 
slope of the stress strain graph

The data is collected by adding different weights of load onto the 4 types of spring, each 
with a length approximately 8 cm but with different numbers of circles. The difference in 
the elongation was then measured and plotted into a stress-strain graph.

Spring 1 Stress-strain data table

50 100 200 300 400 500

Deformation Comparison
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28. PRE-STRESS (CABLE)

Man Ho Ching (Isaac)
Chan Kwok Hei (Lincoln)

P. 22 P. 23

Chapter: A2 Structural Principles

Pre-stress cable

Please scan to watch the video!

Prepared Chan Kwok Hei, Lincoln & 
Ma Ho Ching, Isaac

QR Code - Prestressed Cable

Understand and create a physical model to demonstrate 
the structural principle of prestresed cable 
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Pre-stress Cable                                                                       

Pre-stress cables
Pre-stress cables are cables that are artificially being pushed 
downwards. To resist the artificial downward force, tensions exist in 
cables. So when a load is applied, the tension and the downward 
load cancel each other. So a pre-stress cable deforms less when a 
load is applied (compare with a non-stress cable).

1. Hinge: Pin
2. Pre-stress Cable: Hemp Rope 
3. Taut Hemp Rope (provides downward force to pre-stress the cable)
4. Spring Balance (indicates the amount of additional downward force)

Deformation                                                                   

1
2

3

4

1
2

3

4

1. Hinge: Pin
2. Unstress Cable: Hemp Rope
3. Slightly Taut Hemp Rope (to make the cable stable when without load)
4. Spring Balance (indicates the amount of additional downward force)

Unstress Cables
As an elastic material, hemp rope deforms easily when a load is applied.

Deformation                                                                   

Remove the load and you will see the cable remains in its shape. It 
shows prestress cable deforms less when a load is applied.

When the load is applied, you will see the originally slightly taut rope below 
become loose. It shows when a load is applied, unstress cable deforms.

ε= ΔL/L (Strain= Change in length of cable/ Original length of cable)
ε= σ/E (Strain= Stress/ Elasticity of the cable)  

σ= F/A (Force applied to the cable/ Sectional area of the cable)

When 2kg load is applied:
ΔL: Change in length of the unstress cable= 256*2-509= 3mm

L: Original length of the cable= 494/2/cos14°*2≈ 509mm
F: Force applied to the cable by the load= 2*9.81N= 19.62N

A: Sectional area of the cable= 22πmm2

ε= 3/509= 0.00589, σ= 19.62/4π= 1.56N/mm2, E= 1.56/0.00589= 0.000265Pa

Without load                                                                   

With load                                                                   

Without load                                                                   

With load                                                                   

Cable net
Application of prestressed cables in discovering 
new forms and shapes

When you press on the cable, it remains its shape. 
Through prestressing the cable, the initial tension 
within the cable becomes higher, when the load is 
applied, the tension and the load cancel each other, it 
reduces the chance of deformation. 

Without load                                                                   

With load                                                                   

Tension                                                                  

Tension                                                                  

Tension                                                                  

Tension                                                                  

You can pull the spring balance down 
to simulate load (up to 5 kg) being 
applied to the pre-stress cable. Cable 
will not deform when 2 kg load is 
applied.

You can pull the spring balance 
downwards to simulate load (up to 5 
kg) being applied to the unstress cable. 
When 2 kg load is applied, the cable 
starts to deform (indicated in green).
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H2 - Structural Principle Drawing
SKETCHES

P. 24 P. 25

H2 - Structural Principle Drawing

P. 30 P. 31

Sketches

P. 26 P. 27

H4 - Structural Principle Model 
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H4 - Structural Principle Model 
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H4 - Structural Principle Model 
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H4 - Structural Principle Model 
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PRE-STRESS CABLEFINAL MODEL MECHANISM
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Unstress cable with 5kg load

Cable net without load Cable net with load
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29. PRE-STRESS (BEAM)

Wong Ting Fai Wesley
Tam Wing Huen (Raven)

PRE STRESS BEAM
To find the best pre stress beam model

Pre stressed beams, also known as pre tensioned beam, are beams that contains a tensioned rod/strand within 
them which results in a compression force that cancels out the tension at the soffit(bottom) of the beam. In real 
life, pre stressed beams are usually used in bridges that has a long span, which are made with concrete, and 
strands made with steel. Like Roman Arches, the compression force of the beam can withstand deflec-
tion(bending) and to prevent cracks underneath. The objective for this model is to test which beams can deflect 
the least by positioning the rod in different locations within the cross section. The beam will be filled with plaster 
to mimic concrete in real life, and the rod will be nylon for better display of the deflection. 

Instructions 

Press onto the center of the beam from the top to 
deflect the beam, some may require a bit more strength 
which suggest that the beam is more capable ot withstand-
ing more deflection and tension.   

Colours 

Deflection(GREEN) (R0 G127 B0)
Tension (RED) (R200 G0 B0) 
Compression (BLUE) ( R0 G114 B187) 

Lines, load (BLACK)

Materials 

Plastic 1x1cm square cylindrical tube
Nylon thread rod
M4 Franklin nut
M5 ring
Plaster 
Flat screw 
Metal hanger 

Students:  54_Raven TAM & 59_Wesley WONG
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(Profile)
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1 NO PRE STRESS BEAM

2 CONCENTRIC PRE STRESSED BEAM

3 ECCENTRIC PRE STRESS BEAM (TOP)

4 ECCENTRIC PRE STRESS BEAM (BOTTOM)

5 CURVED POST STRESSED BEAM
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The beam only has a nylon rod without any pre-
tensioning and compression. This model mimics 
a pure reinforced concrete without pre stress in 
real life.  

This beam has a pre stressed rod inside as the 
nuts on both sides provide a compressive force 
on the beam. The rod is placed concentrically-
(center of the profile) in the beam.

This beam has a pre stressed rod inside as the 
nuts on both sides provide a compressive force 
on the beam. The rod is placed eccentrically-
(above the center of the profile) in the beam.

This beam has a pre stressed rod inside as the 
nuts on both sides provide a compressive force 
on the beam. The rod is placed eccentrically(be-
low the center of the profile) in the beam.

This beam has a post stressed rod inside as the 
nuts on both sides provide a compressive force 
on the beam. The rod is curved inside the beam 
while its molding, and compressive force is 
applied after its casted.
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TEST MODEL

For our first trial to making the stressed 
beam, acrylic tubes were filled with plas-
ter to mimic concrete in a real life pre 
stressed beam. 

Two beams were made, one with- out a 
thread rod used for pre stressing, the other 
with pre stress. Few issues were encoun-
tered. Firstly, the nylon thread rod with-
in the tube is not fully straight inside the 
tube when casting, which might affect the 
eccentricity of the pre stressing. Sec- ond, 
the materiality and the circularity of the 
acrylic tube is not suitable to accurate- ly 
test pre stressing.

40cm

1) BEAM WITHOUT PRESTRESS
10CM DIAMETER ACRYLIC TUBE FILLED WITH PLASTER

2) BEAM WITH PRESTRESS
10CM DIAMETER ACRYLIC TUBE,TENSIONED NYLON THREAD ROD, 
COMPRESSING FLANG NUT ON BOTH SIDES. 

BOARD: A2 SIZE

GROUP 31 - PRE STRESSED 
BEAM

OBSERVATIONS:

-Pre stressed beam is originally slightly arched upwards before deflection process
-More deflection in without pre stressed beam

tensioned nylon thread rod

compressing flange nut 

acrylic tube filled plaster

acrylic tube filled plaster in detail

For our first trial to making the stressed 
beam, acrylic tubes were filled with plaster 
to mimic concrete in a real life pre stressed 
beam. Two beams were made, one with-
out a thread rod used for pre stressing, 
the other with pre stress. Few issues were 
encountered. Firstly, the nylon thread rod 
within the tube is not fully straight inside 
the tube when casting, which might affect 
the eccentricity of the pre stressing. Sec-
ond, the materiality and the circularity of 
the acrylic tube is not suitable to accurate-
ly test pre stressing. 

ITERATION 1
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COMPRESSING FLANG NUT ON BOTH SIDES. 

BOARD: A2 SIZE

GROUP 31 - PRE STRESSED 
BEAM

OBSERVATIONS:

-Pre stressed beam is originally slightly arched upwards before deflection process
-More deflection in without pre stressed beam

tensioned nylon thread rod

compressing flange nut 

acrylic tube filled plaster

acrylic tube filled plaster in detail

For our first trial to making the stressed 
beam, acrylic tubes were filled with plaster 
to mimic concrete in a real life pre stressed 
beam. Two beams were made, one with-
out a thread rod used for pre stressing, 
the other with pre stress. Few issues were 
encountered. Firstly, the nylon thread rod 
within the tube is not fully straight inside 
the tube when casting, which might affect 
the eccentricity of the pre stressing. Sec-
ond, the materiality and the circularity of 
the acrylic tube is not suitable to accurate-
ly test pre stressing. 

ITERATION 1

NO PRE STRESS BEAM 

CONCENTRIC PRE STRESS BEAM 

ECCENTRIC TOP PRE STRESS BEAM 

ECCENTRIC BOTTOM PRE STRESS BEAM 

CURVED POST STRESS BEAM 

PLASTIC 15mm X 15mm SQUARE 
CYLINDERICAL TUBE

16mm RING 

M5 FRANKLIN NUT

M5 NYLON THREAD ROD

The beams will be placed on the black rectangles on the labelled 
board, where there will be steel hangers on both sides to support 
the beam which will be drilled on the board with flat screws. In 
terms of the graphical diagrams, we are unsure of the curved post 
stressed beam in terms of its compressive and tension force. 

ITERATION 2

The beams will be placed on the black 
rectangles on the labelled board, where 
there will be steel hangers on both sides to 
support the beam which will be drilled on 
the board with flat screws. In terms of the 
graphical diagrams, we are unsure of the 
curved post stressed beam in terms of its 
compressive and tension force.

40cm

1) BEAM WITHOUT PRESTRESS
10CM DIAMETER ACRYLIC TUBE FILLED WITH PLASTER

2) BEAM WITH PRESTRESS
10CM DIAMETER ACRYLIC TUBE,TENSIONED NYLON THREAD ROD, 
COMPRESSING FLANG NUT ON BOTH SIDES. 

BOARD: A2 SIZE

GROUP 31 - PRE STRESSED 
BEAM

OBSERVATIONS:

-Pre stressed beam is originally slightly arched upwards before deflection process
-More deflection in without pre stressed beam

tensioned nylon thread rod

compressing flange nut 

acrylic tube filled plaster

acrylic tube filled plaster in detail

For our first trial to making the stressed 
beam, acrylic tubes were filled with plaster 
to mimic concrete in a real life pre stressed 
beam. Two beams were made, one with-
out a thread rod used for pre stressing, 
the other with pre stress. Few issues were 
encountered. Firstly, the nylon thread rod 
within the tube is not fully straight inside 
the tube when casting, which might affect 
the eccentricity of the pre stressing. Sec-
ond, the materiality and the circularity of 
the acrylic tube is not suitable to accurate-
ly test pre stressing. 

ITERATION 1

40cm

1) BEAM WITHOUT PRESTRESS
10CM DIAMETER ACRYLIC TUBE FILLED WITH PLASTER

2) BEAM WITH PRESTRESS
10CM DIAMETER ACRYLIC TUBE,TENSIONED NYLON THREAD ROD, 
COMPRESSING FLANG NUT ON BOTH SIDES. 

BOARD: A2 SIZE

GROUP 31 - PRE STRESSED 
BEAM

OBSERVATIONS:

-Pre stressed beam is originally slightly arched upwards before deflection process
-More deflection in without pre stressed beam

tensioned nylon thread rod

compressing flange nut 

acrylic tube filled plaster

acrylic tube filled plaster in detail

For our first trial to making the stressed 
beam, acrylic tubes were filled with plaster 
to mimic concrete in a real life pre stressed 
beam. Two beams were made, one with-
out a thread rod used for pre stressing, 
the other with pre stress. Few issues were 
encountered. Firstly, the nylon thread rod 
within the tube is not fully straight inside 
the tube when casting, which might affect 
the eccentricity of the pre stressing. Sec-
ond, the materiality and the circularity of 
the acrylic tube is not suitable to accurate-
ly test pre stressing. 

ITERATION 1
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FINAL MODEL

To find the best pre stressed beam to withstand to most deflection

1kg weights are placed on each beam to test out the withstanding of 
deflection by measuring the distance between the original beam and 
the deflected beam. The hypothesized distance is based on the graph  
and diagrams of internal forces as well as a preliminary weight test 
with finger load. The results are mostly even however both the concen-
tric and top eccentric beams unmatch the predicted distance. We be-
lieve that there would be error and random error caused by the natural 
deformation of the material itself(nylon rod) or the uneven distribution 
of plaster within the beam. These are some suggestions that would 
improve our model in our further stage. 

To find the best pre-stressed beam to withstand the most de-
flection:

1kg weights are placed on each beam to test out the with-
standing of deflection by measuring the distance between 
the original beam and the deflected beam. The hypothe-
sized distance is based on the graph and diagrams of inter-
nal forces as well as a preliminary weight test with finger 
load. The results are mostly even however both the con-
cen- tric and top eccentric beams unmatch the predicted 
distance. We believe that there would be error and random 
error caused by the natural deformation of the material 
itself(nylon rod) or the uneven distribution of plaster within 
the beam.
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30. OVERTURNING

Leung Hoi Ching
Cheung Ho Ching (Toby)

Overturning
Description
An overturning moment occurs when a object tips over when the center of gravity goes over the tipping point (rota-
tional axis). A force that attempts to overturn (turning moment) an object, overcomes the standing moment (anti-turn-
ing moment), and the obejct’s center of gravity ceases to be stable causing the overturning moment. The object over-
turns, collapses, and topples over, incurring possible damage and resulting in inconvenience in a real life scenario. 
Overturning serves as an important structural aspect in all types of architecture. 

For this model, we would like to show simple overturning moments through shapes with regular and irregular centre 
of gravity, and demonstrate the effects of varying factors.

Factors 

The overturning moment is dependent on a few variables including:

1. Weight and shape of object (dictates the weight distribution)
2. Center of Gravity (The centroid of the object is related to its shape, and 
thus the value of resisting moment)
3. Distance from floor level force is exerted (the higher the force is exerted, 
less force would be required for an object to tip over, and vice versa)
4. Amount of force (if it makes object go past tipping point)
5. Distance from center of gravity and the distance of the object 
(shorter distances’ standing moments are easier to overcome, longer dis-
tances are harder)
6. Material (eg, sponge vs chipboard will have different material character-
istics)

Cheung Ho Ching (11), Leung Hoi Ching (37)

Standing moment = Weight x Shortest distance from centroid

Overturning moment = Standing moment

Overturning moment = Force x Height

 Force x Height = Weight x Shortest distance from centroid

Above: To scale diagram of forces in 
relation to . If the shaded region in blue 
goes over the right bottom corner (point 
of rotation), the shape will tip over. 

Here, 3 newton centimeters of force are 
applied in the diagrams of all shapes to 
demonstrate how each shape will behave 
differently under the same load.

Roller support
Hinge support

Self Weight (N)

Turning point

d/2

d/2

d 1 d 2

height

Weight of shape: 46.0 grams

Overturning moment (1): 0.437 N cm 

Force (applied horizontal force) 
N cm

Overturning moment (2): 0.583 N cm

Overturning moment (3): 0.875 N cm 

Overturning moment (1): 0.210 N cm

Overturning moment (2):  0.315 N cm

Overturning moment (3): 0.630 N cm 

Overturning moment (1): 0.083 N cm

Overturning moment (2): 0.120 N cm 

Overturning moment (3): 0.220 N cm 

Overturning moment (1): 0.314 N cm

Overturning moment (2): 0.471 N cm 

Overturning moment (3): 0.943 N cm

Self Weight (N)

d/2

d/2

Standing moment: 0.509 N cm

Standing moment: 0.424 N cm Standing moment: 0.270 N cm

Standing moment: 0.033 N cm

Weight of shape: 22. 6 grams

Weight of shape: 22. 6 grams

Weight of shape: 37.5 grams

Self Weight (N)

Self Weight (N)

The square will not tip over 
with 3 N cm applied at the 
top. 

This irregular shape will tip over 
with 3 N cm applied at the top

The L shape will tip over with 3 
N cm applied.

d 1 d 2

Calculation:

FINAL MODEL

Below: Preliminary cardboard model, left side demonstrates overturning action 
for shapes with regular center of gravity; right side demonstrates the overturning 
action of shapes with irregular center of gravity.

Anticipated model materials:
- high density cardboard sheets for the shapes
- wood sticks for support 
- metal or plastic bolts/joints
- metal paperclip or alternative for joint

Right: Line drawings from 3d 
model illustrating the elevation 
and axonometric rendition of 
anticipated model. 

Above: Bottom row of shapes allows the user to easily experiment
with different shapes. The shape can be exchanged through removing/
inserting the paper clip (joint)

Experiment in Action
A: The square with spring 

B: The L 

The Square with no spring

Illustration and measurements of shapes

 Model Proposal: Digital Mockup

Paper clip acts as joint. 

Paper clip secured by adhesive tape

To work on:

1. Find suitable joint 
2. Find suitable load point action and measurement
3. Find a way to measure the tipping point

Caveats:

- The cardboard shapes don’t have much weight so to demonstrate the 
overturning phenomenon better (currently the tipping motion is not 
very clear) we will need to produce shapes with more weighty material

- We will need to fins a way to measure the tipping point, either 
through load/ or degrees from center. 

Hypothesis:

- Shapes with regular center of gravity will tilt at similar angles, but at 
different times

- Shapes with irregular center of gravity will tilt at different angles 
than shapes with regular center of gravity, at different times.

Above: when the spring is used as a lever, it obstructs full tipping 
of the mass. 
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Spatial Stability 43 Ma Matthew Tsun Tik 3035720685
50 Suen Man Jessica 3035666968

Principle:
When a building is constructed, a very simple principle would be does that building even stand up? Under most circumstances, 
columns will need to be used. But any type of building only using columns will just topple over. It would need stability.

single brace has been used for a stability test in both orientations, but this would not provide the structure with total stability if 
forces were applied on the same orientation of the braces. You can attempt this on our model.

In order to achieve more stability in the same scenario as before, an additional brace between the same two columns has been 
added. This would allow total stability in both orientations if force was applied in the same orientations. 

applied in the opposite directions as well, like show in the diagram above and to the right. The structure wouldn’t be completely 
stable if a force was applied in the opposite direction. 

required in both directions, or a diagonal piece that can take compression and tension would work as well, which is called a 
break. Hence, three braces would be required between the columns working in both directions, compression and tension.

Despite using three braces may seem to provide total stability to the structure. If a force is applied the structure would not 
topple, but instead rotate. This can be attempted using our model.

orientations, they also have to be placed to create two hypothetical intersections.

Only when a structure is stable, then the possibilities at what kind of forces, what kind of bending moments in beams and oth-

going to crumble.

31. SPATIAL STABILITY

Suen Man Jessica
Ma Matthew Tsun Tik (Matthew)

Single brace Single brace Two braces

Three braces Four braces Cross bracing

FINAL MODEL
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MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION

01. 
Factory Hall in Bobingen

09. Community Centre in 
Regensburg

10. 
IBM Pavillion

17. Entrance Hall to Univer-
sity of Bremen

18. Office for Waste Manage-
ment in Munich

21. 
Sports Hall in Munich

26. Maximilian Museum in 
Augsburg

02. Multi-Use Hall in Schorn-
dorf-Oberberken



03. 
Archery Hall in Tokyo

04. Design Office in Gul-
delfingen

05. 
Monastery in Tautra

06. 
Rotterdam Central Station

07. 
Synagogue in Munich

08.
Canopy Structure in Munich

11.Courtyard Roof Covering 
in Munich

12. Electric Charging Station 
in Fredericia)

13. 
Greenhouse in Prague

14.Autopolis Art Museum, 
Japan

15. Bamboo Pavilion for the 
Expo Shanghai

16. 
Museum of Art in Køge

19. Research Institute in 
Nieuwegein

20. Sports Hall in Rillieux-
La-Pape

21. The Casa del Tamburo on 
the Fortified Hill on Osppo

22.
Shoe Factory in Wollaston

23.Mulimatt Gymnasiun in 
Aargau

24. New Entrance Structures 
for the Metro in Brescia

27. Access Structure to Un-
derground Car Park

28. 
Covered Courtyard in Vienna

29. Museum of Art in Ra-
vensburg



Factory Hall in Bobingen
Chan Hei Lam Brittany & Chick Kar yi Priscilla
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PART 1 : A3 MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION FACTORY HALL IN BOBINGEN

The laminated timber columns at 6-metre cen-
tres are constructed in the form of Vierendeel 
trusses. Their relatively great depth and the rigid 
fixing of both chords in the foundations ensure 
optimum cross-bracing. The roof construction is
supported by a series of slender laminated
roof trusses.
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PART 1 : A3 MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION FACTORY HALL IN BOBINGEN

Model Plan (top) and section (bottom) Model elevation 

12 13

PART 1 : A3 MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION FACTORY HALL IN BOBINGEN

Model detailed section Prototype model 

The laser cutted MDP prototype model need to 
stack a few pieces to achieve the thickness of 
the (original) wood, therefore, it will break the 
materiality and reading of the wooden structure. 

CASE STUDY

Factory Hall in Bobingen

Architect:
Florian Nagler, München

Material:
Timber

The laminated timber columns at 6-metre centres are 
constructed in the form of Vierendeel trusses. Their rel-
atively great depth and the rigid fixing of both chords in 
the foundations ensure optimum cross-bracing. The roof 
construction is supported by a series of slender laminated
roof truss.

Photos of site

MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION DRAWING PROPOSED MATERIAL
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Photographed by Jason Ji Xiang

1:20 FINAL MODEL- EXTERIOR & INTERIOR
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Multi-Use Hall in Schorndorf-Oberberken
Chan Kwok Hei Lincoln & Lai See Long Christopher





Multi-Use Hall in Schorndorf-Oberberken
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1:20 DETAIL DRAWING

In construction of the Multi-Purpose Hall in Schorndorf-Oberberken, wood 
was the main material to integrate the architecture into its urban context.  
  
The main focus of the structure is the cable-supported system in ceiling. 
Instead of using wood solely, tension rods and steel frames are implemented 
such that the trusses can carry more load.  
 
The roof structure consists of layers including roof tiles, roof battens and 
rafters etc. This facilitates ventilation and reinforce the whole structure.
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rafters etc. This facilitates ventilation and reinforce the whole structure.
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P. 12 P. 13

1) TERRAIN WITH CORRUGATED 
CARDBOARD

2) FOUNDATION COLUMNS WITH 
TIMBER STICKS

3) FLOOR SLAB WITH 
CHIPBOARD

4) ROOF TRUSS WITH TIMBER 
AND METAL WIRES 
(PRIMARY STRUCTURE)

5) COLUMNS WITH TIMBER 
STICKS

6) SECONDARY STRUCTURE 
WITH THIN TIMBER STICKS

7) ROOF CLADDING WITH 
CARDBOARD

COMBINED

4mm timber stick

CASE STUDY

Multi-Use Hall in Schorndorf-Oberberken, Germany

In construction of the Multi-Purpose Hall in Schorn-
dorf-Oberberken, wood was the main material to integrate 
the architecture into its urban context.

The main focus of the structure is the cable-supported sys-
tem in ceiling. Instead of using wood solely, tension rods 
and steel frames are implemented such that the trusses 
can carry more load.

The roof structure consists of layers including roof tiles, 
roof battens and rafters etc. This facilitates ventilation and 
reinforce the whole structure.

ORIGINAL DRAWINGS
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Section and Elevation 1:100

Elevation Section
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1:20 detail
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1mm cardboard

6mm timber stick

3mm wooden board
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Thin metal 
sheet

4mm wooden board

4mm timber stick

3mm bolt
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PROPOSED MATERIALS
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1:20 FINAL MODEL- EXTERIOR

Photographed by Jason Ji Xiang
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Chan Kwok Hei Lincoln & Lai See Long Christopher

Archery Hall in Tokyo
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»Kyudo«, die traditionelle Kunst des Bogen-
schießens, hat in Japan einen kulturell sehr ho-
hen Stellenwert. So ist es wenig verwunderlich, 
dass die Technische Universität »Kogakuin« im 
Westen von Tokio für ihren Campus den Bau 
einer Bogenschießanlage beauftragte.
Vorgabe des Bauherrn war ein kostengünsti-
ges Tragwerk aus regionalem Holz, das einen 
stützenfreien Raum von 7,20 × 10,80 m über-
spannt. Deshalb entwickelten die Ingenieure 
ein feingliedriges räumliches Stabwerk aus ja-
panischen Zypressenhölzern, die ursprünglich 
für die Möbelherstellung vorgesehen waren.
Dank eines engen räumlichen Rasters von 60 × 
60 × 60 cm konnten die einzelnen Stäbe des 
Tragwerks sehr schlank dimensioniert werden.
Die Dachsparren bestehen aus jeweils zwei 
120 × 36 mm starken miteinander verschraub-
ten Brettern. Zwischen diesen Brettern sitzen 
im Raster senkrechte Bündel aus jeweils vier 
Hölzern von 36 × 36 mm. Diese umschließen 
in vorgefertigten Auskantungen sechs im Ras-
terabstand übereinanderliegende waagrechte 
Latten von 24 × 50 mm. So entsteht im Quer-
schnitt ein stabiler Dreiecksrahmen. Hinterein-
ander aufgestellt wurden diese Rahmen mit 
Stahlwinkeln auf die Ringbalken montiert und 
anschließend mit 12 × 50 mm starken in Ge-
bäudelängsrichtung laufenden Holzstäben ver-
bunden. Diese führen durch alle Knotenpunkte 
der waagrechten und senkrechten Stäbe der 
Dreiecksrahmen und sind dort mit Schrauben 
fixiert. Die aufgebrachte Dachhaut besteht aus 
einem verzinkten Stahlblech und einer Sperr-
holzplatte mit Bitumenbeschichtung. Die Wän-
de des Holzständerbaus sind außen mit dunkel 
lasiertem Zedernholz und innen mit Gipskar-
tonplatten verkleidet. Trotz starker Präsenz des 
Dachstuhls unterstreicht er dank seiner Filigra-
nität die Offenheit des Raumes. FLK

The Technical University “Kogakuin” situated in 
the west of Tokyo commissioned the construc-
tion of an archery facility for its campus. A fili-
gree space frame with bars made of Japanese 
cypress wood spans the column-free space 
measuring 7.20 × 10.80 m. The 60 × 60 × 60 
cm spatial grid leads to slender dimensions for 
the bars of the structure. The rafters consist of 
two beams each measuring 120 × 36 mm. Be-
tween them, vertical bundles are placed with 4 
wood bars each measuring 36 × 36 mm. They 
feature grooves that serve to brace six layered 
horizontal 24 × 50 mm bars. This leads to a 
cross section resembling a stable triangular 
frame. The frames were set on top of the ring 
beams via steel angles and connected with 
12 × 50 mm wood bars. They lead through all 
nodes of the horizontal and vertical bars of the 
triangular frame and are connected to the 
nodes with bolts. The roofing consists of galva-
nized sheet metal. The walls of the wood frame 
construction are clad in cedar with dark glaz-
ing on the exterior and gypsum board on the 
interior. Despite the strong presence of the 
roof construction, it emphasizes the openness 
of the space thanks to its filigree character.

Architekten / Architects: 
FT Architects, Fukushima
Tragwerksplaner / Structural 
engineers: 
Shuji Tada, Tokio
Bauherr / Client: 
Kogakuin University/ 
Nishishinjuku Shinjuku-ku, 
Tokio
Bauleitung /  
Site management: 
Daimaru House

Bogenschießhalle in Tokio
Archery Hall in Tokyo

Fotos: Shigeo Ogawa
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Lageplan
Maßstab 1:2000
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1 Schießhalle
2 Innenhof
3 Zielanlage

Site plan  
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3 Target area
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CASE STUDY

Archery Halll in Tokyo, Japan

Architect:
FT Architects, Fukushima

Material:
Timber

The Technical University “Kogakuin” situated in the west 
of Tokyo comissioned the construction of an archery facil-
ity for its campus. A filigree space frame with bars made 
of Japanese cypress wood spans the column-free space. 
Spatial grid leads to slender dimensions for the bars of 
the structure. Despite the strong presence of the roof con-
struction, it emphasizes the openness of the space thanks 
to its filigree character.
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1:20 Detail Drawing

Short Section

Two halves of the wooden 
roof frame are cut out for 
this assignment. The orange 
dotted lines indicate the 
central lines of the elements. 
The orange heavy lines 
indicate the wood elements 
are connected with bolts.

Plan Section

Long Section

Human Figure

Detail of the 
wall-rafter 
connection

DETAIL DRAWINGS

Two halves of the wooden roof frame are 
cut out for this assignment. The orange 
dotted lines indicate the central lines of 
the elements. The orange heavy lines in-
dicate the wood elements are connected 
wiht bolts.
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exposed from the outer 
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Steel Y-frames at 6.80 m spacing serves main structure for the two-
storey pavillion.Spanning over 2 floors, the frames are of hollow 
section columns, steel section rails and cantilevered girders with 
3.4m length. From the plan, it is shown that the vertical metal  
supporting beams are visible from the outer facade.
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Under the exploded axonometric diagram, the structural logic of Y 
-frames can be seen that a hollow steel circular column, is welded 
with a V-shape girder. Another layers of I beams and circular rod are 
fastened on top of that. An additional frame work with king post are 
designed for the glass ceiling.
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CASE STUDY

Design Office in Guldelfingen, Germany

Architect:
Kurt Ackermann und Partner Jürgen Feit

Material:
Glass + Metal

The singular Y-shape support is a system including a thin-
ner V-shape cantilever girders and a circular column. On 
top of this primary structure, there is another layer of I 
profile. And for the roof cladding, because of the V-shaped 
design, gutter and pipes are installed in the middle for 
rainwater drainage.

Photos of site

ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

As shown in the long section, the whole structure consist 
of 2 connected parts, which each consists of 7 frames (14 
frames in total) to support the structure.
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Steel Y-frames at 6.80m spacing serves main structure 
for the two-storey pavillion. Spanning over 2 floors, the 
frames are of hollow section columns, steel section rails-
facnaddcea.ntilevered girders with 3.4m length. From the 
plan, it is shown that the vertical metal supporting beams 
are visible from the outer facade.
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Under the exploded axonometric diagram, the structural 
logic of Y -frames can be seen that a hollow steel circular 
column, is welded with a V-shape girder. Another layers 
of I beams and circular rod are fastened on top of that. An 
additional frame work with king post are designed for the 
glass ceiling.
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CASE STUDY

Monastery in Tautra, Norway

Architect:
Jensen & Skodvin Arkitektkontor

Material:
Timber

This project is a wooden monastery located in Norway. The 
selected area is the chapel where the glass roof allows 
natural light to penetrate the interior space. Therefore, 
the light and shadows are evident when visitors are within 
the building.

Moreover, the frame of the monastery is constructed with 
laminated spruce, with internal Rockwool insulation. Also, 
the facade is a series of steel plates giving colors to the 
monastery.
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Rotterdam Central Station
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1

Das »Kunstmuseet Køge Skitsesamling« im 
dänischen Køge dokumentiert anhand von 
über 10 000 Zeichnungen und Modellen 
den Entstehungsprozess dänischer Kunst-
werke im 20. Jahrhundert. 1988 eröffnete 
das Museum im Erd- und Untergeschoss ei-
nes ehemaligen Schulgebäudes, das um 
1900 von Martin Borch entworfen und in den 
40er-Jahren erweitert worden war. 1992 
kam das erste Obergeschoss als Ausstel-
lungsfläche hinzu. Als die Sammlung 1999 
die Skizzen von Bjørn Nørgaard für die 
Wandteppiche des Christiansborg-Palasts 
erhielt, entschied man, das flache Walm-
dach durch einen Aufsatz mit großem Aus-
stellungsraum zu ersetzen. 
Zwei tonnenförmig gekrümmte Dachflächen 
überspannen den so genannten Gobelin-
saal. Die neue Holzkonstruktion ruht auf fili-
gran ausgebildeten Stahllaschen. Glasfugen 
entlang dieser Fußpunkte lösen das Dach 
vom Bestand. Zusammen mit großzügiger 
Verglasung an den Stirnseiten und einem 
Oberlichtband am First verleihen sie dem 
Aufbau Leichtigkeit. Horizontale Lochbleche 
an den Giebeln und schräg gestellte, mat-
tierte Gläser unterhalb des Firsts minimieren 
direkten Lichteinfall und damit Blendung. 
Leuchtstoffröhren in der Firstfuge sorgen 
nachts für indirekte Beleuchtung, bei Bedarf 
ergänzt mit Spots, deren Halteschienen un-
auffällig in die Innenverkleidung aus Kiefern-
lamellen integriert sind.

Housed in a former school building, the mu-
seum collection documents the origins of 
Danish art in the 20th century. In 1999, when 
the museum acquired Bjørn Nørgaard’s tap-
estry sketches, a decision was made to cre-
ate a new roof structure with a large exhibition 
space. Two vaulted roof elements now rise 
over the existing building. They are raised on 
steel bearers, with glazed strips at the base 
separating the new from the old structures. 
Together with a ridge lantern and large areas 
of glazing to the end faces, these floor-level 
strips lend the roof an appearance of light-
ness. Metal louvres at the gable ends and ob-
scured glass fixed beneath the lantern reduce 
glare and control the direct ingress of daylight.

Kunstmuseum in Køge

Museum of Art in Køge

Architekten:

Arkitekterne Køge, Køge

Mitarbeiter:

Hans Maar Andersen, Poul Jorsal, 

Gitte Cosmos Christiansen

Tragwerksplaner:

Lemming & Eriksson, Køge

Fotos: Jens Frederiksen

Grundriss Dachgeschoss
Schnitte  Maßstab  1:400

1  Gobelinsaal
2  Ausstellung
3  Shop
4  Werkstatt
5  Depot
6  Verwaltung
7  Café

Plan of attic storey
Sections  scale 1:400

1 Tapestry hall
2 Exhibition space
3 Shop
4 Workshop
5 Store
6 Administration
7 Cafébb
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01 Material Construction (1:20 Model)
      Museum of Art in Koge 
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Das »Kunstmuseet Køge Skitsesamling« im 
dänischen Køge dokumentiert anhand von 
über 10 000 Zeichnungen und Modellen 
den Entstehungsprozess dänischer Kunst-
werke im 20. Jahrhundert. 1988 eröffnete 
das Museum im Erd- und Untergeschoss ei-
nes ehemaligen Schulgebäudes, das um 
1900 von Martin Borch entworfen und in den 
40er-Jahren erweitert worden war. 1992 
kam das erste Obergeschoss als Ausstel-
lungsfläche hinzu. Als die Sammlung 1999 
die Skizzen von Bjørn Nørgaard für die 
Wandteppiche des Christiansborg-Palasts 
erhielt, entschied man, das flache Walm-
dach durch einen Aufsatz mit großem Aus-
stellungsraum zu ersetzen. 
Zwei tonnenförmig gekrümmte Dachflächen 
überspannen den so genannten Gobelin-
saal. Die neue Holzkonstruktion ruht auf fili-
gran ausgebildeten Stahllaschen. Glasfugen 
entlang dieser Fußpunkte lösen das Dach 
vom Bestand. Zusammen mit großzügiger 
Verglasung an den Stirnseiten und einem 
Oberlichtband am First verleihen sie dem 
Aufbau Leichtigkeit. Horizontale Lochbleche 
an den Giebeln und schräg gestellte, mat-
tierte Gläser unterhalb des Firsts minimieren 
direkten Lichteinfall und damit Blendung. 
Leuchtstoffröhren in der Firstfuge sorgen 
nachts für indirekte Beleuchtung, bei Bedarf 
ergänzt mit Spots, deren Halteschienen un-
auffällig in die Innenverkleidung aus Kiefern-
lamellen integriert sind.

Housed in a former school building, the mu-
seum collection documents the origins of 
Danish art in the 20th century. In 1999, when 
the museum acquired Bjørn Nørgaard’s tap-
estry sketches, a decision was made to cre-
ate a new roof structure with a large exhibition 
space. Two vaulted roof elements now rise 
over the existing building. They are raised on 
steel bearers, with glazed strips at the base 
separating the new from the old structures. 
Together with a ridge lantern and large areas 
of glazing to the end faces, these floor-level 
strips lend the roof an appearance of light-
ness. Metal louvres at the gable ends and ob-
scured glass fixed beneath the lantern reduce 
glare and control the direct ingress of daylight.
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Museum of Art in Køge

Architekten:

Arkitekterne Køge, Køge

Mitarbeiter:

Hans Maar Andersen, Poul Jorsal, 

Gitte Cosmos Christiansen

Tragwerksplaner:

Lemming & Eriksson, Køge

Fotos: Jens Frederiksen
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CASE STUDY

Meseum in Køge, Denmark

Architect:
Arkitekterne Køge, Køge

Material:
Timber

Housed in a former school building, the museum collec-
tion documents the origins of Danish art in the 20th centu-
ry. In 1999, when the museum acquired Bjørn Nørgaard’s 
tapestry sketches, a decision was made to create a new 
roof structure with a large exhibition space. Two vaulted 
roof elements now rise over the existing building. They are 
raised on steel bearers, with glazed strips at the base sep-
arating the new from the old structures. 

Photos of site
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Jason Chan & Boris Li

Synagogue in Munich





1:1 details w/ materials

Detail A
- roof space frame [secondary 
structure]
- roof plate
- external mesh [facade]
- glass [facade]

Detail B
- corner detail
- traverstine [facade]
- masonry [primary structure]

material for facade mesh
(bronze mesh)

material for tubes
(plastic tubes)

CASE STUDY ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

Synagogue in Munich

Architect:
Wandel Hoefer Lorch, Saarbrücken

Material:
Metal + Timber + Concrete + Timber

The steel warren trusses (a triangular lattice framing), 
which is fixated to the concrete wall underneath, forms the 
[primary structure]
The roof is supported by a space frame, which in turn rest 
on the concrete. [secondary structure]
Metal mesh supported by stainless steel metal tube is 
hanged outside the building. Together with glass panels 
they form the facade. [facade]
The lower part of the building is covered by travertine. 
They are fixated onto the concrete wall. [facade]

Photos of site

Material
The main materials used in the Synagogue in Munich are travertine, concrete, steel, copper, glass and 
timber. 

Structure
1. The steel warren trusses (a triangular lattice framing), which is fixated to the concrete wall underneath, 

forms the [primary structure]
2. The roof is supported by a space frame, which in turn rest on the concrete. [secondary structure]
3. Metal mesh supported by stainless steel metal tube is hanged outside the building. Together with glass 

panels they form the facade. [facade]
4. The lower part of the building is covered by travertine. They are fixated onto the concrete wall. [facade]

From left to right
1: Photo of the synagogue from outside
2: Facade detail
3: Photo of the interior of synagogue
4: Exploded axonometric diagram (Courtesy of the architect)
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Synagoge in München

Synagogue in  Munich

Architekten:
Wandel Hoefer Lorch, Saarbrücken
Tragwerksplaner:
Sailer Stepan und Partner, München

1 Gemeindezentrum 
2 Synagoge
3 Jüdisches Museum
4 Almemor 
 (Lesepult)
5 Aron Hakodesch
 (Thoraschrein)
6 Frauenempore
7 Tagessynagoge
8 Mikwe (Ritualbad) 
9 »Gang der Erinnerung«
 zum Gemeindezentrum

Eine Folge von Plätzen und Wegen, die un-
mittelbar an die drei Gebäude  reichen, um-
gibt das Jüdische Zentrum am St. Jakobs-
platz inmitten der Altstadt Münchens. Mit 
 ihrem Entwurf verfolgten die Architekten das 
Ziel, das Ensemble über den öffentlichen 
Raum mit der Stadtstruktur zu verweben – 
 erlebbar in selbstverständlicher  Offenheit. 
Die Synagoge steht als wichtigstes Gebäu-
de nach Osten ausgerichtet frei im Platz, in 
ausbalancierter Beziehung zum Jüdischen 
Museum und dem Gemeindezentrum. Ihr 
geschlossener, natursteinverkleideter So-
ckel umgibt den Gebetsraum schützend 
und verweist, Dauerhaftigkeit ausstrahlend, 
auf den Tempel Salomons. Darüber erhebt 
sich die  filigrane Stahlkonstruktion der 
Dachlaterne. Von einem Bronzegewebe um-
hüllt, bezieht sich ihre transluzente, mehr-
schichtige Hülle auf das erste israelitische 
Heiligtum, das zerlegbare und transportable 
Stiftszelt. Den kraftvollen, archaischen Kru-
stenplatten aus Travertin, die dem Sockel 
sein plastisches Relief verleihen, steht damit 
eine optisch fragile Hülle gegenüber, in der 
drei Ebenen zusammenwirken: das textil wir-
kende äußere Gewebe aus spiralförmi gen 
Bronzebändern und -stäben, eine innere, 
aus Stahlblechen verschweißte Trag struktur, 

 deren Dreiecksmuster an die Geometrie des 
Davidsterns erinnert, sowie die dazwischen 
liegende Glas ebene mit bronzenen Decklei-
sten. Erschlossen wird die Synagoge über 
ihr westlich vorgelagertes Foyer. Im Inneren 
umfassen Zedernholz und Naturstein aus 
 Israel den Gebetsraum, dessen räumliche 
Organisation vom zentral angeordneten, er-
höhten Alme mor als geistiger Mitte sowie 
der Längsachse zwischen Zugang und Tho-
raschrein an der Ostwand bestimmt wird. 
Ein großes Tor schützt die Thoranische, die 
bei Tag über eine Dachverglasung natür-
liches Licht von oben erhält. Auf den Empo-
ren entlang der Längswände sind die Frau-
enplätze deutlich getrennt angeordnet, 
räumlich jedoch großzügig in den Gottes-
dienst einbezogen. Der Schattenwurf des 
Sonnenlichts transportiert das Ornament der 
Dachstruktur auf die hölzernen Oberflächen 
des Gebetsraums. Eine Treppe im Foyer 
führt in das Unterge schoss, das neben der 
Tagessynagoge und den Becken für rituelle 
Wasch ungen auch Technik- und Neben-
räume enthält. Während der Wochentage 
dient ein unterirdischer Gang als Zugang 
vom Gemeindezentrum. Dieser enthält eine 
Lichtinstallation mit den Namen der 4500 
Münchner Opfer der Shoah. 
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Lageplan  
Maßstab 1:2500
Schnitt • Grundrisse
Maßstab 1:500

Site plan 
scale 1:2500 
Section • Floor plans
scale 1:500 

Fotos:
S.332, 333, 335-337: Roland Halbe
S.334: Frank Kaltenbach

1 Community centre 
2 Synagogue 
3 Jewish Museum 
4 Almemor 
 (lectern rostrum)
5 Torah shrine
6 Women’s gallery
7 Everyday synagogue
8 Mikwe (ritual bath)
9  Passage of Remem-

brance leading to
 to community centre

Synagogue in Munich
Analysis

[primary structure]
steel truss

[secondary structure]
roof space frame

[facade]

[facade]
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Synagoge in München

Synagogue in  Munich

Architekten:
Wandel Hoefer Lorch, Saarbrücken
Tragwerksplaner:
Sailer Stepan und Partner, München

1 Gemeindezentrum 
2 Synagoge
3 Jüdisches Museum
4 Almemor 
 (Lesepult)
5 Aron Hakodesch
 (Thoraschrein)
6 Frauenempore
7 Tagessynagoge
8 Mikwe (Ritualbad) 
9 »Gang der Erinnerung«
 zum Gemeindezentrum

Eine Folge von Plätzen und Wegen, die un-
mittelbar an die drei Gebäude  reichen, um-
gibt das Jüdische Zentrum am St. Jakobs-
platz inmitten der Altstadt Münchens. Mit 
 ihrem Entwurf verfolgten die Architekten das 
Ziel, das Ensemble über den öffentlichen 
Raum mit der Stadtstruktur zu verweben – 
 erlebbar in selbstverständlicher  Offenheit. 
Die Synagoge steht als wichtigstes Gebäu-
de nach Osten ausgerichtet frei im Platz, in 
ausbalancierter Beziehung zum Jüdischen 
Museum und dem Gemeindezentrum. Ihr 
geschlossener, natursteinverkleideter So-
ckel umgibt den Gebetsraum schützend 
und verweist, Dauerhaftigkeit ausstrahlend, 
auf den Tempel Salomons. Darüber erhebt 
sich die  filigrane Stahlkonstruktion der 
Dachlaterne. Von einem Bronzegewebe um-
hüllt, bezieht sich ihre transluzente, mehr-
schichtige Hülle auf das erste israelitische 
Heiligtum, das zerlegbare und transportable 
Stiftszelt. Den kraftvollen, archaischen Kru-
stenplatten aus Travertin, die dem Sockel 
sein plastisches Relief verleihen, steht damit 
eine optisch fragile Hülle gegenüber, in der 
drei Ebenen zusammenwirken: das textil wir-
kende äußere Gewebe aus spiralförmi gen 
Bronzebändern und -stäben, eine innere, 
aus Stahlblechen verschweißte Trag struktur, 

 deren Dreiecksmuster an die Geometrie des 
Davidsterns erinnert, sowie die dazwischen 
liegende Glas ebene mit bronzenen Decklei-
sten. Erschlossen wird die Synagoge über 
ihr westlich vorgelagertes Foyer. Im Inneren 
umfassen Zedernholz und Naturstein aus 
 Israel den Gebetsraum, dessen räumliche 
Organisation vom zentral angeordneten, er-
höhten Alme mor als geistiger Mitte sowie 
der Längsachse zwischen Zugang und Tho-
raschrein an der Ostwand bestimmt wird. 
Ein großes Tor schützt die Thoranische, die 
bei Tag über eine Dachverglasung natür-
liches Licht von oben erhält. Auf den Empo-
ren entlang der Längswände sind die Frau-
enplätze deutlich getrennt angeordnet, 
räumlich jedoch großzügig in den Gottes-
dienst einbezogen. Der Schattenwurf des 
Sonnenlichts transportiert das Ornament der 
Dachstruktur auf die hölzernen Oberflächen 
des Gebetsraums. Eine Treppe im Foyer 
führt in das Unterge schoss, das neben der 
Tagessynagoge und den Becken für rituelle 
Wasch ungen auch Technik- und Neben-
räume enthält. Während der Wochentage 
dient ein unterirdischer Gang als Zugang 
vom Gemeindezentrum. Dieser enthält eine 
Lichtinstallation mit den Namen der 4500 
Münchner Opfer der Shoah. 
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Site plan 
scale 1:2500 
Section • Floor plans
scale 1:500 

Fotos:
S.332, 333, 335-337: Roland Halbe
S.334: Frank Kaltenbach

1 Community centre 
2 Synagogue 
3 Jewish Museum 
4 Almemor 
 (lectern rostrum)
5 Torah shrine
6 Women’s gallery
7 Everyday synagogue
8 Mikwe (ritual bath)
9  Passage of Remem-

brance leading to
 to community centre

1:250 ground floor plan of the original building

The area inside red frame will be modelled. (582x382mm)

- The area inside red frame and blue frame will be modelled.  

- The yellow and green shaded area will be omit, so as to avoid 
repeating elements of the roof structure and travertine wall 
respectively.

- The height of the model is 53cm. (including the base plywood board)
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Canopy Structure in Munich
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CASE STUDY

Canopy Structure in Munich

Architect:
Ackermann und Partner, München

Material:
Steel

Used an existing reinforced-concrete infrastructure that 
had supported a membrane roof.

Steel columns carrying three-chord trussed griders rest 
on concrete base.

Transverse steel arches with tension rods and compres-
sion columns.

Three layers of ETFE cushions with flexible,thin-film solar 
cells are embedded in the middle layer.
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Canopy Structure in Munich

Detail drawing 1:20 (Steel Joint)
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DETAIL DRAWINGS

Section

Elevation Plan of junction (from above) Plan of junction (from below)

1. ETFE cushions (Transparent plastic 
sheet & Cardboard)

2. Support for ETFE cushion (Timber)
3. Arched top chord (Elastic plastic rod)
4. Steel compression rod (Plastic rod)
5. Three-chord lattice girder of tubular 

steel (Plastic rod)
6. Truss sag rod (Plastic rod)
7. Steel horizontal tension rod (Plastic)
8. Cast steel junction (Timber) 
9. Steel edge profile (Timber)
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Hon Ming Rou, Zhu Yalan Julia & Nicola Chau Mei Yan

Community Centre in Regensburg
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A3 Material Construction

CASE STUDY

Community Centre in Regensburg, Germany

Architect:
Theodor Hugues, Heide Hugues, Munchen

Material:
Timber Arch + Steel Cables

The main structure of the project is a layered roof covered 
by titanium zinc sheets supported by a series of timber 
arches with steel cables. The wall is made of masonry.

ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

Photos of site

1F Plan

GF Plan

Section

Structural Analysis

MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS

Plan

Long section
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PROPOSED MATERIAL

Cantilever Steel and Glass Roof Timber Arch Roof
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1:20 Detail long section

Inner facade arch joint Steel cable-timber arch joint

1:20 Detail plan

1:20 Detail short section

Roof-facade joint and lining

Roof-drainageSteel column

1:20 Detail drawing
Community Centre in Regensburg

The main structure of the project is a layered 
roof covered by titanium zinc sheets supported 
by a series of timber arches with steel cables. 
The wall is made of masonry. 

Titanium zinc sheet
(Black cardboard)

Roof construction
(White foam)

Insulation
(Corrugated cardboard)
Laminated timber
(Timber strips)
Laminated timber arch
(Timber board)
Steel flat
(Black cardboard)
Steel column
(Timber stick painted black)

6420mm

6860mm

DETAIL DRAWINGS
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Wang Ziyuan & Chuah Hao Feng

IBM Pavillion





IBM Pavilion Top Part Detailed Drawing 1:20

CASE STUDY

IBM Pavillion

Architect:
Renzo Piano

Material:
Polycarbonate + Timber

The tunnel vault is composed of 34 self-supporting seg-
ments, each of which contains a row of 12 polycarbonate 
pyramids. The pyramids sit on a pair of timber arches and 
are also connected at their apex by timber arches. Togeth-
er, these arches and pyramids form a three-dimensional 
lattice truss, with the timber as the top and bottom ele-
ments, connected by the polycarbonate surfaces. In order 
to keep the arches to a suitable size, each one is composed 
of two sections pinned together at their apex. They are also 
pinned at their connection to the supporting base..

Photos of site

IBM Pavilion by Renzo Piano Wang Ziyuan, Chuah Hao Feng

Glass, Wood, Steel
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Original Dimension 1:350
12000
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27
Arch Structure
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IBM Pavilion Top Part Detailed Drawing 1:20

Model Dimension 1:100

Original Detail Moulded Pyramids 1:1000
Height: 3cm
Width: 6.6cm
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Foo Kwan Yee Queenie & Ha Yat Ting Gloria

Courtyard Roof Covering in Munich
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Assignment 2: Reference Project
-Hofüberdachung in München
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Site Selection 
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Courtyard Roof Covering in Munich

Architect:
Architekten Betsch, München
Wilhelm Betsch, Jutta Betsch

Material:
Glass

Our reference project is the transparent all-glass roof, 
covering the courtyard between two listed buildings. It 
was built from steel as the primary structure and glass 
coverings as the secondary structure. Parallel glass fins 
were manufactured as zigzag shape, in approximation to 
moment curve. It is more cost-efficient than laser cut in 
arch form.

Photos of site
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Chung Hei Matthew Wong & Hei Nam Pak

Electric Charging Station in Fredericia
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Mit der wachsenden Zahl von Elektroautos muss auch die ent
sprechende Infrastruktur an Ladesäulen geschaffen werden. Für 
das Jointventure von Eon Drive und Clever haben die Architek
ten von Cobe eine modulare Elektrotankstelle entwickelt, die 
sich an die jeweiligen Gegebenheiten anpassen lässt. In der 
dänischen Stadt Fredericia wurde im Sommer 2019 die erste 
von insgesamt 48 Stationen eröffnet, die nach diesem Konzept 
an skandinavischen Autobahnen entstehen sollen.

Prägendes Element ist die hölzerne Dachkonstruktion, 
deren Grundmodul an einen Baum erinnert: Die Stützen sind 
aus jeweils acht Brettschichtholzelementen zusammengesetzt, 

The growing number of electric cars calls for a correspond-
ing infrastructure in the form of charging stations. For the joint 
venture by Eon Drive and Clever, the architects from Cobe 
 developed a modular electric charging station that can be 
adapted to suit  different situations. In summer 2019 the 
Danish town of Fredericia saw the opening of the first of a 
total of 48 stations based on this concept that are to be built 
along Scandinavian motorways. 

The dominant element is the wooden structure of the 
 canopy, based on a module that recalls a tree. Each column 
consists of eight glulam elements to which cantilever beams 
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Schnitt • Grundriss
Maßstab 1:250 
1  Zufahrt
2  Ausfahrt

3  Ladesäule
4  Platz für weitere 

 Ladesäulen
5  Abfallbehälter

6 Sitzgelegenheit
7	 	Bepflanzung	mit	

kleinen Bäumen
8	 	Bepflanzung	mit	

Sträuchern

Section • Plan
scale 1:250
1  vehicle access 
2  vehicle exit

3 charging column
4   space for further 

charging columns
5 waste bins

6 seating
7   planting with small 

trees
8  planting with shrubs

CASE STUDY

Electric Charging Station in Fredericia, Germany

Architect:
COBE

Material:
Timber

Photos of site

ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS
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Section Elevation
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Final 1:20 Model Section

Final 1:20 Model Horizontal Sections

Final 1:20 Model Section

Final 1:20 Model Horizontal Sections

Final 1:20 Model Section

Final 1:20 Model Horizontal Sections

Final 1:20 Model Horizontal Sections

Final 1:20 Model SectionFinal 1
:2

0
 Plan &

 Sections, 1
:7

5

PROPOSED MATERIALS

Final model section

A B C
Top section

1. Timber side covers (3x10mm sticks)
2. Timber horizontal beams (5x5mm 

sticks)
3. Plywood roofing (1mm sheet, en-

graved)
4. Timber supports (2x2mm plywood 

stacked)
5. Steel plate welded onto steel columns 

(3D print)
6. Concrete flooring (3mm grey card-

board)

Final plan and section drawings
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Photographed by Jason Ji Xiang
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Lee Sum Yu Summie & Tam Ling Shan Susan

Greenhouse in Prague
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13 - Greenhouse in Prague 35 - Lee Sum Yu Simmie    
53 - Tam Ling Shan Susan

Orginal Scale

Primary material : steel
Secondary material: glass

1.Proposed Scenario
Vertical Section

Plan Top 
Elevation

Side Section

Side Elevation

1 : 100

Being constructed in the site of a 17th century orangery, the 94-metre-long greenhouse 
is a barrel-vaulted structure supported by three curved, trussed space frames as the 
primary structures. In the exterior, the diagonal mesh of stainless-steel tubes serves as 
secondary structure. The tubes were clamped together at right angles by butterfly nodes 
with a single screw, from which the glass is suspended below. 

Site Plan

Greenhouse in Prague (Arch Truss System)

2. Materiality

3. Supports

Analysis
1. Structure

Primary Material: Steel
Secondary Material: Glass

Primary Support
- Curved trussed space frame 
with 4 raking column

Secondary Support
- Braced barrel vault: 
Diagonal mesh of cross-
shaped steel tubes

Tertiary Support
- Long triangular trussed 
space frame to replace 
function of the non-supporting 
retaining wall
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CASE STUDY

Greenhouse in Prague

Architect:
Eva Jiricna Architects, London 
Eva Jiricna, Duncan Webster

Material:
Glass + Steel

Being constructed in the site of a 17th century orangery, 
the 94-metre-long greenhouse is barrel-vaulted structure 
supported by three curved, trussed space frames as the 
primary structures. In the exterior, the diagonal mesh of 
stainless-steel tubes serves as a secondary structure. 
The tubes were clamped together at right angles by but-
tefly nodes with a single screw, from which the glass is 
suspended below. The 1:20 model has demonstrated both 
the structures with detailed joints connecting the exteri-
or mesh, glass roof and arch frame together. The simple 
arrangement of steel together with the glass roof has cre-
ated amazing light and shadow inside the greenhouse, al-
lowing sunshine to penetrate and keep the air warm.

Photos of site

MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS

Plan

Section

ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

In the 1:20 structural model, we focused on the primary 
and secondary support. Since we adjust the model and use 
the boundary as support, the triangular truss can be omit-
ted.

ANALYSIS & INITIAL SKETCHES

Primary material: Steel              Secondary material: Glass

Materiality

Structure

Support
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Steel trussed space frame 
supported by 4 raking steel columns

Steel tube Wood (1:20)

50mm 3mm

40mm 2mm

140mm 10mm

114mm 8mm

1. Primary Structure (interior)

Structure material Model material

Steel space frame member 2mm and 3mm 
Circular wood beam

Raking columns 8mm and 10mm 
Circular wood beam

Steel connection Resin clay

Space frame 

Raking columns

Proposed model

Diagonal mesh of cross steel tubes

2. Secondary Structure (exterior)

Structure material Model material

8mm glass 0.5mm plastic sheet

60mm cross steel tube 5mm Circular wood beam

Cross connector Wood joint

Butterfly node Wood joint

Original proposed model

Cross-shaped stainless steel tubes

10 11Reference Project Reference Project
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Primary Structure (interior) Secondary Structure (exterior)
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Steel connection
Primary structure and secondary structure, which are the arch space-frame in the ineterior and 
the diagonal mesh steel tubes in the exterior, are connected together by one joint, with the glass 
clamped in the middle. 

Perspective drawing

Top View

Section

Scake 1 : 5

Cross connector with threaded bolt

Cross connector with threaded bolt

Cross stainless steel tube

Cross stainless steel tube

Stainless steel butterfly node

Stainless steel butterfly node

Toughened glass

Silicone joint

Node connector

Suspension rod
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Toughened glass

1 : 30 Section

Steel joint
with butterfly node

Concrete foundation

Stainless steel cover

Cross connector with threaded bolt
Cross stainless steel tube

Stainless steel butterfly node

Toughened glass
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Node connector

Suspension rod

Trussed space frame girder

Raking columns

Cross stainless steel tube
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DETAIL DRAWINGS

Section

Top view of  joint Section of joint

Steel Connection

Primary structure and secondary structure, which are the 
arch space-frame in the interior and the diagonal mesh 
steel tubes in the exterior, are connected together by one 
joint, with the glass clamped in the middle.
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Photographed by Jason Ji Xiang

1:20 FINAL MODEL GREENHOUSE IN PRAGUE
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Ma  Matthew Tsun Tik & Suen Jessica

Autopolis Art Museum, Japan





Autopolis Art Museum, Japan 43 Ma Matthew Tsun Tik, 50 Suen Jessica

Architect:
Hiroshi Naito, Tokyo
Structural Engineering:
Structural Design Group, Tokyo

“The difficult terrain at the site of the Autopolis Art Museum 
influenced the form of the building and led to many units being 
prefabricated... A timber roof finely trussed with steel covers 
both building tracts, creating a unified structure. The copper 
roofing had been pre-patinated with calcium sulphate. In the 
exhibition hall light falls through the elongated central roof 
light, enhancing the exposed timber structure of the roof. The 
muted controlled light conditions in the museum contrast with 
the out ward-looking open foyer.”

~ DETAIL

To recreate this structure at a 1:20 scale. The timber roof was 
replaced with corrugated cardboard, the aluminium and steel 
as black cardboard and the glass as transparent acrylic. This 
was done to mimic the controlled light environment, as well as 
the iconic walkway, which is designed with the purpose of an 
exhibition space or for watching racecars on the track below.

Aluminium

Glass

Plywood

Steel

Elevation SectionSection

Plan

CASE STUDY

Autopolis Art Museum in Japn

Architect:
Hiroshi Naito, Tokio

Material:
Timber

The difficult terrain at the site of the Autopolis Art Museum 
influenced the form of the building and led to many units 
being prefabricated... A timber roof finely trussed with 
steel covers both building tracts, creating a unified struc-
ture. The copper roofing had been pre-patinated with cal-
cium sulphate. In the exhibition hall light falls through the 
elongated central roof light, enhancing the exposed timber 
structure of the roof. The muted controlled light conditions 
in the museum contrast with the out ward-looking open 
foyer.

ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

Photos of site

MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS

Elevation

DETAIL DRAWING
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Photographed by Jason Ji Xiang
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Chow Ho Lam  Jerry & Chang Yin Ching Mini 

Bamboo Pavilion for the Expo Shanghai
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CASE STUDY ORIGINAL DRAWIG

Bamboo Pavilion for the Expo Shanghai

Architect:
MUDI Architekten Schanghai

Material:
Bamboo

Though quite modest in scale, the German- Chinese pavil-
ion erected for the Expo 2010 Shanghai attracts attention 
by virtue of the materials used and its transparent struc-
ture. The bamboo canes, for example, are giant stems up 
to 23 cm in diameter with stainless- steel node fittings 
concreted into the ends. The spatial enclosure is formed 
by a screen supported by a bamboo-veneered steel SHS 
structure, while the internal platform is borne by specially 
developed beams in laminated bamboo.

Photos of site

PlanSection

CONSTRUCTION MODEL DRAWING
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1:20 drawing Rhino Model 

DETAIL DRAWING

Photographed by Jason Ji Xiang
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Liu Chengxi Nancee & Sun Zi Yue Cici 

Museum of Art in Køge
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01 Material Construction (1:20 Model)
      Museum of Art in Koge 

        (Groupmate: Sun Ziyue)
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Das »Kunstmuseet Køge Skitsesamling« im 
dänischen Køge dokumentiert anhand von 
über 10 000 Zeichnungen und Modellen 
den Entstehungsprozess dänischer Kunst-
werke im 20. Jahrhundert. 1988 eröffnete 
das Museum im Erd- und Untergeschoss ei-
nes ehemaligen Schulgebäudes, das um 
1900 von Martin Borch entworfen und in den 
40er-Jahren erweitert worden war. 1992 
kam das erste Obergeschoss als Ausstel-
lungsfläche hinzu. Als die Sammlung 1999 
die Skizzen von Bjørn Nørgaard für die 
Wandteppiche des Christiansborg-Palasts 
erhielt, entschied man, das flache Walm-
dach durch einen Aufsatz mit großem Aus-
stellungsraum zu ersetzen. 
Zwei tonnenförmig gekrümmte Dachflächen 
überspannen den so genannten Gobelin-
saal. Die neue Holzkonstruktion ruht auf fili-
gran ausgebildeten Stahllaschen. Glasfugen 
entlang dieser Fußpunkte lösen das Dach 
vom Bestand. Zusammen mit großzügiger 
Verglasung an den Stirnseiten und einem 
Oberlichtband am First verleihen sie dem 
Aufbau Leichtigkeit. Horizontale Lochbleche 
an den Giebeln und schräg gestellte, mat-
tierte Gläser unterhalb des Firsts minimieren 
direkten Lichteinfall und damit Blendung. 
Leuchtstoffröhren in der Firstfuge sorgen 
nachts für indirekte Beleuchtung, bei Bedarf 
ergänzt mit Spots, deren Halteschienen un-
auffällig in die Innenverkleidung aus Kiefern-
lamellen integriert sind.

Housed in a former school building, the mu-
seum collection documents the origins of 
Danish art in the 20th century. In 1999, when 
the museum acquired Bjørn Nørgaard’s tap-
estry sketches, a decision was made to cre-
ate a new roof structure with a large exhibition 
space. Two vaulted roof elements now rise 
over the existing building. They are raised on 
steel bearers, with glazed strips at the base 
separating the new from the old structures. 
Together with a ridge lantern and large areas 
of glazing to the end faces, these floor-level 
strips lend the roof an appearance of light-
ness. Metal louvres at the gable ends and ob-
scured glass fixed beneath the lantern reduce 
glare and control the direct ingress of daylight.

Kunstmuseum in Køge

Museum of Art in Køge

Architekten:

Arkitekterne Køge, Køge

Mitarbeiter:

Hans Maar Andersen, Poul Jorsal, 

Gitte Cosmos Christiansen
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Das »Kunstmuseet Køge Skitsesamling« im 
dänischen Køge dokumentiert anhand von 
über 10 000 Zeichnungen und Modellen 
den Entstehungsprozess dänischer Kunst-
werke im 20. Jahrhundert. 1988 eröffnete 
das Museum im Erd- und Untergeschoss ei-
nes ehemaligen Schulgebäudes, das um 
1900 von Martin Borch entworfen und in den 
40er-Jahren erweitert worden war. 1992 
kam das erste Obergeschoss als Ausstel-
lungsfläche hinzu. Als die Sammlung 1999 
die Skizzen von Bjørn Nørgaard für die 
Wandteppiche des Christiansborg-Palasts 
erhielt, entschied man, das flache Walm-
dach durch einen Aufsatz mit großem Aus-
stellungsraum zu ersetzen. 
Zwei tonnenförmig gekrümmte Dachflächen 
überspannen den so genannten Gobelin-
saal. Die neue Holzkonstruktion ruht auf fili-
gran ausgebildeten Stahllaschen. Glasfugen 
entlang dieser Fußpunkte lösen das Dach 
vom Bestand. Zusammen mit großzügiger 
Verglasung an den Stirnseiten und einem 
Oberlichtband am First verleihen sie dem 
Aufbau Leichtigkeit. Horizontale Lochbleche 
an den Giebeln und schräg gestellte, mat-
tierte Gläser unterhalb des Firsts minimieren 
direkten Lichteinfall und damit Blendung. 
Leuchtstoffröhren in der Firstfuge sorgen 
nachts für indirekte Beleuchtung, bei Bedarf 
ergänzt mit Spots, deren Halteschienen un-
auffällig in die Innenverkleidung aus Kiefern-
lamellen integriert sind.

Housed in a former school building, the mu-
seum collection documents the origins of 
Danish art in the 20th century. In 1999, when 
the museum acquired Bjørn Nørgaard’s tap-
estry sketches, a decision was made to cre-
ate a new roof structure with a large exhibition 
space. Two vaulted roof elements now rise 
over the existing building. They are raised on 
steel bearers, with glazed strips at the base 
separating the new from the old structures. 
Together with a ridge lantern and large areas 
of glazing to the end faces, these floor-level 
strips lend the roof an appearance of light-
ness. Metal louvres at the gable ends and ob-
scured glass fixed beneath the lantern reduce 
glare and control the direct ingress of daylight.
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Structural Analysis

CASE STUDY

Meseum in Køge, Denmark

Architect:
Arkitekterne Køge, Køge

Material:
Timber

Housed in a former school building, the museum collec-
tion documents the origins of Danish art in the 20th centu-
ry. In 1999, when the museum acquired Bjørn Nørgaard’s 
tapestry sketches, a decision was made to create a new 
roof structure with a large exhibition space. Two vaulted 
roof elements now rise over the existing building. They are 
raised on steel bearers, with glazed strips at the base sep-
arating the new from the old structures. 
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Roof section - original structure Roof section - proposed material

Support - original structure Support - proposed material

MUSEUM OF ART IN KØGE
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Maliwat Eloisa & Norman Poon

Entrance Hall to University of Bremen
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CASE STUDY ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

Entrance Hall to University of Bremen

Architect:
Jan Stormer Architekten

Material:
Glass + Metal

The new entrance hall, roughtly 1300 sqm in area, links the 
level of the raised boulevard with that of the public street 
and trams. The minimal steel-and-glass structure forms a 
bold contrast to the solid concrete construction of the ad-
joining university. The internal space affords shelter from 
the elements, but is not air conditioned. In addition of the 
broad staircase, it contains small shops, a glazed lift and 
a media wall.

Photos of site MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS

SectionSection Plan Elevation

The roof of the 15-metre high hall is borne by six V-shaped 
columns, and six hinged columns on the existing building. 
At the feet of the tubular steel columns are stainless steel  
ball and socket bearings. The roof construction, consist-
ing of an orthogonal, weldeed system of primary and sec-
ondary beam that form a rigid horizontal diaphragm, also 
bears the tension loads from the vertical cables that sup-
port the facade glazing.
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PROPOSED MATERIALS

Frame Structure and Tension MembersRhino 3D Model

The model construction is simplified into 3 major structural componets. However, the 
connection of the glass panels (1.2m x 1.8m) for the facade can hardly be demonstrated 
at such scale. The model glass panels are very likely to be demonstrated at such scale. 
The model glass panels are very likely to cripple and fall given its size and quantity. So 
we propose to join them together as an unified piece of film, or just show the cables only.

Materials:
- Primary and Secondary Beams: 9mm cardboard (three 3mm cardboard sticks stacks 
together)
- V-beam: 1.5cm acrylinder, plasticine.
- Secondary Structure (glass facade): plastic 1mm round rod (transparent plastic film)

ENTRANCE HALL TO UNIVERSITY OF BREMEN
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Entrance Hall to University of Bremen 
1:40 

The entrance hall, roughly 1,300 m2 in area, links the level 
of the raised boulevard with the public street. The minimal 
steel-and-glass structure forms a bold contrast to the ad-
joining solid concrete construction. Our project focuses on 

extra thickness to the primary beam attaching to the V-col-
umn, emphasising itself as the main structural component. 
The second emphasises the columns and beams (black) 
as the paramount frame structure, which the steel cables 
(grey) are supportive tension members holding the glass 
roof at its position.

3mm Wooden Beam
(Thick)

Cast Concrete Plinth

1.5cm Acrylic Columns

Tensioning Spring 

2mm Plastic Cable with
Attachements to 
Window Panels

Attachments

Wooden Window Frame

3mm Wooden Beam
(Normal)

0.5mm Transparent 
Plastic Sheet

Elevation Section

Top View

DETAIL DRAWINGS

Our project focuses on  expressing two sets of hierarchies. 
The first hierarchy gives extra thickness to the primary 
beam attaching to the V-col- umn, emphasising itself as 
the main structural component. The second emphasises 
the columns and beams (black) as the paramount frame 
structure, which the steel cables (grey) are supportive ten-
sion members holding the glass roof at its position.
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Maliwat Eloisa & Norman Poon

Entrance Hall to University of Bremen
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CASE STUDY

Office for Waste Management in Munich

Architect:
Ackermann und Partner, München Kurt Ackermann, Peter 
Ackermann

Material:
PTFE + Steel

The protected parking facilities for the city’s 150 refuse ve-
hicles form one section of a three-part complex erected for 
the municipal Office for Waste Management. The roof over 
the vehicle port is a point-supported membrane structure 
in translucent PTFE-coated glass-fibre fabric.

More than 8,400 m2 in area, the tent roof is supported by a 
grid of 88 steel columns laid out at 10 x 12 m centres. The 
membrane itself con- sists of 12 m precut strips welded 
together on site. The inner columns are protected against 
ramming by concrete plinths and have flexible seatings at 
the base.

Photos of site

ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

Section

Plan

Plan

Section A-A

Section B-B

CONSTRUCTION MODEL DRAWINGS
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Photographed by Jason Ji Xiang
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Leung Hiu Lam & Ma Ho Ching Isaac

Research Institute in Nieuwegein
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Material construction

Material construction

CASE STUDY

Research Institute in Nieuwegein

Architect:
architectenbureau cepezed NL-Delft

Material:
Steel + Glass

The newly completed replacement for the headquarters of 
the Watercycle Research Insti- tute, Nieuwegein, Nether-
lands, was brought into use in 2015. Glazed from floor to 
eaves, the two-storey pavilion-style building opens to the 
surrounding landscape, while a continu- ous veranda 50 
cm above the ground creates a floating effect. The can-
tilevering glass roof shelters the facades and defines the 
upper limit of the building.

ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

Photos of site

Plan

Section

INITIAL SKETCHES

INITIAL SKETCHES
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Structural Componenet in Reality (Material in Model)
1. Glass Roof (Acrylic)
2. Steel Cantilever (Cardboard)
3. Truss Roof Structure 
4. Truss Roof Structure (Corrugated cardboard)
5. Steel Column of Roof (Cardboard)
6. Steel Column of Secondary Structure (Cardboard)
7. Steel Beam of Secondary Structure (Cardboard)
8. Steel Bracing of Secondary Structure (Cardboard)
9.Glass Facade (Acrylic)
10. Insulation (Plastic corrugated board)
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Photographed by Jason Ji Xiang
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Chan Lok Yan Alison & Ho Wan Ching Melody

Sports Hall in Rillieux-La-Pape
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E

Aufbauend auf der Erfahrung früherer Projek-
te verwenden die Architekten auch hier eine 
hybride Konstruktion aus Holz und Beton, die 
im Inneren nahezu komplett ablesbar bleibt. 
Die Holzelemente wurden dabei weitgehend 
vorgefertigt. 

Dachkonstruktion 
Das Haupttragwerk bilden Holzfachwerkbinder. 
Diese verlaufen in der kleinen Gymnastikhalle 
in Längsrichtung mit einer Spannweite von 
33,66 m, während sie in der großen Halle eine 
Stützweite von 27,54 m erreichen. Die Fach-
werkträger, deren Ober- und Untergurte durch 
vertikale Pfosten und diagonale Streben aus 
Brettschichtholz miteinander verbunden sind, 
ruhen auf Leimholzstützen im Abstand von 
5,8 m. Angeliefert wurden die vorgefertigten 
Dachbinder in jeweils zwei Teilstücken, die spä-
ter auf der Baustelle zusammengesetzt und per 
Kran in ihre endgültige Position gehoben wur-
den. Durch eine wechselseitige Anordnung der 
Dachflächen auf Höhe der Ober- und Unter-
gurte konnte das offene Fachwerk der Träger 
teils mit Fensterbändern ausgestattet werden, 
was eine natürliche Belichtung der Halle mit 
blendfreiem Nordlicht ermöglicht.

Stützenauflager
An der Westfassade stehen die Leimholzstüt-
zen auf der 3,75 m hohen Betonwand; an der 
Ostseite sind sie auf der Stahlbetonboden-

E Axonometrie
 Gesamttragwerk

E axonometric
 complete structure

Laurent Clère

Der Autor ist Bauingenieur 
und Mitbegründer des Inge-
nieurbüros Arborescence in 
Lyon

The author is structural engi-
neer and co-founder of the 
engineering firm Arbores-
cence in Lyon

Based on the experience with earlier projects, 
the architects again used a hybrid construc-
tion of timber and concrete, which is almost 
completely visible from the interior of the 
building. The timber elements were mainly 
prefabricated.

Roof construction
The main structure takes the form of ply-
wood trussed girders spanning 33.66 m and 
27.54 m in the small and large hall respective-

1:250

selected part

elevation12100mm

6320mm

9200mm

Elevation Section

Plan

selected part
elevation

Elevation, section and plan (1:100)
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wood trussed girders spanning 33.66 m and 
27.54 m in the small and large hall respective-
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Sports Hall in Rillieux-La-Pape

Architect:
Tectoniques Architectes, F-Lyon

Material:
Timber

The main structure takes the form of ply- wood trussed 
girders spanning 33.66 m and 27.54 m in the small and 
large hall respec- tively and supported on glued laminated 
timber columns at 5.8 centres.

The large hall is stiffened horizontally by diagonal cross 
struts in solid wood. The facades and the inner frame con-
struction are stiffened vertically by steel cross bracing 
with turnbuckles to transfer the horizontal loads into the 
reinforce concrete base.

Photos of site
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Sporthalle in Rillieux-La-Pape
Sports Hall in Rillieux-La-Pape

The main structure takes the form of ply-
wood trussed girders spanning 33.66 m and
27.54 m in the small and large hall respec-
tively and supported on glued laminated 
timber columns at 5.8 centres.

The large hall is stiffened horizontally by
diagonal cross struts in solid wood. The
facades and the inner frame construction
are stiffened vertically by steel cross bracing
with turnbuckles to transfer the horizontal
loads into the reinforce concrete base.
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27.54 m in the small and large hall respec-
tively and supported on glued laminated 
timber columns at 5.8 centres.

The large hall is stiffened horizontally by
diagonal cross struts in solid wood. The
facades and the inner frame construction
are stiffened vertically by steel cross bracing
with turnbuckles to transfer the horizontal
loads into the reinforce concrete base.
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Details of wooden structure and proposed model material

Section (1:20)

Thermal insulation
Corrugated cardboard

Wooden board
Wooden board

Wooden beams
Thin wooden 
beams

Lightweight 
building board
White cardboard

Timber
Pine wood

Steel window frame
Black cardboard

Glass
Plastic sheet

Timber
Pine wood
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Sports Hall in Rillieux-La-Pape

The main structure takes the form of ply-
wood trussed girders spanning 33.66 m and
27.54 m in the small and large hall respec-
tively and supported on glued laminated 
timber columns at 5.8 centres.

The large hall is stiffened horizontally by
diagonal cross struts in solid wood. The
facades and the inner frame construction
are stiffened vertically by steel cross bracing
with turnbuckles to transfer the horizontal
loads into the reinforce concrete base.
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Tam Wing Huen & Chin Kuang Yi

The Casa del Tamburo on the Fortified Hill on Osppo
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The Casa del Tamburo on the Fortified Hill of Osoppo

Architect:
Pierluigi Grandinetti, Udine

Material:
Metal

The Casa del Tamburo, the drummer’s house, at the centre 
of the fortifications, was erected during the Venetian ocu-
upation and underwent many changes over the centuries, 
until an earthquake in 1976 left little more than a ruin. The 
remaining walls have now been restored and the original 
form of the building has been reconstructed with anodized 
steel sections. A concrete floor was inserted in two rooms 
on the upper storey.

Photos of siteThe Casa del Tamburo on the Fortified Hill of Osoppo
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The Casa del Tamburo on the Fortified Hill of Osoppo
Detail Elevation 1:20
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Cheung Ho Ching Toby &Leung Hoi Ching

Shoe Factory in Wollaston





PROJECT BACKGROUND
This factory in Wolland England was developed as part of the original village centre workshop where the 
Doc Martens shoe was founded, and remains as the company’s headquarters. The task was to incorporate 
a relatively large scale new industrial building into a sensitive historic site. It is designed as a traditional 
vernacular object, but detailed in a contemporary and idiosyncratic way 

Such pitched roof forms were developed to merge the buildings into the landscape and to break down the 
large scale of the new industrial elements, which are highly visible over the surrounding fields.

1:20 Detail Drawing 

Plan

Steel FrameSteel Column Steel Cables

Natural Stone Outer-skin

Cavity

Insulation

Blockwork Inner-skin

CASE STUDY

Shoe Factory in Wollaston England

Architect:
Haworth Tompkins, London

Material:
Steel + Masonry

This factory in Wolland England was developed as part of 
the original village centre workshop where the Doc Mar-
tens shoe was founded, and remains as the company’s 
headquarters. The task was to incorporate a relatively 
large scale new industrial building into a sensitive historic 
site. It is designed as a traditional vernacular object, but 
detailed in a contemporary and idiosyncratic way.

Such pitched roof forms were developed to merge the 
buildings into the landscape and to break down the large 
scale of the new industrial elements, which are highly vis-
ible over the surrounding fields.
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Athena Chow, Michelle Wong & Andy Huang

Mulimatt Gymnasiun in Aargau
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CASE STUDY

Mulimatt Gymnasiun in Aargau

Architect:
Studio Vacchini Architetti, Locaro

Material:
Concrete

The sports complex of Windisch- Mülimatt, Aargau, has 
been designed as one big bright room, with no attach-
ments or secondary service units. All playing fields receive 
light from each building side and when the covers are lifted 
they have a dual external view. The carrying structure is 
strong and important, however the architectural richness 
of the building is given by the transparent or translucent 
elements. The gymnastic halls is at the same level as the 
natural ground; a great view is seen throughout the land-
scape. The building structure is compact, the footprint is 
minimal, the height is limited.

The access to the gymnasium is made on the square side, 
the central point where pedestrians, bicycles and cars 
arrive. The landscaping concerns only a wide and dense 
planting along both banks of the river.

Photos of site
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MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION
Mülimatt Sports Education and 

Training Centre in Windisch

Model refernce image - Exterior folded facade structure of gymnasium
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Santoso Ivan Ardian & Tam Chin Fung

New Entrance Structures for the Metro in Brescia
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Architekten /Architects:
Luigi Serboli, Brescia
Vera Sabatti
Mitarbeiter / Team:
Andrea Busi
Tragwerksplaner / 
Structural engineer:
Claudio Toniolo, Sirmione, IT
Mate Engineering,  
Bologna, IT
Mauro Perini
Mitarbeiter / Team:
Sergio  Vendrame, Emanuela 
Barro
Bauherr / Client:
Stadt Brescia, Abteilung 
 Infrastruktur / City of Brescia,
Department Infrastructure
Alberto Merlini
Mitarbeiter / Team:
Marco Contu, Claudio 
 Orlandi, Luisa Zinelli
Generalunternehmer / Main 
 contractor: Kostruttiva, 
 Marghera, IT

Auf den Kopf gestellte, verspiegelte, flache 
 Pyramiden bilden die Dachkonstruktion der 
kürzlich erstellten Eingangsbauwerke für die 
bereits vor fünf Jahren eröffnete U-Bahn in 
Brescia. Die verglasten flachen Kuben dienen 
als Witterungsschutz, erhöhen die Sicherheit 
der Treppenabgänge und verringern bei eini-
gen Stationen die Wartungskosten der Roll-
treppen. An einer Schmalseite lassen sich die 
Zugänge durch Rolltore schließen. Auf den 
flachen Dächern sind Solarpaneele mit einer 
Leistung von insgesamt 148 kWh/h installiert.
Zehn Stationen außerhalb des historischen 
Zentrums wurden mit den neuen Überdachun-
gen ausgestattet. Sie haben unterschiedliche 
städtebauliche Randbedingungen und Dimen-
sionen, folgen aber alle demselben Erschei-

nungsbild. Auf diese Weise schaffen sie für 
die U-Bahn ein Markenzeichen mit hohem 
Wiedererkennungswert.
Schattenfugen im Bodenbereich betonen die 
pavillonartige Erscheinung der Baukörper, die 
sich mit ihrer klaren Form zurückhaltend in ihr 
jeweiliges Umfeld einfügen. Die Spiegelun-
gen in den Glasscheiben und in der prismati-
schen, polierten Dachuntersicht lassen die 
Grenzen zwischen Stadtraum und Objekt ver-
schwimmen und geben den Funktionsbauten 
beinahe den Charakter von Kunstinstallatio-
nen. Die zeichenhafte Form der Dächer ist 
aber auch als nach unten gerichteter Pfeil les-
bar. Nachts spiegelt sich die beleuchtete 
Treppenanlage in der Dachfläche und macht 
die Glaskuben zu großen Leuchtkörpern.

Eingangsbauwerke der U-Bahn in Brescia
New Entrance Structures for the Metro in Brescia

projekte 43 04/18
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A  Übersichtsdiagramm der 
zehn neuen Stationen der 
U-Bahn Brescia

A  diagram showing the 
 locations of the ten new 
Brescia metro stations

Schnitt, Grundriss
Maßstab 1:200
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An inverted, mirror-finished shallow pyramid 
forms the roof of the recently completed 
structures over the entrances to the Brescia 
metro, which opened five years ago. The 
glazed, flat cuboids provide protection from 
the weather, improve the safety of the staircas-
es and reduce the maintenance costs of the 
escalators at some stations. Roll-up doors at 
one of the narrow ends can be lowered to 
prevent access. The solar panels installed on 
the flat roofs can supply a total of 148 kWh/h.  
The new entrance structures were added to 
ten stations outside the historic city centre. 
They have different urban planning constraints 
and dimensions but they all share the same, 
consistent appearance. In this way, they create 
a high brand recognition value for the metro.

External shadow joints close to ground level 
emphasise the pavilion-like appearance of the 
volumes, which insert themselves with their 
clear form in a restrained way into their sur-
roundings. The reflections in the glass panels 
and in the prismatic, polished underside of 
the roof blur the boundaries between urban 
space and entrance structure, giving these 
utility buildings almost the character of an art 
installation. The distinctive shape of the roof 
can also be interpreted as a downward-point-
ing arrow indicating the presence of the en-
trance stairways leading down to the metro.
At night, the illuminated staircases reflect in 
the polished underside of the roof, transform-
ing the glass cuboid into a large luminous 
body. 
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Alle Zeichnungen und die 
Fotos auf den Seiten 42 – 45 
zeigen die Station Ospedale. 
Das konstruktive Prinzip gilt 
für alle zehn Stationen und 
wird lediglich an die unter-
schiedlichen Dimensionen 
angepasst.

All the drawings and photo-
graphs on pages 42 – 45 
 relate to Ospedale Station. 
The structural principle is 
the same for all ten stations 
and we simply adjusted 
the basic design to suit the 
dimensions.
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Typologie
An den zehn Stationen der U-Bahn wurden 
insgesamt 14 Überdachungsbauwerke unter-
schiedlicher Abmessungen errichtet. Der 
größte Baukörper an der Station FS misst 
22,54 ≈ 9,50 ≈ 4,04 m, der kleinste an der 
 Station Prealpino 15,93 ≈ 5,14 ≈ 3,67 m. Trotz 
dieser Unterschiede folgen alle Konstruktio-
nen der gleichen Typologie und weisen auch 
eine weitgehend identische Detaillierung auf. 
Maßangaben im folgenden Text beziehen sich 
auf die Station Ospedale.

Tragwerk und Aussteifung
Die architektonische Zielsetzung eines kubi-
schen Baukörpers mit einer nach außen mög-
lichst unscheinbaren Konstruktion führte zu 
 einem Dach in Gestalt einer auf den Kopf ge-
stellten flachen Pyramide über rechteckigem 
Grundriss. Dieser Form folgt das Haupttrag-
werk: Es besteht aus zwei sich kreuzenden 
Einfeldträgern, die diagonal zwischen den 
Stützen spannen und zur Mitte hin an Höhe zu-
nehmen. Die Nebenträger verlaufen in einem 
orthogonalen Raster parallel zu den Dach-
kanten. Sie haben damit eine von ihrer Lage 
abhängige, aber in sich konstante Höhe.
Das Dach ruht auf Stützen an den vier Ecken.
Für die Aussteifung sollte nicht auf die Ver-
glasung zurückgegriffen werden, Diagonalen 
schieden aus gestalterischen Gründen aus. 
 Eine Tischkonstruktion mit biegesteifen Ecken 
zwischen Stütze und Träger stand im Wider-
spruch zur Pyramidenform mit ihrem schma-
len Dachrand. Folglich wurden die Stützen am 
Fußpunkt eingespannt, die Dachfläche selbst  
ist konstruktionsbedingt steif.

Konstruktion
Die Stützen bestehen aus handelsüblichen 
HEB-300-Stahlprofilen. An der offenen Schmal-
seite nehmen sie die Führung des Rolltores 
und die Elektroleitungen der PV-Anlage auf, 

B  Schnitte, Grundriss 
Dachkonstruktion 
Maßstab 1:125

C  Schemaschnitt Diagonal-
träger

 Maßstab 1:125
D   Axonometrie Gesamt-

tragwerk
E  Dachelement bei der 

 Anlieferung auf der 
 Baustelle

F  Ende des Hauptträgers 
mit Montageplatte

B  section, plan view of roof 
construction 
scale 1:125

C  schematic section of 
a  diagonal beam

 scale 1:125
D  axonometric of the 

 complete structure
E   roof element being  

delivered to site
F  end of a main beam with 

attachment plate
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Typology
A total of 14 roof structures of various sizes 
were erected at 10 existing metro stations. 
The largest structure, at FS Station, measures 
22.54 ≈ 9.50 ≈ 4.04 m, while the smallest, at 
Prealpino, has dimensions of 15.93 ≈ 5.14 ≈ 
3.67 m. In spite of these differences, all the 
structures share the same topology and, to a 
large extent, identical detailing. The dimen-
sional information given in the rest of this arti-
cle relates to Ospedale Station.

Load-bearing structure and stiffening 
The architectural objective of creating a cuboid 
building with very little of the load-bearing 
structure discernible from outside led to a roof 
in the form of an inverted pyramid with a rec-
tangular footprint. The main load-bearing 
structure follows the form of the building: it 
consists of two crossed single-span girders that 
run diagonally between the columns and in-
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1:20 model could not fit the whole sructure -> 
new design proposed by deleting 4 rows, simplifying 
the structure without shrinking the main beam. 

10.8m, 2.1m each

New Entrance Structures for the Metro in Brescia

Proposed Design Model
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New Entrance Structures for the Metro in Brescia

Detail Drawings + Materiality

General rule: (of the three main material)

Glass - Acrylic 
Steel - Wood
Mirror - Reflective metal sheets
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Block 1: Material Construction Block 1: Material Construction

1:20 model could not fit the whole sructure -> 
new design proposed by deleting 4 rows, simplifying 
the structure without shrinking the main beam. 

10.8m, 2.1m each

New Entrance Structures for the Metro in Brescia

Proposed Design Model
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Block 1: Material Construction Block 1: Material Construction

1:20 model could not fit the whole sructure -> 
new design proposed by deleting 4 rows, simplifying 
the structure without shrinking the main beam. 

10.8m, 2.1m each

New Entrance Structures for the Metro in Brescia

Proposed Design Model

CASE STUDY

New Entrance Structures for the Metro in Brescia, Italy

Architect:
Luigi Serboli

Material:
Glass + Metal

An inverted, mirror-finished shallow pyramid forms the 
roof of the structures over the entrances to the Brescia 
metro. The glazed, flat cuboids provide protections from 
the weather, improve safety of the staircases and reduce 
the maintenance costs of the escalators at some stations. 
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Chai Yijun Jenny, Pui Yu Yau  & Erika Anna Fernandes

Sports Hall in Munich
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Compression and Tension:

Shear Diagram:

How the 3D truss looks from 
Below Axonometric of Proposed Model 

38. Sports Hall in Munich - Original Dimensions and Analysis 

Analysis:
1. Primary Structure: Steel Truss is connected by steel tubes to form a prism shape. 
The steel truss is connected to beams and the load is transferred via the columns on the two ends of the sports hall.

2 Secondary Structure: Timber beams are layered evenly on top of steel I-beam  in order to support the glass panels
above the truss.

3. I - p3. I - prooile of beam becomes T-prooile at two ends of the beam.
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CASE STUDY

Sports Hall in Munich

Architect:
Bernhard Peck

Material:
Steel + Timber

The primary structure of the sports hall is composed by 
steel I - beams, a 3D truss made from steel tubes and steel 
columns that hold the structure at two ends.

The secondary structure is composed by two pieces of 
glass held by timber beams with grass overlaid on top. Due 
to the large scale of this architecture, we chose to resize 
and show half of the original structure in our model.
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Eunsoo Kim & Soyeon Park

Maximilian Museum in Augsburg
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∂   2001 ¥ 5 Dokumentation 875
MAXIMILIAN MUSEUM in Augsburg STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

PURPOSE of the structure:
- To create an extended exhibition space without impairing 
the view of the existing Renaisance building

CHARACTERISTICS:
- The glass bears compression better than tensile stresses.
- The connection among steel cables is tensioned via a web-
like node construction.

STRUCTURE: GLAZED ROOF supported by STEEL CABLES
*RED Line : The neighboring Renais-
sance buildings
*PURPLE Line : Primary Structure
*BLUE Line : Secondary Structure
*GREEN Line : Cut line
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We cut right below the connecting shoe because 
we hope to concentrate on the roof and the pri-
mary and secondary structures at the top.
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CASE STUDY

Maximilian Museum in Augsburg

Architect:
Hochbauamt Augsburg

Material:
Glass + Steel Cables

The glass bears compression and the connection among 
art collections of the City of Augsburg.

The barrel-vault roof of glass was built over the central 
coutyard, allowing the below space to be a display area. 
The glass bears compression and the connection among 
steel cables is tensioned.
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PROPOSED SCENARIO
1:100

Since the width of the structure 
exceeds 600mm a little bit, we 
scaled the original size of the 
structure down to 1:23.385 to 
fit into the 600x400mm wooden 
base. This strategy allows to 
show the complete structure in 
detail. 

Two side walls supporting 
the structure (act as the 
neighboring buildings)

ELEVATION

PLAN

Extra side wall created so 
that the structure can be 
anchored along the diago-
nal wall, which is the origi-
nal condition of the project 
(see side view below).
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art collections of the City of Augsburg.
The barrel-vault roof of glass was built over the central 
coutyard, allowing the below space to be a display area. 
The glass bears compression and the connection among 
steel cables is tensioned.
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back to the frame. The column bases are designed as ful-
ly  restrained and the steel construction is free-standing 
within the shaft. 
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Von außen ist der Eingriff in das Gründer-
zeitgebäude der ehemaligen Rothschild-
Bank kaum zu erkennen. Doch im Inneren 
setzen sich die neuen Gebäudeteile in 
Materialwahl und Formensprache deutlich 
gegen den Altbau ab. Alle neuen Einbauten 
bestehen aus möglichst roh belassenen 
Baustoffen. Innenfassaden und Wände sind 
überwiegend aus Glas oder Beton, Böden 
aus Monolithestrich. Von der alten Bausub-
stanz blieben die beiden parallelen Haupt-
trakte an der Straße und am Garten bis 
jeweils zur Gebäudemitte erhalten. Alle Ein-
bauten des Innenhofes und die Treppen-
 anlagen wurden dagegen abgerissen, um 
Raum zu schaffen für Büroräume und den 
überdachten Innenhof, über den die an-
grenzenden Räume belichtet und belüftet 
werden. Die Frischluft wird dabei über die 
Fassadenprofile zugeführt, die Abluft aus 
den Büros zur Wärmerückgewinnung ge-
nutzt. Die neue Erschließung ist in Form ei-
nes schmalen verglasten Treppenhauses an 
einer der den Hof begrenzenden Brandwän-
de untergebracht. Der Innenhof ist auf allen 
Seiten von transparenten Flächen umgeben: 
Ein Membrandach überspannt den 15 ≈ 18 
Meter großen Hof und verleiht ihm eine sehr 
lichte Atmosphäre. Neben den vier gläser-
nen Fassaden ist auch die Decke des Ver-
anstaltungsraumes, die den Boden des Ho-
fes bildet, aus Glas, das bei Bedarf mittels 
LCD-Flächen undurchsichtig geschaltet 
werden kann. Das Tragwerk des Daches 
konnte trotz asymmetrischer Belastung 
durch Schnee und Wind filigran ausgeführt 
werden. Die Schub- und Drucklasten der 
sechs schlanken Stahlbögen werden dabei 
auf zwei horizontale und zwei vertikale 
Fachwerke übertragen. Schräge zug- und 
druckfeste Stäbe verbinden das gesamte 
System mit horizontal gespannten Seilen 
und stabilisieren es. Die Dachmembranen 
bestehen aus 0,2 mm starken Polyethylen-
Tetraflourethylen-Folien mit einer Licht-
durchlässigkeit von 95% und einem min. 
U-Wert von 0,2 W/m2K. Sie bilden fünf 
luftgefüllte Kissen, die im Gegensatz zu 
Glas relativ leicht und unempfindlich 
gegenüber Verformungen sind. 
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Hofüberdachung in Wien

Covered Courtyard in Vienna

Architekten:
Christian Jabornegg, András Pálffy, Wien
Mitarbeiter:
Joachim Pyka, Bettina-Barbara 
Randelzhofer, Heinz Priebernig
Tragwerksplaner:
Karlheinz Wagner, Wien

The new elements in this bank development 
are most clearly evident internally, where they 
are contrasted formally and in the use of ma-
terials with those of the existing buildings. The 
staircases and all structures in the courtyard 
were removed to create new offices and to 
 facilitate the lighting and ventilation of the 
 adjoining rooms via a large atrium. A new 
staircase was inserted next to one of the fire 
walls at the side of the courtyard.  
Enclosed on all four sides by transparent, 
glazed surfaces, this 15 ≈ 18 m central space 
is covered by a translucent membrane roof 
that lends it a quality of radiance. The floor of 
the atrium, which forms the ceiling over a 
multi-functional space on the level below, is 
also constructed of glass elements. These 
can be rendered opaque by means of LCD 
technology. In spite of asymmetrical snow 
and wind loading, it was possible to execute 
the roof structure in a spare, minimally dimen-
sioned form. The shearing and compression 
loads from the six slender steel arches are 
transmitted to two horizontal and two vertical 
trusses. The system is stabilized by diagonal 
tension and compression rods connected to 
horizontal cables. 
The roof membrane consists of 0.2 mm 
 polytetrafluoroethylene sheeting with a light 
transmission of 95 per cent and a U-value of 
0.2 W/m2K. Unlike glass elements, the five 
pneumatic segments are relatively light, and 
also unproblematic if subject to deformation. 
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 facilitate the lighting and ventilation of the 
 adjoining rooms via a large atrium. A new 
staircase was inserted next to one of the fire 
walls at the side of the courtyard.  
Enclosed on all four sides by transparent, 
glazed surfaces, this 15 ≈ 18 m central space 
is covered by a translucent membrane roof 
that lends it a quality of radiance. The floor of 
the atrium, which forms the ceiling over a 
multi-functional space on the level below, is 
also constructed of glass elements. These 
can be rendered opaque by means of LCD 
technology. In spite of asymmetrical snow 
and wind loading, it was possible to execute 
the roof structure in a spare, minimally dimen-
sioned form. The shearing and compression 
loads from the six slender steel arches are 
transmitted to two horizontal and two vertical 
trusses. The system is stabilized by diagonal 
tension and compression rods connected to 
horizontal cables. 
The roof membrane consists of 0.2 mm 
 polytetrafluoroethylene sheeting with a light 
transmission of 95 per cent and a U-value of 
0.2 W/m2K. Unlike glass elements, the five 
pneumatic segments are relatively light, and 
also unproblematic if subject to deformation. 
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Architect:
Christian Jabornegg, András Pálffy, Wien

Material:
Polytetrafluoroethylene Sheeting

The primary structure of the sports hall is composed by 
steel I - beams, a 3D truss made from steel tubes and steel 
columns that hold the structure at two ends.

The secondary structure is composed by two pieces of 
glass held by timber beams with grass overlaid on top. Due 
to the large scale of this architecture, we chose to resize 
and show half of the original structure in our model.
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Von außen ist der Eingriff in das Gründer-
zeitgebäude der ehemaligen Rothschild-
Bank kaum zu erkennen. Doch im Inneren 
setzen sich die neuen Gebäudeteile in 
Materialwahl und Formensprache deutlich 
gegen den Altbau ab. Alle neuen Einbauten 
bestehen aus möglichst roh belassenen 
Baustoffen. Innenfassaden und Wände sind 
überwiegend aus Glas oder Beton, Böden 
aus Monolithestrich. Von der alten Bausub-
stanz blieben die beiden parallelen Haupt-
trakte an der Straße und am Garten bis 
jeweils zur Gebäudemitte erhalten. Alle Ein-
bauten des Innenhofes und die Treppen-
 anlagen wurden dagegen abgerissen, um 
Raum zu schaffen für Büroräume und den 
überdachten Innenhof, über den die an-
grenzenden Räume belichtet und belüftet 
werden. Die Frischluft wird dabei über die 
Fassadenprofile zugeführt, die Abluft aus 
den Büros zur Wärmerückgewinnung ge-
nutzt. Die neue Erschließung ist in Form ei-
nes schmalen verglasten Treppenhauses an 
einer der den Hof begrenzenden Brandwän-
de untergebracht. Der Innenhof ist auf allen 
Seiten von transparenten Flächen umgeben: 
Ein Membrandach überspannt den 15 ≈ 18 
Meter großen Hof und verleiht ihm eine sehr 
lichte Atmosphäre. Neben den vier gläser-
nen Fassaden ist auch die Decke des Ver-
anstaltungsraumes, die den Boden des Ho-
fes bildet, aus Glas, das bei Bedarf mittels 
LCD-Flächen undurchsichtig geschaltet 
werden kann. Das Tragwerk des Daches 
konnte trotz asymmetrischer Belastung 
durch Schnee und Wind filigran ausgeführt 
werden. Die Schub- und Drucklasten der 
sechs schlanken Stahlbögen werden dabei 
auf zwei horizontale und zwei vertikale 
Fachwerke übertragen. Schräge zug- und 
druckfeste Stäbe verbinden das gesamte 
System mit horizontal gespannten Seilen 
und stabilisieren es. Die Dachmembranen 
bestehen aus 0,2 mm starken Polyethylen-
Tetraflourethylen-Folien mit einer Licht-
durchlässigkeit von 95% und einem min. 
U-Wert von 0,2 W/m2K. Sie bilden fünf 
luftgefüllte Kissen, die im Gegensatz zu 
Glas relativ leicht und unempfindlich 
gegenüber Verformungen sind. 
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With its roughly jointed recycled bricks, sheet 
copper, and wooden windows, the new mu-
seum of art is integrated quite naturally in the 
small-scale texture of the old city centre. Nev-
ertheless, thanks to the relatively large volume 
of the building and the striking curved lines of 
the roof, the structure is a completely inde-
pendent element in the urban context. 
After crossing the small entrance court and 
passing through the copper-lined revolving 
doors, visitors find themselves on a copper 
grating that resembles a red carpet and leads 
to an elegant, exposed-concrete reception 
desk. Behind this is a large, black-coloured 
recess that is naturally lighted from above. 
Apart from these spatial design features, how-

ever, the museum provides a restrained, neu-
tral background for the works of an art collec-
tor from Ravensburg and for the temporary 
exhibitions that are staged there. 
The exhibition spaces with their rectilinear lay-
out are inscibed to a maximum scale in the 
site area and form the centrepiece of the de-
sign. The residual spaces at the sides accom-
modate a lift and two staircases. In spite of 
their identical dimensions, each of the three 
levels has its own individual appearance. The 
entrance storey is a central interface area with 
a number of large-scale windows, whereas 
the first floor was conceived as an introverted 
“white cube”. In the roof storey, a system of 
interlocking, load-bearing, conical vaulting in 

exposed brickwork determines the curved line 
of the roof and ensures continuity between 
the interior of the building and the facade. 
The bricks were rescued from a demolished 
monastery complex in Belgium and are an im-
portant design element that lend the develop-
ment a sensuous patina. They also form part 
of the concept of sustainability of the muse-
um, which is certified as a passive-energy 
building. The choice of this recycled material 
for the double-skin facade and the roof vault-
ing did not result in cost savings compared 
with new brickwork, but it helped to achieve a 
more positive energy balance by eliminating 
the elaborate firing process that would other-
wise have been necessary. 
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1  Dachdichtung Bitumenbahn zwei
lagig, obere Lage beschiefert 
Wärmedämmung 300 mm 
Dampfsperre, Voranstrich 
Lastverteilung Stahlbeton 200 mm  
Luftschichtanker Edelstahl Ø 4 mm 
in Mörtelfuge 
Abbruchziegel 115 mm,  
Bogenradius gleichmäßig konisch 
1,50 – 5,50 m 

2  Stahlprofil lackiert, mit integrierter 
Stromschiene 

3  Attikaabdeckung Kupferblech  
0,7 mm, Gefälle 6 % 

4  Verblendmauerwerk Abbruchziegel 
115 mm  
Luftschichtanker Edelstahl Ø 4 mm 
in Mörtelfuge 
Fingerspalt 10 mm  
Wärmedämmung 240 mm  
Stahlbeton 250 mm

1  two-layer bituminous roof seal,
  upper layer with shale covering
  300 mm thermal insulation 
  vapour barrier; undercoat 
  200 mm reinforced concrete 
  load-distribution layer
  Ø 4 mm stainless-steel ties in 
  mortar joints 
  115 mm curved demolition-brick 
  layer to 1.50 – 5.50 m radius 
  with regular conical form 
2  painted steel section with integral 
  electric track
3  0.7 mm sheet-copper covering to 
  parapet (6% falls) 
4  115 mm demolition-brick facing skin 
  Ø 4 mm stainless-steel ties in 
  mortar joints 
  10 mm cavity  
  240 mm thermal insulation 
  250 mm reinforced concrete wall 

  Gipsputz geglättet  
  Dispersionsanstrich
 5   Sockelleiste Hartholz 160/15 mm 

lackiert
 6   Stahlbeton mit Betonkerntemperie

rung 400 mm, Oberfläche abge
scheibt und imprägniert 
Metallunterkonstruktion zweilagig 
Gipskarton 12,5 mm

 7   Stahlbeton mit Betonkerntemperie
rung 400 mm, Oberfläche abge
scheibt und imprägniert  
Wärmedämmung 388 mm  
Verbundkonstruktion aus Abbruch
ziegeln und Ortbeton 210 mm

 8   Fertigteilsturz verblendet mit 
 Abbruchziegeln

 9   PfostenRiegelFassade Holz  
mit Dreifachverglasung  
Uw = 0,80 W/m2K

10  Vorhang Textil

   gypsum plaster, smoothed, with 
   emulsion paint
 5   15/160 mm hardwood skirting, 
   painted 
 6   400 mm reinforced concrete floor 
   with core temperature control, 
   surface smoothed and impregnated 
   two-layer metal supporting structure
   12.5 mm gypsum plasterboard 
 7   400 mm reinforced concrete floor 
   with core temperature control, 
   surface smoothed and impregnated 
   388 mm thermal insulation 
   210 mm composite construction 

consisting of demolition bricks and 
   insitu concrete 
 8   prefabricated lintel with 
   demolition-brick cladding 
 9   timber post-and-rail facade with 
   triple glazing (Uw = 0.80 Wm2K) 
10   fabric curtain

material construction: reference
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self-supporting structure of the roof vault.
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Roof Plan + First and Second Floor Outline   [ 1:250 ] 

Ground Floor Plan   [ 1:250 ] 

roof outline 
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Brief analysis of dimensions of the plan and the curved roof
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self-supporting structure of the roof vault.
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CASE STUDY ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

Museum of Art in Ravensburg

Architect:
LRO Lederer Ragnarsdottir Oei, Stuttgart

Material:
Masonry

The Museum of Art in Ravensburg was built on 2013 in Ger-
many which purpose was to exhibit modern art in the from 
of architecture and content. This project successfully con-
struct the concept of masonry vault as seen from the ceil-
ing and roof structure, which incorporate layers of striking 
asymmetric curves that fits into a pattern. The roof works 
as an independent element which is supported by steel 
I-beams in the end of each arch. Therefore, visitors could 
see the elegance of the masonry vaults both from the inte-
rior and exterior of the museum.

Photos of site

Roof plan + 1F and 2F floor outline
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